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ABSTRACT 

New student affairs professionals encounter a myriad of socialization challenges 

as they undergo both graduate and professional socialization and organizational 

socialization. More often than not, these environments are socializing new student affairs 

professionals in ways that are incongruent and perhaps even oppositional. Layered on 

top of these general socialization tensions is the emergence and encroachment of 

academic capitalism into student affairs professional environments. For the purpose of 

this dissertation, the term Market Effect with be utilized in place of academic capitalism 

to depict how academic capitalism has manifested itself in the student affairs profession. 

This case study of four college student personnel programs seeks to understand 

how new student affairs professionals make sense of and resolve socialization tensions in 

professional environments and the extent to which these socialization tensions are created 

by the marketization of the student affairs profession. The literatures drawn upon in this 

study include, the sociology of professions and professionalization, professional 

socialization and education, student affairs history and professional ideology, and 

academic capitalism and the marketization of student affairs. Implications and 

recommendations are made in the final chapter. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chapter One 

AF: I've been coached on being a little colder, a little more straight faced, or 
just smiling all the time. I've been coached on that. You know, so I mean I 
know how I'm supposed to act and the front I'm supposed to put on. And 
sure that's very different from when I was a grad, very different. 

MH: So how do you? Here's this graduate program you went through to 
become a student affairs professional. Now you're kind of cast into this 
environment, how do you deal with that? What do you do? I mean what 
does that say about your professional education? 

AF: That it's really nice and fluffy. Honestly, it's nice and fluffy. I mean and 
that's why I look at student programs and I see them as unrealistic. I see 
them as idealistic. I see them as not really knowing what it takes to run 
the place, to run a business, to run the union. What it takes to support 
them. I mean that's very frustrating. Every day, every morning, the first 
thing I look at is my budget numbers. Did I hit my budget? How did I do 
in numbers last night? You know? And all that money goes back to 
support programs. Not all of it, but you know what I mean, to support the 
building and the building supports the programming aspect. So I see them 
as unrealistic and not really truly knowing, having no true sense of the 
whole picture. And that's very frustrating. 

Problem 

The preceding words of this new professional draw our attention to two 

disjunctures challenging new professionals in student affairs. The first is the perennial 

issue of professional socialization vs. workplace socialization. Professional socialization 

can be quite different from the working situations into which new student affairs 

professionals are socialized(Trowler & Knight, 2000; Amey, 1998; Hancock, 1988; 

Upcraft, 1998; Ward, 1995; Wood et. al. 1985; Schron, 1983). Exacerbating this ever-

present tension between professional and organizational socialization in student affairs is 

the emergence and encroachment of Academic Capitalism (Rhoades & Slaughter, 2004; 
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Rhoades & Slaughter, 1997; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997) into the student affairs profession. 

Over the past two decades universities have had to adjust to changes in national and state 

higher education financing patterns, causing them to respond by seeking out new sources 

of financial support (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997) and by reallocating internal resources to 

academic units thought to be revenue producers for better market competition (Hackman, 

1985; Slaughter, 1993; Volk, Slaughter, & Thomas, 2001). This dynamic led faculty to 

compete for external funding that is increasingly tied to the market. Slaughter and 

Leslie(1997) describe this behavior as Academic Capitalism, "emphasizing the utility of 

higher education to national economic activity on the part of the faculty and 

institutions"(p. 33). This entrepreneurial turn towards increased Academic Capitalism 

led to the restructuring, restratification, and retrenchment of faculty in an effort to 

become more efficient (Rhoades, 1998). Furthermore, market forces have begun to 

reshape the concept of meritocracy at the faculty level. Faculty in fields closer to the 

market are seen as central and more meritorious (Rhoades, 1998; Slaughter & Leslie, 

1997). Today, academic capitalism is manifesting itself in student affairs in ways similar 

to those found with faculty. In fact, an emergent role for new professionals in student 

affairs is entrepreneurialism (Woodard, Love, and Komives, 2001), generating revenue 

for themselves and their institutions through the wide variety of programs and services it 

offers, while at the same time developing students holistically. This trend is inherently 

problematic in many ways in that the values underlying academic capitalism (revenue 

generation, commodification of programs, efficiency) are in direct opposition to student 

affairs professional ideals, graduate education, and to competing workplace realities. 
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Woodard and DeArmond (1998, unpublished paper) assert, "We are moving perilously 

close to swapping our core values for market place values as a way to protect our 

interests as a profession"(p. 17). This second disjuncture is layered on top of the more 

longstanding disjuncture between professional vs. workplace socialization. Overall, 

these competing ideologies are a potential source of tension for new professionals. While 

each socializing ideology (professional ideology, workplace ideology, ideology of 

academic capitalism) may not require belief in its premises, it does however require 

conformity to its operations. 

Background 

The student affairs profession has struggled throughout its existence to justify its 

legitimacy as a profession. Scholars have engaged in considerable debate as to whether 

student affairs is even a profession. (Bloland & Stamatakos, 1989; Carpenter, 1998; 

Stamatakos, 1981;Wren & Darley, 1949). No matter how one examines it, having to 

question whether student affairs is a profession or not is cause enough for concern. 

Bloland (1992) suggests that; 

"Implicit in the question, and justification for its continuing examination is a 
sense of marginality, of subordination of student affairs staff in the academic 
enterprise. Implicit also is the suggestion that to be recognized as a profession 
would confer additional status along with concomitant benefits. The resolution of 
the question, therefore, is not just an academic exercise but, as is true of many 
other quasi professions, one which strikes at the heart of our identity and self-
concept as well as the morale of the people who constitute the field". 

Bloland's poignant words suggest that consciously or unconsciously this sense of 

marginality may be playing itself out in the performance and socialization of 

professionals. Others scholars have noted that this message of marginality is transmitted 
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through graduate socialization mechanisms and persists at the practitioner level (Forney, 

1994). Practitioners in the field, graduate programs, and perhaps even the literature in 

student affairs further perpetuate this behavior. Others scholars have noted that this 

identity crisis stems from the lack of a single flinctional focus (Fenske, 1989), while still 

others suggest the field has never had a consensual integrative philosophy (Fenske, 1989; 

Stamatokos & Rogers, 1984). Perhaps Jablonsky (1998) summarizes the problem best as 

he asserts: 

"Our profession's unresolved problems are long -standing and perpetuated by 
ourselves through our professional organizations, graduate preparation programs, 
and daily practice. In particular, three inter-related issues continue to plague our 
profession. As a profession we are still wrestling with an identity crisis that 
emerged with our inception as we were created to assume responsibilities 
originally bestowed upon faculty. Graduate preparation programs that were 
created to service our profession as it grew into existence contribute to our search 
for identity with the variety of curriculum offered from program to program. As a 
result, practitioners do not operate from a common knowledge base. 
Consequently, student affairs practitioners learn to devalue the knowledge base of 
the profession. Without a common knowledge base, our profession will continue 
to struggle for an identity" (p. 206) 

In addition to this identity crisis, the budget climate and accountability demands 

are placing new pressures on professionals (Woodard, 1998; Rentz, 1998; Shroeder and 

Pike, 2001). The profession of student affairs is being required to increasingly assess its 

effectiveness on campus(Penn & Trow, 1987) and this effectiveness is in direct 

proportion to budget allocations. Rentz (1998) asserts "that unless student personnel 

professionals could document their effectiveness with students, future budget allocations 

would be greatly decreased. Accountability had entered higher education from the 

corporate world" (P. 46). In response to the demands for accountability amid severe 
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budget cuts & retrenchment, many student affairs professionals have chosen to relinquish 

their commitment to student development, favoring instead more quantifiable activities 

and services (Stamatakos & Rogers 1984 p. 400). 

Professional Entry into Student Affairs—'HQW student affairs professionals enter the 

profession via a variety of education levels and backgrounds. Most are prepared 

nationally in four-year institutions through a network of Master of Arts degree programs 

and enter organizations having been professionally trained and socialized to the norms 

and values of student affairs. Yet, for most this process is not a linear, cleanly sequenced 

process. Many new professionals are both in graduate programs and working in the 

profession, if not as full-time employees, than as graduate assistants, and who are more 

often than not working full-time jobs for a fraction of the cost. 

However, as noted previously, individuals enter the student affairs professional 

environment from a variety of backgrounds. There are numerous professionals who have 

not had the education and training prescribed by the profession (Cooper, Saunders, 

Winston, Hirt, Creamer & Janosik, 2002; McEwen & Talbot, 1998; Holmes, 1982; 

Bloland, 1979; Dressel&Mayhew, 1974). For many student affairs practitioners, their 

highest educational degrees are bachelor's degrees. Still others have graduate degrees in 

fields other than student affairs. More than a third of student affairs faculty comes from 

master's programs other than student affairs and 14% have doctorates in fields other than 

college student personnel, counseling, or higher education majors that one would expect 

student affairs faculty to have pursued (Evans & Williams, 1998). According to 
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Carpenter (1998) even the highest ranking student affairs positions can be obtained 

without student affairs experience or education. 

Responding to these issues, the Council for the Advancement of Standards in 

Higher Education (CAS), a consortium of twenty professional associations in the area of 

student affairs, met and published a set of standards in 1986, which prescribed and 

elucidated that student affairs practitioners hold a minimal of a masters degree in student 

affairs or a related field in order to practice student affairs work. McEwen and Talbot 

(1998) note, "Central to the CAS standards is that the masters degree represents the 

minimal requirement for professional practice. Nevertheless, the core belief about the 

professional practice of student affairs is that persons will hold a masters degree in 

student affairs or a closely related area"(p. 129). While the CAS standards offer 

significant contributions in the development of entry-level preparation guidelines, no 

consensus or policy has been developed to enforce that one have a masters degree from a 

professional education program that follows the CAS model in higher education (Miller, 

1999). Those programs that do follow the CAS model do not graduate enough 

professionals to fill all of the available positions in colleges and universities (Carpenter, 

2002). Thus, having consensus matters little in that there are not enough professionals to 

fill the needed vacancies. 

A related issue with professional socialization is created by the diverse focus 

areas of professional preparation programs in student affairs. The Directory of Graduate 

Preparation programs in College Student Personnel (1994) describes three primary 

curriculums used in student affairs programs— administration, counseling, and student 
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development (Penn & Trow, 1987). In addition to this there is significant concern 

among scholars who study professional socialization as to whether the professional 

socialization processes have been designed by faculty in an effort to assist the student in 

their current role as a student or for the student's future role as a professional (Weidman, 

Twale, & Stein, 2001; Gold, 2000; Baird, 1990; QuarenteUi, Helfrich, and Yutsy, 1964). 

This same issue is rearing its head in student affairs. Upcraft (1998), a leading 

practitioner and scholar in student affairs laments: 

"some of my practitioner colleagues believe that preparation programs are run by people 
with little or no practical experience, or recent practical experience, who are disconnected 
from the realities of practice, and unable to translate their wonderful theories into 
practice. Many practitioners believe that many graduate programs focus too much on 
counseling and not enough on more general interpersonal skills and administrative skills. 
The result: they believe they spend too much time 'reorienting' graduates of student 
affairs preparation programs to the reality of practice"(p. 226). 

Upcraft's words address a timeless disjuncture in professions in general and 

student affairs in particular. The interweaving of theory and practice continues to be an 

obstacle for both practitioners and those who socialize them. In addition to this, some 

new professionals are working on master's or doctorates while concurrently working 

professionally in the field. This socialization may create more tension due to incongruent 

value structures found within each environment. 

Thus, professional socialization is inherently problematic due to (a) the variety of 

college student personnel preparation programs and the diversity of faculty backgrounds 

(b) workplace socialization, and (c) the position of many future student affairs 

professionals who are in both professional education programs and the workplace 

simultaneously. This suggests that professional education in student affairs cannot be a 
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"total institutionar'(Goffman, 1959) experience such as law school or medical school, 

which totally consumes the students' lives and has strict, mediated entry. Total 

institutions are those that are protected from outsiders and "their encompassing or total 

character is symbolized by the barrier to social intercourse with the outside and to 

departure that is often built right into the physical plant, such as locked doors, high walls, 

barbed wire, cliffs, water, forest, or moors"(pp. 4-6). 

Given the current institutional context previously described, I wonder how new 

professionals are being affected by professional and workplace socialization and 

academic capitalism/marketization of student affairs. Are professional socialization 

environments such as graduate preparation programs, professional associations, graduate 

assistantships, and first professional position preparing new professionals to adequately 

address issues of academic capitalism—cocurricular capitalism? Do new professionals 

embrace this change? What perceptions do students hold about the treatment of financial 

issues in their graduate preparation programs? What tools do those entering the student 

affairs profession draw upon when addressing issues of professional vs. workplace 

socialization and academic capitalism? How are leaders and supervisors of new 

professionals facilitating adjustment to the work environment and administrative culture? 

How do individuals learn the culture of their chosen organization? 

In addition to this, I wonder how might the consequences of Academic Capitalism 

upon faculty be similar to those found for new student affairs professionals (the amount 

of time spent teaching as opposed to time engaged in entrepreneurial activity). While 

studies have been done to address the impact of the market on faculty (Lee & Rhoads, 
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2004 fourthcoming; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997), none have been done to examine how the 

intensification of entrepreneurialism (academic capitalism) affects and is expressed by 

student affairs professionals and the preparation programs they come from. While 

scholars in student affairs are addressing fiscal issues (Jackson, 2000; Schuh, 2000; 

Woodard, 1995; Woodard, Love, and Komives, 2000), and the changing nature of higher 

education, little to no attention is being given to how these changes have effected student 

affairs professionals in general and new student affairs professionals in particular(Hirt, 

1998). 

In an effort to gain insight into these complex questions, this research project 

seeks to understand the socialization tensions experienced by new professionals as well 

as the extent to which Academic Capitalism plays a role in any socialization tensions 

experienced by new professionals. While student affairs places a premium on facilitating 

the learning process and on the holistic development of the student, it has rarely 

examined the factors that impact the complex disciplinary and professional learning 

processes of practitioners in our field (Brown, 2000, unpublished paper). In addition to 

this, a study of our professions work must be undertaken, not solely in the context of 

professional socialization, but also as part of a network of social, political, and economic 

relations. As Becker (1961) notes, "if it is true that conflict and tension arise when the 

expectations governing social relations are violated or frustrated, then it is clear that study 

of such instances will reveal just what those expectations are; and the discovery of such 

expectations is an important part of the sociological analysis of any organization"(p. 21). 
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Professional and Organizational Socialization 

Before addressing professional and organizational socialization, it is essential to 

identity the basic features of socialization (Palvalko, 1988). Berger and Luckman (1966) 

define socialization as " the comprehensive and consistent induction of any individual 

into the objective world of a society or sector in it" (p. 130). Merton (1957), an early 

leader in the study of professional socialization defined socialization as "the process by 

which people selectively acquire the values and attitudes, the interests, skills and 

knowledge-in short, the culture-current in the groups of which they are, or seek to 

become, a member. It refers to the learning of social roles"(p. 287). For Merton, 

education and training are the primary determinants of professional socialization. 

In terms of student affairs, students learn the technical aspects of the profession or 

scholarship of application (theory to practice) in their graduate preparation programs. 

The scholarship of application has been one of the espoused values of student affairs 

throughout the latter half of the 20"' century (Barow, 1959; Garland; 1985; Shoben, 

1955)and a primary feature of most graduate preparation programs. Schroeder and Pike 

(2001) acknowledge however, that a significant gap has long "existed between this 

espoused value and the value in practice" (p. 343). More recently, I would argue, 

academic capitalism/marketization of student affairs increases this gap. As new 

professionals begin their journey in student affairs, they encounter disparities between 

professional socialization and workplace socialization. 

Other earlier sociological approaches to the study of professional socialization 

stressed the determining effects of situational factors in the organizational setting 
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(Becker, 1961; Friedson, 1970). Characteristics of organizational culture are contextual 

and consist of behavioral regularities, group norms, espoused values, formal philosophy, 

rules of the game, climate, embedded skills, habits of thinking, mental models/ or 

linguistic paradigms, shared meaning, and root metaphors or integrating symbols (Schein, 

1995). Organizational (workplace) socialization can be thought of as" a cultural process 

that involves the exchange of patterns of thought and action. As a process, socialization 

is ongoing, although it occurs most clearly when new recruits enter an organization. For 

new members, organizational socialization is 'the process of'learning the ropes,' the 

process of being trained, the process of being taught what is important in an organization 

(Schein, 1968, p.2). However, because of competing ideologies, many times what the 

student affairs professional "knows" or is learning in terms of professional problem 

solving, is not what is valued in the work environment. The "exchange" of patterns of 

thought and action don't mirror one another. Thus, the application of scholarship to 

problems in the workplace is inherently problematic do to the complexities of human 

beings and to organizational life, (this could be a place to add communities of practice). 

In addressing this issue, Schon (1983) asserts that professions are experiencing a 

crisis of ideology in which professional knowledge is incongruent with the changing 

characteristics of the workplace and that "the complexity, uncertainty, instability, 

uniqueness, and value conflicts which are increasingly perceived as central to the world 

of professional practice" (p. 14). Professionals in medicine, engineering, and 

management are claiming that a new awareness is necessary to understand the complexity 

that "resists the skills and techniques of traditional expertise"(Shron, p. 14). According to 
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Freidson (1994b), part of the problem lies in the theorizing of professions and that current 

theories are missing the mark. Freidson argues that this definitional problem is created 

by "attempting to treat profession as if it were a generic rather than a changing historic 

concept, with particular roots in an industrial nation strongly influenced by Anglo-

American institutions" (p. 16). According to Schon (1983) the problem was connected 

to the technical rational and positivistic conception of professions. 

Our society is rapidly changing demanding new skills from professionals. In 

student affairs, new professionals learn early on that email (technology in general), 

meetings, revenue generation, expectations to collaborate, and a variety of other factors 

take vital time away from student development and their direct service and interaction 

with students. Many new professionals lament the amount of time devoted to activities 

other than student learning and development. Others feel torn between two diametrically 

opposed forces, those of business and that of student development (Wang, 1999). These 

forces challenge the new professionals sense of identity within the work setting. 

Cosmopolitans and Locals—in addition to the tension student affairs professionals 

experience with regard to entrapreneurialism, there is an enduring tension within 

professional organizations in general. Gouldner (1957a, 1957b), in his examination of 

faculty life, suggests that faculty within organizations tend to have one of two latent 

identities in organizations, cosmopolitan or local. Cosmopolitans are considered, "those 

low on loyalty to the employing organization, high on commitment to specialized role 

skills, and likely to use an outer reference group orientation"(p.290). In contrast, locals 
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were "those high on loyalty to the employing organization, low on commitment to 

specialized role skills, and likely to use an inner reference group orientation"(p. 290). In 

terms of student affairs, professionals who are committed more to the profession than the 

institution are cosmopolitans, whereas student affairs professionals committed to the 

institution are locals. These latent identities are likely to cause dissonance for new 

professionals in student affairs and disillusionment may be experienced as the competing 

realities of graduate education and organizational life begin to cause cognitive 

dissonance, role ambiguity, and perhaps even lead to attrition (Amey, 1991; Hancock, 

1988; Ward, 1995). 

While the professional socialization of new professionals in student affairs may 

not be as impactfiil as some of the more higher status fields, new professionals still bring 

a developing, internalized professional identity to new organizations. Tensions are either 

resolved or the new professional may seek out another professional environment or will 

leave the field entirely. Research on attrition in student affairs indicates that as many as 

68% of student affairs professionals will leave the field within six years of beginning 

their careers(Bums, 1982; Holmes, Verrier, & Chilsolm, 1983; Wood, Winston, & 

Plkosnik, 1985) due to cognitive dissonance, lack of systematic feedback and evaluation, 

unwillingness to move, and opportunities for promotion. 

Academic Capitalism and Academic Capitalism in the New Economy 

Academic capitalism and its political and economic underpinnings are effecting 

higher education in profound ways. Rhoades and Slaughter (1997)assert: 

the political-economic context of higher education—whether global, regional, national, or 
local —is changing. So, too, the organizational sites, terms of academic employment, and 
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nature of the professional workforce in higher education are being restratified, 
restructured, and reconfigured. In the process, the content of work in the academy—of 
curriculum development, research, and service —is shifting and being redefined. We 
characterize these trends as the emergence and growth of academic capitalism, of 
increasingly managed professionals and of supply-side higher education focused on 
economic competitiveness(p.l). 

Throughout the history of higher education, colleges and universities have had the 

perennial dilemma of dealing with fiscal issues. Higher education is being asked to do 

much more with less and in the process achieve improved productivity and service 

(Lennington, 1996). The financial crisis provoked by changes in federal policy in the 

1980's led to the reengineering, restructuring and outsourcing (Lennington, 1996) of 

institutions in an effort to become more efficient and to achieve savings. In the wake of 

these policy changes more and more universities have sought to become collectively 

entrepreneurial, increasing income from second and thirds streams. Enterprising 

universities set up their efforts to generate revenue by more vigorously competing for 

grants and contracts. They proactively " set out to construct a widening and deepening 

portfolio of third-stream income sources that stretch from industrial firms, local 

governments, and philanthropic foundations, to royalty income from intellectual property, 

earned income from campus services, student fees, and alumni fundraising"(Clark, 

1998p. 6). 

This entrepreneurial behavior is linked to resource dependency. Slaughter and 

Leslie (1997) indicate, "Resource dependency theory suggests that as unrestricted monies 

for higher education constrict, institutions within a national system will change their 

resource- seeking patterns to compete for new, more competitively based funds"(p. 65). 

Resource dependency theory further suggests that in order to understand organizations 
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like higher education one must look at their connection to external agents. Policy makers 

and external funding constituencies exert great pressure on institutions of higher 

education. Pheffer and Salancik (1957) assert that "the perspective denies the validity of 

the conceptualization of organizations as self-directed, autonomous actors pursuing their 

own ends and instead argues that organizations are other-directed, involved in constant 

struggle for autonomy and discretion, confronted with constraint and external 

control"(1978, p, 257). 

The movement to become more entrepreneurial requires the collective action of 

the university as a whole, altering beliefs and values along the way and ultimately 

creating tension and dissonance for those working in higher education. Practitioners are 

sometimes uncomfortable with the practices of their institutions and many national 

professional associations in these instances have often produced guidelines that caution 

against approaches that do not prioritize the needs of students (Rhoades & Slaughter, 

2004). Rhoades and Slaughter further suggest that the financial and economic interests of 

institutions are being "prioritized over the interests (codes of ethics) of the professionals 

and their clients (in this case students). What Rhoades has called managerial 

professionals, which include professionals in student affairs, are experiencing the same 

sort of pressure and internal shift of orientation that the academic profession is 

experiencing in terms of commodification of research and education. The relationship of 

student affair professionals to students is increasingly being commodified in the sense 

that students are framed in terms of commercial rather than in educational or professional 

terms. As these global and societal changes occur, there is a great need to address the 
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impact such changes have had on new professionals and professional ideology in student 

affairs. 

Academic Capitalism in Student Affairs 

The profession of student affairs has not gone unaffected by academic capitalism. 

Much like faculty, student affairs professionals have had to increasingly compete for 

diminishing resources' becoming more market like in their behavior. This manifestation 

occurs in a variety of ways in the student affairs profession. For example, student affairs 

has become highly specialized and diverse in order to gamer its fair share of resources. 

In many cases this behavior has manifested itself in student affairs units aligning with the 

market by outsourcing contracts for critical services as well as striving to become a 

resource generating department (Woodard and DeArmond, 1998; Rhoades, 1995). 

Outsourcing is a process of detailing the in-house functional requirements of a particular 

unit and then offering it as an RFP (request for proposal) to firms external to the 

university. Another example of academic capitalism is that student affairs units being 

supported by general revenue (tuition and state support) are having to compete with 

academic units for scarce resources. Those professionals working in units funded by fees 

(auxiliaries-housing, student unions etc) are having to contribute more of their revenues 

to the institution. Schuh(2000) suggests that, "regardless of funding source, student 

affairs units will be forced to struggle to maintain an adequate funding base for the 

foreseeable future"(p. 81) In student affairs, decreasing university appropriations have 

led professionals away from educating, counseling and supporting students to more 

academic capitalist behaviors. For example many student affairs units have become cost 
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centers(Rhoades & Slaughter, 2004). Balderston (1995) suggests that student affairs 

units should finance themselves and "charge each user a price that will ostensibly at least, 

cover the cost" (pp. 128-29). Non-auxiliary units are now beginning to charge fees for 

services rendered. Another example of academic capitalism in student affairs is the use 

of undergraduate and graduate students to work in labor intensive student affairs 

environments. Utilizing these students is much like the use of teaching assistants and 

part-time and adjunct faculty on the academic side of the academy. All of these examples 

can be construed as academic capitalism in student affairs. 

The pressure to engage in entrepreneurial activity has thus far has been placed 

largely on Vice Presidents for Student Affairs and middle managers (Jaskson, 2000). 

However, this responsibility is becoming a regular part of all professional's in student 

affairs organizations (Jackson, 2000; Woodard, Komives & Love, 2000). Woodard, 

Love, and Komives (2000) note, "with the continuing constraint of resources and 

increasing encroachment of the marketplace, student affairs professionals and programs 

must also consider themselves to be more businesslike and act as such"(p. 94). This 

assertion assumes that student affairs professionals are capable of this competency and 

draws our attention back to how student affairs professionals are socialized. It also 

suggests a drastic paradigm shift moving away from student development and education 

to one of business. For many new student affairs professionals this movement to the 

market is problematic and causes considerable value conflict. New professionals are 

more versed in ideology related to college student development and go into the 
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profession because their own values are consistent with those espoused by student affairs 

(Hunter, 1992). 

In terms of professional values, Sandeen (1985) asserts that student affairs 

professionals operate out of eight core values: aesthetics, altruism, community, equality, 

freedom, human dignity, justice and truth. These values are in direct conflict with the 

strategies embedded in academic capitalism and the ways in which organizations are 

socializing new professionals. While deliberate attention to connecting the values of 

student affairs and the values embedded in Academic Capitalism could improve technical 

rationality (Schon, 1983), it does little maintain the "essence" of student affairs practice. 

This is similar to Weber's notion of the "iron cage" produced by bureaucratic 

organizations "whose other significant effect had been to purge the world of auratic and 

magical'X Cooper and Burrell, 1988, p. 95). The notion of auratic and magical underlies 

the ideology and values of student affairs. In other words, Weber made us see modem 

organizations as a process "which emblemized the rationalization and objectification of 

social life, and it is this process that the current debate returns us, but with a fresh twist 

which directs our attention to discourse and its place in institutional structures" (Cooper 

and Burrell, 1988, p. 95). A great depiction of the tension Student Affairs professionals 

experience can be taken from the value of freedom and the concept of "iron cage". The 

movement towards the market and greater efficiency takes the freedom away from 

student affairs administrators to practice their profession. Many leaders in student affairs 

are torn between doing what is ethically right (values of profession) and surviving 

(academic capitalism). 
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Literature Review 

The literature review for this study will draw from three particular areas. I will 

begin with a review of the literature on the sociology of professions, professional 

socialization and profession education (Weidman, Twale, & Stein, 2001, Brint, 1994; 

Witz, 1992; Larson, 1979 & 1977; Tiemey & Bensimon, 1994; Stark, Lowther, & 

Hagerty, 1986; Shron, 1983 ). This includes literature on how students are prepared to 

enter professions as well as how professional associations are addressing issues in student 

affairs (Moore &Neuberger, 1998). It also examines continuing education in student 

affairs (Carpenter, 1998). Finally I will address how each of these socialization 

environments interact with and influence one another (McClleland, 2003). 

Secondly, I will examine the student affairs profession, specifically examining the 

history of student affairs and key student affairs statements of professional ideology and 

espoused values. Evans and Reason (2001) citing Caple (1998) point out that "history 

can, if approached seriously, explain how we have gotten to where we are, give meaning 

to present behavior, and stimulate debate over where we are going next. It will not allow 

us to predict the future, to be sure, but it can help us to choose the direction in which we 

move"(p. 360). In order to illuminate the espoused principles undergirding the student 

affairs profession it is essential to examine the historical rise of the profession in 

juxtaposition to the examination of key policy statements written to define the profession 

and their work. What are the social and economic foundations of our professions 

knowledge? Policy statements of professional ideology in student affairs serve to 
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illuminate and give shape to the evolution of the profession and how ideology comes to 

be socially established as reality. I will rely on Hirt's (1992) poststructural analysis of 

major student affairs documents as a framework for understanding several of the major 

documents that define the ideology of the profession as well as the work of Evans and 

Reason(2001) and there thorough document analysis of major student affairs documents. 

The chapter closes with a review of the literature on academic capitalism in 

higher education and the marketization of student affairs (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997; 

Rhoades & Slaughter 1997; Rhoades & Slaughter, 2004; Clark, 1988; Woodard & 

DeArmond). This literature will specifically address higher educations movement 

towards the market and the impact this movement is having on professionals. 

Conceptual and Theoretical Frameworks 

In addition to the literature review, I employed a variety of concepts and 

theoretical frameworks in this research study. For my overarching framework, I use the 

work of Berger and Luckman (1966) and their examination of the social construction of 

reality. From a social constructivist framework, Berger and Luckman assert that reality is 

socially constructed and that "the sociology of knowledge must analyze the process in 

which this occurs"(p. 1). In addition to this, the dominant ideology or that which is 

legitimated as truth (Lyotard, 1984) is that of the ruling class. Most people do not stop to 

think about what is "real" or "reality" and what constitutes "knowledge". In addition to 

Berger and Luckmann's (1966) work I utilize Foucault (1977) and his treatment of 

discourse and disciplinary power and the work of Lukes(1978). Lukes(1978) addressed 
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power in three dimensions which are relevant to this study. Because professions are 

socially constructed (Blankenship, 1977) they are not value-free and serve as a tool to 

those in power. Hirt (1992) found that policy statements in student affairs from 1937-

1987 could be traced to those in positions of power. 

Much work on professional socialization has been done by structural-

functionalists, who illuminate the powerful impact professional socialization has on the 

human personality. But such work is limited in its failure to consider socially constructed 

dimensions of professional socialization, particularly the ways in which those individuals 

being socialized negotiate and make sense of the socialization process in educational 

programs and in organizational workplaces (Tiemey, 1997). 

In order to shed light on this phenomenon I drew upon traditional symbolic 

interaction theory (Blumer, 1968; Becker, 1961; Hughes, 1958; Mead, 1934). The 

symbolic interactionist perspective concerns itself with how people define, construct, and 

make sense of reality as well as how they define and experience their behavior, and how 

their behavior is influenced by expectations of others (Woodard & VonDestinon, 2000). 

Within this theory the focus in on interaction, not induction. Coming from interactionist 

fi"amework, Mead (1934) argued that identity was formed out of the interaction between a 

person's sense of "I" and "me", where the "I" is our internalized sense of self and the 

"me" is our sense of self as we imagine others might see us. Through social interaction, 

the self emerges as we vacillate back and forth between these to senses. Culture serves as 

the framework for the roles that individuals might adopt as individuals engage in social 

interaction. Observed in this manner, culture is not only the stage on which actors 
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articulate their narrative, but culture is also the script. Berger and Luckman (1966) also 

examine this interaction, however observe this interaction as occurring in three processes: 

extemalization, internalization, and objectification. Individuals externalize their sense of 

"I" into the social world and internalize this as objective reality. 

Becker (1961) utilized the concept of symbolic interaction to articulate how 

socialization occurred in his study of medical students. Becker notes, "this theory 

stresses the more conscious aspects of human behavior and relates them to the 

individual's participation in group life. It assumes that human behavior is to be 

understood as a process in which the person shapes and controls his conduct by taking 

into account (through the mechanism of role taking) the expectations of others with 

whom he interacts"(p. 19). The focus of his study was on the students' active negotiation 

and construction of their experiences in medical school. Other scholars have since 

utilized the interactionist perspective in analyzing the experiences of students in 

professional education programs (Freidson, 1970; Light, 1980) Student affairs graduate 

students and professionals engage in this type of interaction with faculty, administrators, 

mentors, and supervisor's in a wide variety of environments. 

I specifically utilized the work of Hughes (1958) originating from the social 

interactionist perspective. This "approach has generated questions regarding the daily 

interaction among faculty and students within professional education settings, and the 

p e r s p e c t i v e  t h a t  s t u d e n t s  d e v e l o p  i n  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  t h i s  i n t e r a c t i o n "  ( R h o a d e s ,  1 9 9 1 ,  p . )  

In addition, this perspective allowed me to explore the ways in which students make 

meaning of their experiences in professional education programs through the constant 
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negotiation, interaction, conflict, and interpretation of their daily lives (Rhoades, 1991). 

This perspective also allows me to go "beyond the formal curriculum to less formal 

dimensions of professional programs" (Rhoades, 1991, p. 367). 

This interactionist perspective broadened my view as I examined the complexities 

of professional and organizational socialization in student affairs professional 

environments. For example, when it came to student affairs professionals performing in 

the work environment, it allowed me to look at the expectations others have of 

organizational members as well as the mind-set of the individual professionals. Looking 

at supervisors and what gets rewarded and does not get rewarded was particularly 

revealing. The interactionist perspective also allowed me to examine collective 

resistance to certain activities in organizations (natural political process where people 

compete for power) and helped shed light on the profound influence people had on one 

another in organizations. 

One of the major criticisms of interactionist work is that it does not sufficiently 

consider social-structural influences on the process of meaning making. Thus, I drew 

upon Neo-Marxist theory to inform my thinking as to how power and the political 

economy interact with professional and organizational socialization. This theory also 

focuses on the structural and historical parameters of professionalization. In order to 

address these issues I utilized the work of Brint (1994), Larson (1977) and Slaughter and 

Rhoades (1990) and Witz (1992). Brint suggests that professionals have become experts 

for hire and that "organizational and market forces often shape the political meaning of 

professional activity in ways that run counter to the expressed views of professional staff 
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themselves" (p. 96). According to Larson (1977) professionals as a group seek "to 

establish and maintain a monopoly over a domain of work that resonates with and serves 

the interests of the powerful social groupings in society" (Rhoades, 1991, p. 370). 

Rhoades (1991) expands this perspective by connecting professionalization directly to the 

political economy and the interests of social class. In conclusion, these perspectives 

reveal that professional education is not neutral. They serve the interests of particular 

classes and status groups (Rhoades, 1991) and if we do not study power, we enlist 

ourselves in its service" (Rhoades, 1991, p. 371). 

Finally, in this study, I adopt the term "market effect" instead of academic 

capitalism. I define the Market Effect as the alteration of student affairs professional 

practice due to the shifting financial and economic interests of institutions. This effect 

creates dynamics where the interests (codes of ethics) of the professionals and their 

clients (in this case students) are placed below the economic interests of the institution. 

The relationship of student affair professionals to students is increasingly being 

commodified in the sense that students are framed in terms of commercial rather than in 

educational or professional terms. 

Research questions 

In an effort to gain insight into the experiences of new professionals in student 

affairs and how they make sense of and interpret professional and organizational 

socialization and the rise of academic capitalism, this research project seeks to address 

and answer the following questions: 
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1. What are the general socialization tensions experienced by new professionals 
in student affairs? 

Subquestions: 
a. How do new professionals make sense of and resolve 

tension in the workplace? 
b. How do new student affairs professionals detect, diagnose, 

and select responses to features of their organizations, 
including differences between their professional 
socialization, organizational socialization and the rise of 
academic capitalism? 

2. To what extent and how are the socialization tensions surrounding new 
professionals in Student Affairs influenced by universities and support units' 
move towards more academic capitalism, which may take the workplace away 
from the traditional defining values of the profession? 

a. To what extent do student affairs Master's programs (formal 
curriculm, informal curriculum, practicum/ internships, 
cocurricular) prepare students to effectively address issues 
related to academic capitalism in the higher education 
workplace 

b. To what extent does engaging in academic capitalism impact 
the student affairs professional's commitment to student 
development? 

c. To what extent do students feel a sense of agency related to 
dealing with issues of academic capitalism? In other words, 
do they feel comfortable bringing these issues up in class or 
do students discuss these issues with peers, supervisors, and 
advisors? 

The research questions are addressed in a case study of four college student development 

master's programs. These programs were selected because of their convenience and also 

because of their status among college student development programs around the country. 

Research Design 

Qualitative research methods were utilized to investigate my research questions. 

Brown (1989) suggests that the utilization of qualitative methods has a positive potential 
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to improve professional practice and observes that qualitative work "is providing new 

insights useful to members of the profession as professionals" (p. 258). Several scholars 

in student affairs have acknowledged the appropriateness of qualitative studies in student 

affairs. In particular Manning (1992) notes " Qualitative research methods that seek to 

build understanding and discover meaning are immensely practical for student affairs 

educators"(p. 133). Kuh (1991) on the other hand laments that lack of qualitative inquiry 

found in student affairs. In discussing the rational for qualitative inquiries, Arminio & 

Hultgren (2002) suggest, "It is not for the sake of research itself that researchers should 

embark upon this work, but rather to improve the lives of others"(p. 457). They go on to 

note, "Interpretive research is initiated for the purpose of improving the world through 

more informed action. Such research produces action-sensitive knowledge to inform our 

work (van Manen, 1990)". I generated data utilizing the qualitative technique of 

interviewing and utilized purposeful, convenience, and snowball sampling procedures 

(Glaser & Straus, 1967; Mason, 1996; Singleton & Straights, 1998). I specifically sought 

to interview new professionals in student union settings because of the auxiliary nature of 

this environment and because of the theoretical base I was utilizing. 

Chapter Four and Five delineate the findings of the study with chapter Four 

addressing research question one (the general socialization tensions experienced by new 

professionals) and Chapter Five addressing research question two ( the extent to which 

socialization tensions are correlated with academic capitalism). Chapter six will address 

and summarize key findings within the framework of research questions and concludes 
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with recommendations made for the student affairs profession in terms of graduate and 

organizational socialization, and identifies directions for future research. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Chapter Two 

In detailing the literature that informs this research project I begin with an 

examination of the social construction of reality. The work of Berger and Luckman 

(1966) provides the theoretical framework for this study; its core concepts serve as the 

fabric that other theories are woven into. For example, in juxtaposition to the social 

construction of reality, the work of Lukes (1978) and Foucault (1977) are connected with 

symbolic interactionist and neo-Marxist theories to broaden my view of the phenomenon 

investigated. This broad conceptual base connects to other relevant literature which 

includes literature on power, culture, environment, socialization, identity, community, 

and activity systems. Second, the literature on professionalization provides an 

examination of the process by which groups have sought professional status and includes 

student affairs. The research on professionalization and the sociology of the professions 

is treated alongside the development and professionalization of student affairs. Third, 

professional education and socialization are addressed in general and in regard to student 

affairs in particular. This literature review concludes with an examination of literature 

relevant to academic capitalism and the marketization of student affairs. Because few 

studies have been undertaken to examine the professional socialization process of student 

affairs professionals, I rely heavily upon studies done with regard to other professions. 

The Social Construction of Reality 

If indeed tension arises when the expectations governing social relations are violated 

or frustrated, then it is clear that study of such instances in the socialization of new 
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student affairs professionals will reveal just what those expectations are. Moreover, the 

discovery of such expectations is an important component in understanding the sense-

making and reality structures of new professionals. In order to understand a new 

professionals sense of reality it is first necessary to understand how one comes to know 

what is real. This poses the question, what is real? What does it mean to know and how 

is this "knowing" legitimated (Lyotard, 1984)? For if I am to understand the interpretive 

and diagnostic schemas utilized by new professionals in student affairs, I would be remiss 

not to take this into consideration. Berger and Luckmann (1966) assert, "No human 

thought is immune to the ideological influences of its social context" (p.33). Human 

beings, unlike animals, do not have a set, closed, or predetermined reality. The human 

beings' consciousness is determined by his/her social being through the social 

construction of reality. In other words, human beings not only interrelate not only within 

a "particular environment, but with a specific cultural and social order, which is mediated 

to him/her by significant others who have charge over him/her"(p. 48). From the moment 

of birth human beings are subject to the control and interference of society. In terms of 

the social construction of reality and through an understanding of the reality systems of 

new professionals, I must first concern myself with what people "know" as reality in 

their everyday lives. Berger and Luckmann (1966) discuss society as an objective reality 

utilizing the concepts of primary socialization, secondary socialization, 

institutionalization, habituation and legitimating. They further examine society as 

subjective reality and address the internalization of such reality, which includes primary 

and secondary socialization and the maintenance, and transformation of subjective 
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reality. Their work then addresses the internalization of social structure and the 

formation of identity. It is through this understanding that I analyze the student affairs 

profession. What follows are brief descriptions of the core concepts found in the work 

of Berger and Luckman (1966). I utilize the language and meaning given to these 

concepts throughout the remainder of this study. 

• Socialization- According to Berger and Luckmann (1966) socialization is " the 

comprehensive and consistent induction of any individual into the objective world 

of a society or sector in it" (p. 130). This is relevant in that I must understand 

that new professionals have been inducted in multiple ways depending on a many 

factors (race, gender, class, nationality, sexuality). 

• Primary Socialization— According to Berger and Luckmann (1966) primary 

socialization is "the first socialization an individual undergoes in childhood, 

through which he/she becomes a member of society"(p. 130). This socialization 

is relevant in that new professionals bring this socialization to every environment 

they enter. Induction is extremely powerful in terms of gender, race, class, and 

sexuality and the reality structures new professionals bring to the graduate 

preparation program as well as the organizational environment. 

• Secondary socialization is "any subsequent process that inducts an already 

socialized individual into new sectors of the objective world of society"(Berger & 

Luckmann, 1966, 130). In terms of this research study, secondary socialization 

would be considered professional and organizational socialization. 
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• Institutionalization—The. process of institutionalization occurs as human beings 

develop rules and behaviors for living. These actions become habitualized 

through repetition. Habitualization, then, implies that future action can be 

undertaken with an economy of effort. Berger and Luckman (1966) assert: 

"Habitualized actions, of course, retain their meaningful character for the 
individual although the meanings involved become embedded as routines in 
his general stock of knowledge, taken for granted by him and at hand for his 
projects into the future. Habitualization carries with it the important 
psychological benefits and narrows choices by limiting interpretive schemes. 
This frees the individual from the burden of variety in decision-making, 
providing psychological relief that has its basis in man's undirected in 
instinctual structure. Habitualization provides the direction and the 
specialization of activity that is lacking in man's biological equipment, thus 
relieving the accumulation of tensions that result from undirected drives"(p. 
53). 

It is through this process that reality becomes fixed and taken for granted. 

Institutionalization, then, occurs when there is agreement between actors about 

habitualized actions. Understanding institutionalization is important to this 

research for several reasons. First, each individual professional brings with 

him/her their own subjective reality which consists of multiple institutionalized 

patterns of thought and action. These patterns are internalized and taken for 

granted or become unconscious altogether. Gender is a prime example of how 

thoughts and behavior are programmed with strict adherence to this programming. 

The social construction of gender occurs during primary socialization and is 

reinforced through secondary socialization entities. 

• Sedimentation—Kccordmg to Berger and Luckmann (1966) mechanisms of 

socialization "congeal in recollection as recognizable and memorable entities. 
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Unless such sedimentation took place the individual could not make sense of his 

biography. Intersubjective sedimentation also takes place when several 

individuals share a common biography, experiences of which become 

incorporated in a common stock of knowledge. Intersubjective sedimentation can 

be called truly social only when it has been objectivated in a sign system of one 

kind or another, that is, when the possibility of reiterated objectification of shared 

experiences arises"(p. 67). Sedimentation then is a foundational piece for how 

reality is understood, and is thus important in understanding new professionals 

and the enviroimient they find themselves in. 

• Legitimation—Legitimation is a second order objectivation of meaning. That is, 

"Legitimation produces new meanings that serve to integrate the meanings 

already attached to disparate institutional processes. The function of legitimation 

is to make objectively available and subjectively plausible the first order 

objectivations that have been institutionalized". Thus, legitmation not only 

dictates to the individual how to be and not another, it also dictates why things are 

as they are. According to Berger and Luckmann (1966), knowledge precedes 

values in the legitimation of all institutions. 

These concepts are critical to my understanding of tension for new professionals in 

that tension is likely to be associated with professional identity and one of these core 

concepts. Identity is the sense of self both conscious and unconscious that emerges 

between the individual and society (Mead, 1934). 
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Foucault: Discipline and Punishment 

I utilize the work of Foucault (1977) in order to understand the interaction 

between identity, knowledge, and power. This is done to shed light on the student affairs 

profession as well as to illuminate how power interacts to shape new student affairs 

professional identity and behavior. Foucault (1977)indicates that power must be 

examined beyond its ability to constrain or limit. It must be observed as the shaper of 

knowledge (in this case professional knowledge). He suggests that, "Power would be a 

fragile thing if its only function were to repress, if it worked only through the mode of 

censorship, exclusion, blockage and repression, in the manner of a great superego, 

exercising itself only in a negative way. If, on the contrary, power is strong this is 

because, as we are beginning to realize, it produces effects at the level of desire—and also 

at the level of knowledge. Far from preventing knowledge, power produces it" (p. 59). 

As I will discuss later, power has the ability to create occupational closure strategies and 

to socially construct reality for the masses. 

Moreover, Foucault (1977) in his examination of the "technology" of power is 

particularly helpful when looking at socialization and symbolic interactionism. His 

examination of prisons and the impact of disciplinary power are helpful when looking at 

primary socialization and the impact it has on professional socialization and the life of the 

profession. For Foucault the success of disciplinary power was derived from instruments 

like hierarchical observation, normalizing judgment and a combination of the two "in a 

procedure that is specific to it, the examination" (p. 170). For Foucault this form of 

power is exerted through our own gazes and our training, which assures that we uphold 
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the norm. Human behavior is controlled through a network of gazes in which we 

supervise one another with each gaze forming a piece of the function of power and the 

social construction of reality. Foucault elucidates that disciplinary power is "exercised 

through its invisibility; at the same time it imposes on those whom it subjects a principle 

of compulsory visibility. In discipline, it is the subjects who have to be seen. Their 

visibility assures the hold of the power that is exercised over them. It is the fact of being 

constantly seen, of being able always to be seen, that maintains the disciplined individual 

and his subjection"(p. 187). In student affairs graduate classrooms and working 

environments the phenomenon of power is likely to be interacting in many different 

ways. 

Foucault goes on to say that "power produces; it produces reality; it produces 

domains of objects and rituals of truth. The individual and the knowledge that may be 

gained of him belong to this production. Is it not somewhat excessive to derive such 

power from the petty machinations of discipline? (p. 194). In this sense it is important to 

understand who it is that requires professional knowledge and why. Tiemey (1991) 

describes knowledge as "not simply the accumulation of objective facts that can be taught 

in a classroom or advanced in a laboratory. Knowledge has political consequences that 

shape the way we interpret and exist in the world" (p.206). Necessarily, I cannot 

investigate knowledge that is decontextualized from the specific practices that surround 

its production. This is important when examining the different student affairs graduate 

programs under study as well as the institutions and work environments they enter. 
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Lukes' Three Dimensions of Power 

In understanding professional identity and the culture and environments found 

within student affairs, Lukes (1978) offers another perspective on power which is similar 

to others yet significant in its own way. Lukes examined power as existing in three 

dimensions and considered the first dimension pluralist. The pluralist notion of power 

was that A has power (or influence or control) over B to the extent that he can 

(successfully) get B to do something B would not do otherwise. "Power is determined by 

seeing who prevails in cases of decision making"(p. 13). This is looked at in terms of the 

preferences of elite class running counter to other classes in which the elite class 

regularly prevails. Within this dimension conflict is observable. Lukes takes issue with 

this view because it inevitably takes the bias of the political system and is ignorant to the 

ways in which the political agenda is controlled. 

In the two-dimensional view of power Luke's adds the concepts of: 1) 

organization is the mobilization of bias (favors some issues over others, will benefit 

certain groups over others), 2) typology of control/power: coercion, influence, authority, 

force, manipulation, 3) examines both decision making and non-decision making(B fails 

to act because of anticipated reaction of A= a non-decision or non-event, 4) Identifies 

both issues and potential issues (non-decision making prevents potential issues from 

challenging power structures), 5) Agrees with pluralists that there must be observable 

(overt or covert) conflict for there to be power in decision-making or non-decision 

making (without conflict there must be consensus), 6) conflict is between those making 

the non-decisions and those that are excluded from a hearing, 7) agrees with pluralist that 
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interests are consciously articulate and observable. Lukes' problem with this view deals 

with the unarticulated or unobservable interests or "even the idea that people might 

actually be mistaken about, or unaware of. their own interests"? (p. 14). 

Lukes' third dimension of power critiques the second-dimensional view in three 

ways: 1) too committed to "actual behavior" and "concrete decisions"; too individualistic; 

not enough consideration to social and cultural patterns of behavior, 2) too committed to 

actual, observable conflict (manipulation and authority may not involve open conflict and 

influence~the shaping of wants; indoctrination-may not involve open conflict), 3) 

insistence that non-decision making power only exists where there is observable 

grievances which are not allowed into the public forum. Thus the third dimensional 

view of power involves action and inaction, conscious and unconscious and potential 

behaviors. For Lukes, reality structures action—even that which is unconscious and 

habituated. 

Lukes' third view is significant for student affairs in a variety of ways. First the 

social construction of reality— both primary and secondary socialization are woven into 

the identity of new professionals in organizations. When analyzing the socialization 

tensions of new professionals, not all will be overt and recognizable. Utilizing these 

frameworks will help to dig beneath the surface for meaning and "essence". For 

example, in examining symbolically why students affairs professionals avoid conflict and 

fail to act in their best interest suggests that there is something deeper happening. This is 

where the work of Hirt (1992) is usefiil. She traces multiple policy statements in student 

affairs to an elite class. The very roots of our profession sprung from those in power. 
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Student affairs professionals must concentrate on the holistic development of the college 

students so that they will graduate and occupy jobs in a capitalistic system. Lukes' third 

dimension of power is also important when examining how new professionals choose to 

enter the profession. When examining the feminization of student affairs it is apparent 

that both primary and secondary socialization mechanisms are operating. Furthermore, 

Witz (1992) in her examination of professions and patriarchy noted that a dual system of 

occupational closure is functioning in our society in which both the powers of class and 

gender operate to close off certain professions from women. 

The Importance of understanding Environment, Activity Systems, Communities of 

Practice, and Culture 

The social constructions of reality, power, knowledge, and identity are all 

intricately tied to the formation of environment, activity systems, communities of 

practice, culture, and the new professionals reality. For this reason I will briefly address 

each of these concepts. 

Person-environment theory stresses that when examining human behavior it is 

essential to observe the environment. Strange and Baiming (2001) suggest that there are 

four models that address the interaction between human beings and their environment: 

• Physical models focus on the natural and synthetic aspects of the environment 

and the limits they set on human interaction. 

• Human aggregate approaches examine how an environment is shaped by the 

collective characteristics of the people who inhabit it. 
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• Structural organizational models note the influence goals and purposes have 

on the organizational structures that evolve and how those structures in turn 

shape various behavioral outcomes. 

• Perceptual approaches reflect on the important role played by subjective 

interpretation of environmental factors on a person's response to a setting. 

Furthermore, Hamerick, Evans, and Schuh (2002) suggest that the "dominant 

characteristics of the individuals within any setting determine its qualities and impact"(p. 

91). People who go into student affairs are primarily women, although many men are in 

the profession. Holland (1992) suggests the power of an environment is determined by 

two factors: differentiation and consistency. "A differentiated environment includes a 

large number of one type (all woman, all honors students, all investigators in Holland's 

terms, and so on) while an undifferentiated environment includes many types of people. 

The differentiated environment exerts strong influence on individuals to behave similarly 

to the dominant group"(Hamerick, Evans & Schuh, 2002, p. 92). Thus, the behavior of 

new professionals in student affairs can be explained when looking at the environment 

and the dominant characteristics of those in that environment. Being that the majority of 

the new professionals in student affairs are women coupled with the middle class nature 

of professions in general (Brint, 1994) is particularly telling. This is also connected to 

Meads role theory. Mead's role theory as Gouldner (1957) notes, "stresses that an 

individual's self-conception is a function of the judgments and orientations which 

significant others have toward him" (p. 285). 
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It is also important to understand community in general and the sense of 

community found in organizations and professions. Traweek (1988) notes that a 

community is " a group of people who have a shared past, hope to have a shared future, 

have some means of acquiring new members, and have some means of recognizing and 

maintaining differences between themselves and other communities" (p. 6). In this sense, 

student affairs is on the fence. This relates to Goffman's "total institution". The student 

affairs profession permits access to the profession to individuals who do not have the 

required professional training. 

In addressing my research questions it is also important for me to have an 

understanding of culture and its contextual nature. According to Clark (1987), in his 

analysis of faculty culture, one must understand the national culture, the culture of the 

profession, the disciplinary culture, the institutional culture, and individual cultural 

differences. It is each of these cultures that interact in organizations to form activity 

systems and in which new professionals perspectives are influenced and shaped. 

Socialization can also be analyzed at both the institutional and individual levels 

(Weidman et. al. 2001; Getzels, 1963; Thronton and Nordi, 1975). Institutionally, as 

Stein and Weidman note, "novices are integrated into the professional community by 

adopting its required norms, attitudes, and values" (p. 34). Stein and Weidman also 

acknowledge the impact the newcomer has is shaping and altering in reformulating 

normative role expectations. 

In student affairs, Hirt and Creamer (1998) identify four realms where 

professionals routinely operate—personal, institutional, extra-institutional, and 
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professional. In terms of that changing landscape of higher education and its impact on 

student affairs, the institutional and extra-institutional realms are most relevant. The 

institutional realm consists of the issues and demands that the campus places on 

individual professionals. As a result of the changing priorities of higher education, 

student affairs professionals are likely to commit significant amounts of time convincing 

top leadership of the importance of student development and its connection to the mission 

of the institution (Hirt & Creamer, 1998). However, the more significant impact on the 

student affairs professional is increased competition for diminished resources (Rhoades & 

Slaughter, 1997). This impact not only affects senior and mid-level professionals, it 

affects entry-level professionals as well. Currently the mantra in most student affairs 

divisions is to do more with less. 

The extra-institutional realm consists of those pressures imposed on the institution 

by external entities, including the public, governing boards, and state and federal 

agencies. External agencies such as these have significant political power when in comes 

to influencing the behavior of institutions of higher education. For example, increased 

assessment and accountability was provoked by the public. This increases costs 

(managerial and administrative) which in turn creates competition for diminished 

resources (Hirt & Creamer, 1998; Rhoades, 1995). 

Activity Systems 

Greenfield (1980) comments that, "We live. And in living we believe, assert self, 

establish order around us, dominate others, or are dominated by them. Action flowing 

from meaning and intention weaves the fabric of social reality.. .in this perspective, we 
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may better understand organizations if we conceive them as being an invented reality" (p. 

27). Professionals bring a melange of viewpoints and perspectives to the workplace in 

students affairs. Differing educational backgrounds in addition to individual diversity 

allows for activity that could never be controlled. In order to understand how new 

professionals come to know the rules of the workplace we need to treat localized activity 

systems or communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) "as important sites in the 

acquisition, enactment and creation of culture and knowledgibility, and to reflect upon 

the processes involved in identity-construction" (p. 28). According to Hart-Landsberg et. 

al. (1992), "An activity system [comprises]... a number of basic elements, including a 

given practitioner or subject, the object or motive of the activity, its mediating artifacts 

(e.g. tools, signs, and symbols), the rules generally followed in carrying out the activity, 

and the division of labor within the activity" (p. 7). 

Understanding observable culture isn't enough when addressing individual and 

group behavior in student affairs professional environments. According to Trowler & 

Knight (2000) there are considerable differences between the front of the stage aspects of 

culture, the public arena, back-stage, where the deals are done, and under-the-stage, 

where gossip is shared and opinions formed (Goffman, 1959)"(p. 29). Many times ethics 

are relegated to the hidden curriculum and learned through observation of role models 

(Folse, 1991). In terms of higher education," departments" are where we find activity 

systems. They are the locations where culture is constructed, enacted, and, "where 

personal-identity coalesces, is shaped and reshaped" (Trowler & Knight, 2000, p. 30). 

Overall, it is the university that sets up the structural context for student affairs work. 
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however it is the community of practice which develops the daily practices— behavioral 

and discursive. Furthermore the community of practice develops codes of significance 

and sets of assumptions about what is to be done, which is then taken for granted 

(Giddens, 1984). Giddens (1976) further elaborates, "social structures are both 

constituted by human agency, and yet, at the same time, are the medium of this 

constitution"(p. 121). Behavior in organizations, functions, tasks and understandings are 

interwoven into the meaning-making systems of relations and are contextually bound. 

Culture 
In order to fully understand the behavior of individuals within organizations it is 

also necessary to have an understanding of culture. Schein (1992) defines culture as "a 

pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of 

extemal adaptation and internal integration that has worked well enough to be considered 

valid, and therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, 

feel, in relation to those problems"(p. 12). Berquist (1992) wrote about this necessity 

stating, "If we are to understand and influence men and women in their daily work, then 

we must come to understand and fully appreciate their implicitly held models of 

reality"(p. 2). Schein (1992) also wrote about the importance of comprehending culture 

within organizational settings suggesting the need to better understand reality with regard 

to "cultural and subcultural levels when people have to change some of their basic 

assumptions, we become much more sympathetic to their resistance and much more 

realistic about how to manage change" (p. iv). According to Schein (1992), basic 

assumptions are "unconscious, taken-for-granted beliefs, perceptions, thoughts, and 
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feelings" (p. 17). Culture is thus the framework by which socialization occurs. In 

understanding new professionals in student affairs and the working cultures they will 

inhabit, it is necessary to look again at the work of Foucault (1980). Foucault asserted 

that culture frames social life and discourse plays a vital role in understanding how power 

shapes culture. According to Foucault (1980) discourse produces a system "which 

constrains and frames human potentialities. He analyzes knowledge and truth as bases 

for the institutionalization of mechanism of control, and as resources for excluding 

deviant and framing the context and terrain of social life" (Lamont & Wuthnow, 1990, p. 

296) 

Rhoads (1994) suggest that "normalization lies at the heart of Foucault's views on 

culture. One significant way that normalization is accomplished is through the 

importance of the action of the norm (Foucault, 1978, p. 144). The norm becomes the 

prescribed code that societal members must follow. Cast in this light, all organizations 

have similar qualities in that they constrain individual action"(p. 28). When examining 

the socialization experiences of new professionals in student affairs it is important to 

understand culture for several reasons. First, new professionals bring internalized and 

institutionalized beliefs and assumptions to organizations. All new professionals have 

been shaped within this culture and in subcultures to normalization principals. Second it 

is through primary and secondary socialization that norms and habitualized thinking are 

internalized (Luckmann and Berger, 1966). Understanding culture, then allows for 

lenses to interpret events and tensions found within student affairs organizations. More 

importantly, because student affairs has been described as a feminized profession it is 
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necessary to include the dynamic of feminization because of the impact it is likely to 

have on student affairs organizations and professionals. 

Feminization, Environment, and Culture 

With an understanding of activity systems, environment, and culture, I now turn to 

cultxires found in student affairs. Several scholars have provided significant 

documentation on the profound impact women have had on the development of student 

affairs (Steffes, 2001; Jones & Komives, 2001; Hirt, 1992). According to Steffes (2001), 

"Research has shown that there has been a clear shift toward greater proportions of 

women in student affairs during the last part of the 20* century (Hughes, 1989; Jones & 

Komives, 2001; McEwen et al., 1990; McEwen et al, 1991; Schwartz, 1990). As a 

result, some scholars have suggested that there is a feminization of the student affairs 

profession"(p. 46). For example, Hughes (1989) suggested the notion of feminization in 

student affairs has evolved and set principals that illustrate this point: 

1. That the functions and values of student affairs are congruent with perceived 
principles typically associated with the 'feminine' ethic; 

2. these principles are essential to the development of male and female students who 
seek whole-person education; and, 

3. that student affairs leaders must be trained to honor and promulgate sex role 
balance in all students' development (p. 661 as cited by Steffes, 2001, p. 48). 

McEwen et. al. (1991) and Upcraft (1998) further note a gender imbalance in those 

entering student affairs graduate programs. Komives (1996) noted that in 1993-94, 

"among those reporting enrollment data to the directory of graduate preparation 

programs, 66% of master's students and 47% of doctoral students were women"(as cited 

in Steffes, 2001, p. 49). McEwen's research suggested that because professionals in the 
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lower and mid-levels are the ones with most student contact and are mentoring students 

there is a tendency to mentor those like 

themselves. "So, if women predominate at the lower and middle-levels, and if in fact 

they mentor people like themselves, then there will probably be more women entering the 

student affairs field" (p. 442 as cited in Steffes, 2001, p. 51). A women's place in higher 

education patterns their place within larger society. According to Calas and Smircich 

(1996) "Empirical work by sociologist, labor process theorists, ethomethodoligists and 

organizational culture researchers shows how gender assumptions are embedded in 

societal expectations and how they interact with organizations rules and practices. It 

reveals the micro-processes and micro-practices that are underneath' and constitutive of 

macro-social structural arrangements" (p. 234). This women's experience draws our 

attention to what may happen in a feminized culture. Because gender socialization 

occurs as part of primary socialization and then is reinforced by secondary socializing 

mechanisms avoidance of conflict may be expected. Gilligan (1982) suggested that 

woman are more relational beings and see the world in terms of relationship. Lever 

(1976) in her examination of children and sex differences in the games they play found 

that while boys would elaborate on the system of rules in order to continue a game in the 

face of dispute, girls instead "subordinated the continuation of the game to the 

continuation of the relationship "(Gilligan, 1982, p. 10). 

In addition to this Gilligan (1982) suggests, "When one begins with the study of 

women and derives developmental constructs from their lives the outline of a moral 

conception different than that described by Freud, Piage or Kohlberg, emerges and 
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informs a different description of development. In this conception, the moral problem 

arises from conflicting responsibilities rather than from competing rights and requires 

from its resolution a mode of thinking that is contextual and narrative rather than formal 

and abstract. This conception of morality as concerned with the activity of care centers 

of moral development around the understanding of responsibility and relationships, just 

as the concept of morality and fairness ties moral development to the understanding of 

rights and rules" (Gilligan, 1982, p 19). Chordorow argues that the existence of 

differences between the sexes in the early experiences of individuation and relationship 

"does not mean that they have weaker ego boundaries than men or more prone to 

psychosis." It means that "girls emerge with a strong basis for empathy built into their 

primary definition of self in a way boys do not."(p. 167). People enter into professions 

because of the relationship and congruence they find between their evolving identity and 

that of the profession. Witz (1992) examined the social construction of gender as a 

structuring principal within the professions and capitalism. She introduces the concept of 

patriarchy in the analysis of gender and professionalization "in order to structurally 

ground the category of 'gender' by locating it firmly within power relations of male 

dominance and female subordination"(p. 3). Thus, the variable of feminization must be 

examined in the context of student affairs organizations if we are to truly understand the 

experiences of new professionals in student affairs. 

Hirt (1992) critiques notions of leadership in student affairs from critical 

perspective recognizing that dominant conceptions of gender permeate student affairs, as 

evidenced by limited female leadership in the profession. Hirt (1992) asserts, "The 
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covert message is clear: woman and gays will not be accepted as equals in the academic 

endeavor until they embrace traditional, masculine, perspectives on educational 

management" (Hirt, 1992). 

According to Woodard, Love, and Komives (2000) professionals in student affairs 

have developed a "self-marginalizing, disempowering, self-pitying culture, resulting in 

student affairs professionals who have a victim mentality and a sense of powerlessness" 

(p. 18). They note that it stems from the fact that we are not at the center of the mission 

of universities and that we have developed a "woe is we" mentality. According to 

Woodard, Love, and Komives (2000) we have developed an internalized sense of 

"learned helplessness" much like that found within the medical profession between 

nurses and doctors. Woodard, Love, and Komives citing Woolf (1984) indicated "that 

low self-esteem or low self-worth is problematic because a positive self-image is 

necessary for believing one can influence one's future. The challenge is to recognize this 

self-marginalizing tendency and to counteract it" (p. 19). 

Student Affairs Professional History, Ideology and Core Values 

In order to understand the professionalization of student affairs and professional 

identity it is necessary to examine the history of the profession in that both purpose and 

expectations are rooted in history (Rhatigan, 2000). For the purpose of this section I will 

briefly touch upon the history of student affairs, however I will give greater attention to 

several philosophical statements of philosophy and ideology. Many scholars have 

addressed and even scrutinized these documents (Evans & Reason, 2001; Hirt, 1992) and 

will be utilized. 
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Early History of Student Affairs 

Several scholars have traced the historical origins of student affairs (Clement & 

Rickard, 1992; Leonard, 1956; Nuss, 1996; Rhatigan, 2000). Hirt (1992) notes that 

documents of professional ideology from 1937 -1987 "reveal a shared philosophical 

premise for the student affairs profession, a premise that harkens to the colonial college 

ideal" (p. 529). This approach centers on the holistic development of the college student. 

During these years colleges were expected to produce " the future leaders of society, 

individuals who were socialized to society's norms" (Rudolph, 1965 as found in Hirt, 

1992, p. 529). The first student affairs professionals practiced in loco parentis 

supervising student behavior while at the same time providing a nurturing environment 

conducive to learning. Nuss( 1996) indicates that between 1850-1900 during a period of 

diversification in higher education," the first appointments of special personnel were 

made to handle student problems and supervise activities outside the classroom. These 

special appointments coincided with the growing demands of college presidents, 

changing faculty roles, and the increase in coeducation" (Steffes, 2001). During the post-

civil war period and because of German influence, faculty continually abandoned their 

role in the holistic development of college students, focusing instead upon expanding 

knowledge. Focusing only on the intellectual development of students led to gaps in 

education and created the need for a new type of profession. Student services was thus 

bom and stepped in to fill this gap in the education of the student. 

Evans and Reason (2001) and Rhatigan (2000) suggest that the writing of The 

Student Personnel Point of View was a significant event in the development and 
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professionalization of student affairs. This statement has become the philosophical 

underpinnings of the profession of students affairs and is heavily rooted in pragmatism, 

which today is summarized as the holistic development of college students. Later, The 

Student Personnel Point of View (1949) focused considerably on the structure and 

administration of student affairs functional units. Because of such focus, movement 

away from a holistic focus on college students was thought to emerge. For a thorough 

examination of the history of student affairs see Nuss (1996) and Rhatigan (2000). 

Student Affairs Present 

Retention, attrition, learning and student development—all terms used to describe 

the complex work done as student affairs professionals today. Although these terms may 

differ slightly from those in the early student affairs literature, in fact very little has 

changed. From its birth, the profession of student affairs has concerned itself with the 

holistic development of the college student. Virtually every major document written 

about student affairs reflects this very concept. Evans and Reason (2001) citing the 1937 

Student Personnel Point of View (SPPV) states that, "it is the task of colleges and 

universities so to vitalize this and other educational purposes as to assist the student in 

developing to the limits of his [sic] potentialities and in making his [sic] contribution to 

the betterment of society"(p.361). In addition to the holistic development of the student, 

the SPPV emphasized collaboration with faculty, parents, and other key constituents as 

well as the role of student affairs professionals in the improvement of instruction (Evans, 

2001). Unfortunately, since the writing of the SPPV, institutions of higher education 
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have become more complex and impersonal, especially large, public, research 

universities. 

Rhatigan (2000) indicates that throughout the existence of student affairs most of 

our public discourse "lacks passion and excitement, neglects true context, and fails to 

convey the spirit of our work" (p. 3). The history of student affairs is a story about 

"wholeness" of individual students. This concept is still very much a part of what new 

professionals learn immediately in graduate school. Rhatigan attests, "professional 

identity is rooted in the past. This is a quite truth but a powerful one" (p. 4). Not only 

can one's professional identity be rooted in the past, but a deeper look at identity 

development reveals that who a person is lies deeply rooted in the past. 

Student Affairs Professional Values 
A profession's values are located in its belief system and are intended to help 

professionals act in congruence with these beliefs (Young, 2003). The values of student 

affairs have been taken from studies of historical documents (Barr, 1987; Brown & 

Krager, 1985; Dalton & Healy, 1984; Evans & Reason, 2001; Sandeen, 1985; Upcraft, 

1988; Young 1993; Young & Elfrink, 1991), from surveys of practioners, and taken from 

reviews of practices. Young (2003) suggests, "the resulting values usually focus on 

individuals, their context, and caring. The values of individuals include wholeness, 

uniqueness, experience, and responsibility. Values of the context include community, 

equality, and justice. Caring links individuals to their context. Caring is an instrumental 

value as well as a goal of practice" (Young, 2003). 
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This distinct set of values shapes our professional ideology and hence our work. 

Lyons (1990) notes that our basic assumptions and beliefs "guide choices and priorities, 

and they influence our responses to new issues, changing times, different circumstances, 

and recurring events. Our assumptions and beliefs as professionals will influence 

powerfully how we respond to the changing agenda of our future"(p. 23). 

As noted in chapter one, recent changes in higher education are likely to lead to 

value conflicts. A value conflict "occurs when two or more values arise in a situation, 

involving two distinct courses of action. The ability to pursue both courses of action at 

the same time creates a value laden dilemma and results in the practitioner's need to rank 

the values and choose one as the guide for decision making and action" (Elfrink & 

Coldwell, 1993). Within institutions of higher education, because of the diverse 

disciplinary cultures conflict occurs when the values of student affairs conflict with 

institutional values and priorities. Carpenter (2003) notes, 

in attempting to meet student needs in an ethical way, a professional may find 
himself/herself in conflict. After all, as members of the administration, student 
affairs practitioners owe allegiance to their employers; likewise, as professionals 
they must have some measure of autonomy in order to function effectively. 
Ideally, institutional missions and interests of the student clients can be resolved 
amicably, but student affairs workers must sometimes walk a tightrope between 
the two. Any conception of student affairs professionalism must recognize this 
duality of interests"(p. 425). 

Unfortunately for many new professionals this duality is a source of tension in 

that professional training pushes toward a more monolithic framework of higher 

education. 
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Professionalization, Professional Associations and Power 

The professionalization of student affairs led to the creation of two national 

organizations: The American College Student Personnel Association (ACPA) and the 

National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA). These 

organizations facilitated the development of ideology and standards for education and 

practice in student affairs. However, it was ACPA, which underwent the majority of 

effort in the professionalization process for student affairs. The beginnings of NASPA 

were organized around the Deans of Men and documents reflect little to no attention to 

professionalization. 

Hirt (1992) in her analysis of the founding documents of our profession suggests 

that as a profession we must understand how power shaped and socially constructed the 

work of student affairs. Because The 1937 Student Personnel Point of View has been 

cast as the founding document of professional ideology in student affairs it is essential to 

understand who created it and why. Hirt (1992) notes that this statement was 

profoundly influenced by two organizations; The National Research Council (NRC) and 

the American Council on Education (ACE). The NRC represented educational, 

industrial, and military interests with the purpose of connecting these institutions. The 

ACE had similar connections to these institutions. Hirt note, "The ACE represented the 

educational-industrial interests and geared its efforts to enhancing those connections in 

the postwar world"(p. 67). 

Hirt flirther discussed how critics of specialization found in post-world war II 

pushed for higher education to return to its liberal arts component of the educational 
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experience and how student affairs echoed these same sentiments calling professionals to 

remember their connection to the liberal arts ideal (Kuh, Shed, and Whitt, 1987). Rhoads 

(1990) criticized this perspective indicating that to do this would serve and protect the 

elite. Despite criticisms, student affairs has continued to follow this direction "that larger 

social order is assumed to be benign and benevolent by student affairs practitioners, and 

their role is to socialize students to adapt to and maintain that order as they are integrated 

into society"(Hirt, 1992, p. 532). 

Hirt finds that the extensive use of authoritarian language in these major policy 

statements and conference programs is an indication that student affairs is attempting to 

exert this control (Hirt, 1992). She notes that student affairs professionals are relying on 

a "socially constructed notion of an educated person" (p. 532). According to Hirt (1992) 

what is lacking in our profession is an understanding about how "dominant institutions 

and ideology have influenced the notion of the educated person"(p. 532). Built within 

these claims is a sense that those who contribute to corporate America are more important 

and productive than those who chose different career paths. Finally, Hirt asserts "In short 

the transcendental ideal in the student affairs profession is a notion of an 'educated 

person' that is normed on the values of Anglo, upper/upper-middle class males"(p. 533). 

In addition to the work of Hirt (1992) Evans and Reason (2001) underwent a 

thorough document analysis of several major student affairs documents in order to 

demonstrate that indeed very little has changed since the writing of the Student Personnel 

Point of view in 1937, the first major statement of philosophical ideology of student 

affairs (See Appendix B). The documents analyzed consisted of: The Student Personnel 
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Point of View, 1937 and 1949; the work of Lloyd-Jones and Smith—Student Personnel as 

Deeper Teaching (1954), The Hazen Report (1968) Brown's (1972) monograph—A 

Return to the Academy, documents associated with Phase II of the Tomorrow's Higher 

Education (THE) project (ACPA, 1974; Miller & Prince, 1977; The Project, 1975), The 

Council of Student Personnel Associations in Higher Education (COSPA) Statement 

(1974), A Perspective on Student Affairs (1987), Reasonable Expectations (1994), The 

Student Learning Imperative (1994), Principles of Good Practice (1997), Powerful 

Partnerships (1998), and the Trends Project (1999). Within this document analysis the 

themes that emerged included: a holistic perspective, attention to individual differences, 

student agency, an interactionist perspective, consideration of context, intentionality, 

empirically grounded initiatives, a role in instruction and learning, collaboration, 

functional focus, education for citizenship, and accountability (Evans & Reason, 2001). 

This analysis revealed that while not every theme was found in each document, most had 

evidence of each theme. Each of these reports concentrates on the holistic development 

of students and the "intentionality" of student affairs work. Evans and Reason assert, "In 

reviewing these works, we are left with the feeling that the student affairs field has know 

what it is about since its inception. Student affairs professionals' responsibility to insure 

the total development of all students by creating supportive and responsive environments 

in collaboration with their faculty colleagues remains as vital a goal now as it was in 

1937"(p. 374). The SPPV 1949 statement with its focus on administration took the 

profession away from its original intent with instruction and into a more subordinate 

position. Several documents (Student Personnel as Deeper Teaching, the Hazen Report, 
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a Return to the Academy) attempted to bring us back to our original role. Documents 

during the 1970's and 1980's again move us away from this role. The NASPA statement 

(1987) for example, concludes that the "academic mission of the institution is 

preeminent"(p.9) and that "the work of student affairs should not compete with and 

cannot substitute for the academic experience"; but instead "student affairs enhances and 

supports the academic mission" (p. 10). The authors of the professional ideology 

statements written during the 1990's argued against this position, "strongly advocating a 

return to a collaborative approach with faculty and an educational mission for the student 

affairs field". 

Because new professionals read and absorb these statements of professional 

ideology as part of their professional socialization, the ideology and its applicability are 

woven into the fabric of their professional identity. The overt and covert messages given 

about the faculty/student affairs dichotomy is transmitted and internalized, making it 

extremely difficult to create change. Stamatokos and Rogers (1984) assert, "a profession 

is strong only if its members perceive a balanced integration of its purposes and processes 

(p. 482). King (2001) suggest" we should expect more from ourselves and from each 

other than simply knowledge and verbal affirmation of these important principles that 

have guided student affairs practice. We need to celebrate these themes, continue to use 

them to guide our practices, but to do so in a way that more clearly connects our walk 

with our talk" (p. 380). 

Love and Yousey (2001) examined the discourse in student affairs and its 

relationship to the eight trends published in Higher Education Trends for the next century 
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(Johnson & Cheatham, 1999). This ACPA document identifies eight trends: (a) 

improved access and success for students, (b) respond to the rising cost of higher 

education, (c) focus on learning and teaching, (d) respond to and keep abreast with 

technology, (e) respond to the changing nature of work in higher education, (f) recognize 

the importance of collaboration and partnerships, (g) respond to calls for accountability 

and, (h) respond to changing governmental roles vis-a-vis higher education. This 

discourse analysis covers the time period from October 1998 through January 2000 and 

utilized work such as newsletters, periodicals, journals, conference programs, recent 

books, and websites (See Table 1). Love and Yousey found clear congruence between 

the document and student learning, multiculturalism and diversity, technology, and 

collaboration and note that after this congruence becomes less clear. The find little to no 

congruence with regard to outcomes assessment, program effectiveness, funding, 

responding to the rising costs of higher education and changing government roles. They 

assert one dominant theme which "was a lack of an external focus in the discourse of 

student affairs. The field as a whole seems to have a tendency to be internally focused to 

the virtual exclusion of an engagement with external entities or with what are perceived 

to external issues"(p. 441). While the Higher Education Trends document uses phrases 

like legislation related to funding, privatization and outsourcing, fund-raising, alumni 

donors, and competition for students, there is little to no evidence that these trends are 

being addressed in the discourse of student affairs. 
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TABLE L Rank of Categories and Number of Textual Units 

Category Rank 
Round 2 

Units Rank 

Round 3 

Units 
Rank 

Final 

Units 

Student 
Learning 

1 146 1 193 1 339 

Multicultural! 
sm & 
Diversity 

2 133 3 55 2 188 

Social Issues 3 86 5 35 3 121 

Student 
Affairs 

5 55 2 57 4 112 

Collaboration 4 61 4 44 5 105 

Leadership 7 45 6 33 6 78 

Technology 5 55 11 4 7 59 

Assessment 8 19 7 13 8 32 

Greeks 10 14 8 6 9 20 

Involvement 12 13 9 5 10 18 

Legal Issues 9 15 12 1 11 16 

Funding 10 14 14 0 12 14 

Retention 12 13 12 1 12 14 

Financial Aid 12 13 14 0 14 13 

International 
Education 

15 7 9 5 15 12 
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Table from Love, P. G. and Yousey, K. (2001). Gaps in the Conversation: Missing 
Issues in the Discourse of the Student Affairs Field. Journal of College Student 
Development. Vol 42 No5, pp. 430-446. 

The ways in which a professional field develops itself, consciously and 

unconsciously, " are embedded in the articles and studies published in that field's 

professional journals and magazines"(Rhoades, 1991, p. 347). Our professional 

associations, journals, and literature thus shape discourse in the profession. Hence, 

missing issues found within our discourse are quite revealing. Ostensibly, there is a 

desire to maintain our "social trustee" professionalism and to resist the notion of being 

managed as experts for hire. This comprehensive discourse analysis is evidence that our 

profession is not addressing the impact of the market effect. More recently we find 

discourse by Woodard, Love, and Komives (2000) about the need to respond to external 

demands. 

Sociology of the professions, professionalization, and professionalization theory 

Within our society the professions have been woven into the fabric of our way of 

life and are essential to the functioning of American society, modem day capitalism, the 

welfare state, and now globalization (Brint, 1994; Freidson, 1994b; Schron, 1983). As 

such, much importance has been placed on the preparation of those who will occupy 

professional roles within our society. Society has bestowed professions with a special 

status based largely on specialized knowledge and skills (Brint, 1994; Freidson, 1973; 

Hughes, 1958; Larson, 1977 ), however, there is "no general agreement on any 

authoritative statement as to what is a professional or profession" (Kleingartner, 1967, p. 

4). Larson (1977) utilizing professionalization theory suggested that professions were 
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organized in groupings which sought to monopolize a domain of work and which 

elucidates a conceptual base and its application of its work which resonates with and 

serves those in power in our society. In addition to this, considerable debate has focused 

on how professions should be defined, which occupations may be considered professions, 

and by what criteria (Friedson, 1994b). Brint (1993) suggested that work by occupational 

sociologists has focused on three areas: " a focus on traits necessary to define a 

profession, emphasis on the process of professionalization, and a conception that the 

entire notion of professions is simply a social construction"(Carpenter, 2002, p. 422). 

According to Larson (1977, 1979) " the rise of professionalism with the historical matrix 

of competitive capitalism, and explores the relationship between professional projects 

and capitalist institutions such as the state, the free market for services, the labor market, 

the bureaucratic organization and the modem university system of higher education. 

Larson's core argument is that the rise of professionalism has been a phase of capitalist 

rationalization" (Witz, 1992, p. 55). Furthermore, Larson (1977) suggests that there are 

three general dimensions of a profession, which include cognitive, normative, and 

evaluative. The cognitive dimension refers to the specialized knowledge and skills 

acquired through preparation programs. The normative dimension refers to the code of 

ethics and service activities of which society benefits. It is through this dimension that 

the profession receives it privileged status. The evaluative dimension is the process by 

which professions maintain their distinctiveness among other professions. Larson 

elucidates, "the distinctiveness of the professions appears to be grounded on the 

combination of these eneral dimensions. These prescriptive occupations tend to become 
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'real' communities, whose members share a relatively permanent affiliation, an identity, 

person commitment, specific interests, and general loyalties" (p. x). Carpenter (2003) 

distills the work of other researchers and suggests that a profession rests on three themes: 

First the members of a profession possess shared goals, for example the creation of an 

optimal learning environment. Second, a professional community exists which supports 

its members and defines appropriate and inappropriate behaviors, resulting in more or 

less consistent rewards and punishments, formally and informally. Examples of this in 

student affairs are behaviors surrounding job searches, publishing, and promotions. 

Third, a "profession attends to socialization and regeneration, resulting in accepted 

practices with regard to adequate initial preparation for entry into the field and proper 

continuing education"(p. 423). 

Through the process of professionalization each profession has sought to regulate 

its own area of expertise and authority and created conditions which must be met before 

entry into the profession is permitted. This is due in most part to the autonomy 

professionals have in their daily work lives. Earlier studies of professions adopted mostly 

a functional perspective, analyzing professional norms, role relations, and technical skills 

(Weidmen et. al., 2001; Freidson, 1994b; Rhoades, 1991). While these studies have 

acknowledged the importance of economic and political factors, they did not examine 

them in depth. However more recent literature has focused on the political influence of 

professions (Freidson, 1988), on the connection of professions to political and economic 

elites and the state (Johnson, 1972) and on the relation of the market and social class 

(Slaughter & Leslie, 1997; Brint, 1994; Freidson, 1994b; Rhoades and Slaughter, 1991 a. 
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b; Slaughter, 1990; Slaughter and Rhoades, 1990; Slaughter & Silva, 1984; Larson, 

1977). 

Found within professions is a hierarchical system which classifies and stratifies 

professions as major or minor (Brint, 1994; Larson, 1977; Scron, 1983). Brint (1994) 

argues that professions are a special kind of status category and asserts, 

"In their contemporary reality, professions are, above all, a phenomenon of labor 
market organization. They are those occupations exercising the capacity to 
create exclusive shelters in the labor market through monopolization of advanced 
degrees and other credentials related to higher education that are required for the 
attainment of the social and economic opportunities of authorized practice"(p. 
23). 

Friedson (1970a, 1970b) argues that a profession is an occupation that has successfully 

won the right to oversea and control its own work. The status of profession is legitimized 

by the state. 

Parkin (1979) defined professionalism, much like Goffman (1961), as a strategy of 

exclusionary closure which was deliberately designed to control and limit access to the 

profession in order to enhance and preserve its market value. Moore and Rosenbloom 

(1970) suggest the following criteria: 

1. The professional practices a fiill-time occupation, which comprises the principal 

source of his earned income.... 

2. The professional must be committed to a calling, that is the treatment of the 

occupation, and all of its requirements, as an enduring set of normative and 

behavior expectations. 
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3. The professional is set apart from the laity by various signs and symbols, but by 

the same token is identified with his peers-often in formalized organizations. 

4. The professional possesses esoteric, but useful knowledge and skills, based on 

specialized training or education of exceptional duration and perhaps of 

exceptional difficulty.... 

5. The professional practices his occupation by perceiving the needs of individual or 

collective clients that are relevant to his competence and by attending to those 

needs by competent performance.... 

6. The professional proceeds by his own judgment and authority; he thus enjoys 

autonomy restrained by responsibility (pp. 5-6). 

An historical examination of professions depicts professionals as that of a social 

trustee, concerned with service to the public (Brint, 1994; Merton, 1957; Parsons, 1939). 

This altruistic notion remained dominant through the 1960's, however a second ideal, that 

of "expert" professionalism emerged. This ideal came into fruition at the same time 

social trustee professionalism was being scrutinized for its lack of congruence with the 

everyday realities of professional life. Traditional notions of professionalism (altruistic 

and social trustee) had turned to self-interest at the expense of the poor (Woodard and 

DeArmond, 1998). During this time professions increasingly struggled for control, 

power, and status (Woodard & DeArmond; Hoffman, 1982), leading to a conflict 

between traditionalist and political activists. This resulted in "professionals who were 

defined as much by their organizational ability and political power as their expertise" 
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(Slaughter & Leslie, 1997, p. 4). Woodard and DeArmond (1998) citing the work of 

Slaughter and Leslie (1997) assert that "professionals no longer were awarded respect 

and gained the public's trust because of educational degrees and licensing but rather 

professionalization became an on-going process of defending one's status, the value of 

work, or professional jurisdiction (boundaries)"(p. 4). 

In addition to being able to make educated decisions, expert professionalisms 

knowledge and skills were highly valued in the market. In terms of professions, Brint 

(1994) goes on to suggest that professions fall into two forms of authority, that of major 

and minor professions. The extent to which a profession holds authority over its 

functional expertise is the difference between a major and minor profession. Some 

professions have undergone decades of codifying its practice (Law, medicine, 

engineering, divinity, and architecture), while others are newer to these activities 

(teaching, social work, student affairs). The codification of theory and practice is 

extremely important in the professional socialization process. Brint laments the transition 

fi-om social trustee professionalism to that of "expert" for hire and describes modem 

professionals as "merchants of marketable cultural capital" (p. 81) A principal 

determinant of professional status is that access to any field is contingent upon training 

and education provided exclusively by higher education. Thus, higher education serves 

as the training ground through which students are given mediated entry into professions 

and by which they gain this marketable cultural capital. This notion of expert 

professionalism has evolved into the dominant paradigm with professional " intellectual 

training in the service of purposes determined by organizational authorities or market 
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forces" (p. 7). During this time professions increasing struggled for power, control and 

status (Woodard & DeArmond, 1998; Hoffman, 1982). The resulting outcome of this 

struggle left professionals being "defined as much by their organizational ability and 

political power as their expertise" (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997, p. 4). In this movement 

towards elevated professional status, professional associations have been the impetus. 

Woodard and DeArmond (1998) suggests that professionalism is "not a fixed concept, 

but rather a socially constructed concept whose social practices are ever changing and 

who benefits from these practices are reflected in the beliefs and assumptions held by the 

profession" (p.4). 

Schon (1983) rejects the notion of expert professionalism or in his terms 

"technical rationality". For Schon most professions are experiencing a crisis in 

confidence because of the changing nature of our world and the failure of positivistic 

rationality towards changing professional environments. 

The process of professionalization takes time. Hughes (1958) suggests "the 

professional group will go through a process of self-consciously studying its work and 

deciding what functions are really professional and what can be delegated to 

nonprofessional or less-than-professional people"(p. 135). Nurses have been delegating 

much of their former work to aides and technicians while continually taking on new roles 

given to them by physicians. Student services has also undergone many of these 

processes. However, could it be that in adopting many of the tasks historically bestowed 

upon faculty (down-grading), that student affairs is really still in the category of non

professional? 
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Professional Socialization in Student Affairs 

Found within the development and evolution of professions is the development of 

the student affairs profession. As noted in the previous chapter, the profession of student 

affairs has struggled throughout its existence to justify its legitimacy as a profession. 

According to Woodard and DeArmond (1998) the major issues associated with this 

struggle for legitimacy seem to be "(1) the field is not a profession; (2) there is no need 

for a specialized body of knowledge and research since many practitioners come from 

different disciplines; (3) the field was founded by 'default' (Manning, 1997) and not out 

of a legitimate societal need; and (4) preparation program curriculums are not based on a 

coherent distinct body of knowledge informed by research and practice" (p. 5). Concerns 

related to the professional status and practice of student affairs have been scrutinized by 

several scholars. In 1949 Wrenn and Darley concluded that student affairs had still not 

met the criteria to be considered to be a profession. Stamatakos (1981) reexamined the 

criteria by Wrenn and Darley 30 years later and concluded that student affairs still does 

not qualify as a profession. According to Stamatakos (1981) there is a lack of evidence 

that student affairs professional preparation programs are adequately preparing 

professionals. This is due in part because of the lack of agreed upon skills and 

competencies found within the profession. Penny (1969) concludes that student affairs is 

not a profession, but rather it is "a number of relatively separate and distinct specialties 

linked largely by organizational continuity (i.e., they all involve working with students 

out of classrooms) and, to a lesser extent, by the sharing of a common philosophical view 

of their tasks" (p. 961). This is similar what Bloland (1987) called the shoehorn effect. 
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According the Bloland (1987) we are attempting to squeeze the many different 

individuals from diverse professional backgrounds into the same shoe size and then we 

are upset about our feet hurting. According the Rickard (1988) student affairs is " a 

grouping of functions, departments, disciplines, programs and multiple evolving 

professions" (p. 392). 

Some scholars have suggested that student affair is in the dynamic process of 

professionalization and that the this should be the goal(Young, 1998 ), while others 

suggest that student affairs is an "emergent profession" (Carpenter, Miller, & Winston, 

1980). Winston, Creamer, and Miller (2001) suggest that the field has made significant 

progress and is still emerging as a profession. The notion that we are professionalizing 

suggests that we are constantly evolving our leadership, guiding values and practice in 

order to adapt and meet the needs of our constituents. Carpenter (2003) suggests that 

"For a variety of good reasons student affairs work may never fully qualify as a 

profession, but it may not matter in practice"(p. 575). Woodard and DeArmond (1998) 

assert that, "Because of the diverse nature of the field and the varied backgrounds 

(professional preparation) of those who work in student affairs, the application of 

traditional professional criteria to evaluate the status of student affairs does not suffice" 

(p. 7). 

In terms of quality service both ACPA and NASPA have served to monitor this 

process. At the present time there is no accreditation or licensing process for student 

affairs and there is little consensus that professionals should have a master's degree from 
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a program that follows the Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher 

Education (Miller, 1999). 

Professional Socialization and Professional Education 

The work of Berger and Luckmann (1966), Lukes (1978) and Foucault (1977) all 

help frame in and analysis of professional socialization and education. The majority of 

new professionals having already undergone primary socialization come into student 

affairs programs and organizations having been socialized to the dominant ideology and 

normalization mechanisms of our culture. However, not all who enter the student affairs 

profession have undergone such socialization. I will address this issue later in this 

chapter. For now, it is essential to have a comprehensive understanding of these 

conceptual frameworks if one is to understand professional identity, organizational 

cultures and environments and the impact they have on the individual professional. I 

now review the literature on professional socialization and education . This includes 

structural-functional and neo-Marxist/Weberian theories of professional education. 

Professional socialization is considered secondary socialization which is "any 

subsequent process that inducts an already socialized individual into new sectors of the 

objective world of society"(p. 130). Van Maanen suggests that "Socialization takes 

place from the womb to the tomb. It is a recurrent and lifelong process taking many 

forms and occurring across a wide range of settings. Exiting one setting moves one into 

another, and socialization begins anew" (p. 213). Weidman, Twale, and Stein (2001) 
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further suggest that "sociaUzation has also been recognized as a subconscious process 

whereby persons internalize behavioral norms and standards"(p. 6). 

Graduate Socialization 

The socialization of graduate students has received considerable attention in the 

literature(Weidman et. al 2001; Baird, 1990; Weidman & Stein, 1990; Haggerty & Stark, 

1989; Stark et. al., 1987; Stark, Lowther, and Hagerty, 1986b; Corcoran & Clark, 

1984;Bragg, 1976), however Rhoades (1995) suggests that it is a peripheral category in 

the scholarship of higher education. 

Within this study I define graduate and professional socialization as "the 

processes through which individuals gain the knowledge, skills, and values necessary for 

entry into a professional career requiring an advanced level of specialized knowledge and 

skills" (Weidman et. al. p. iii). Turner and Thompson, (1993) assert that "a successful 

socialization process is critical for a successful graduate career" (p. 357). Golde (1998) 

suggested that graduate students undergo a dual socialization process in that "new 

students are simultaneously directly socialized into the role of graduate student and are 

given preparatory socialization into a profession"(p. 56). For new student affairs 

professionals, socialization is more complex because they are also working in the 

professional setting. 

In higher education, the process of socialization addressed as if it were a unitary 

and rational process embedded in our society. This is closely tied to the modernist 

assumption, which is that socialization is a process where people acquire knowledge 
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through a one-way process in which the neophyte leams how the organization operates 

through planned learning activities (Tiemey, 1997). In the literature the majority of 

studies that address professional education do so from a structural-functional framework 

(Rhoades, 1995). These frameworks will be considered in detail for the purpose of 

giving a comprehensive overview of the theory behind professional socialization and 

education. Structural-functionalists are concerned with issues of order and stability in 

society and focus on society as a system of interrelated, interdependent parts. In terms of 

professional socialization, structural-functional theory suggests that individuals must 

undergo a transformation into professionals and this occurs in a linear, prescribed manner 

in order to serve a role within the larger system of society. From this perspective, 

preparation programs socialize students in a structural-functional, linear, and narrowly 

circumscribed manner though stages which consists of a normative context (teaching, 

research, service) of the graduate academic program, socialization process (interaction, 

integration, learning) and core elements (knowledge acquisition, investment, 

involvement)(Weidman et. al. p. iv). It is believed that through this process students 

come to understand and anticipate what the professional organizational environment will 

be like. Students are admitted, socialized to appropriate knowledge, values, and skills of 

the profession and then graduate. Some are required to be licensed or certified upon 

completion of their program. Merton(1957) further asserts that students "learn a 

professional role by so combining its component knowledge and skills, attitudes, and 

values as to be motivated and able to perform this role in a professionally and socially 

accepted fashion" (p. 41). According to Hockin (1981) faculty advisors are key in 
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helping to prepare their students for professional roles (Hockin, 1981) as well as being a 

role model and mentor (Mann, 1994) 

The most comprehensive examination of graduate and professional socialization 

was done by Weidman et. al (2001). They assert that there are two characteristics of 

socialization that are particularly relevant for comprehending the dynamics of graduate 

and professional socialization: 1) that socialization is an ongoing process of development 

and 2) that the core elements of knowledge acquisition, investment, and involvement are 

connected to the development of role identity and commitment (Weidman et. al., 2001; 

Stein, 1992). In addition to this, their work suggests that the process of becoming a 

professional occurs in stages that graduate students go through on their way to acquiring 

a professional role. These stages consist of an anticipatory stage, formal stage, informal 

stage, and personal stage. Due to the dual and perhaps tri-socializational aspect of 

student affairs professional socialization this model is inadequate, however is necessary 

when understanding the dominant approach to preparing professionals. This model has 

also been utilized when examining workplace socialization (Weidman et. al, 2001; 

Tiemey & Bensimone, 1996; Tiemey and Rhoades, 1994). 

Weidman et. al, (2001) suggest that the anticipatory stage happens before the 

student even applies to graduate school. It is at this stage that the prospective student 

becomes aware of the expectations of the profession they are interested in and becomes 

exposed to the recruitment practices of professional programs. "One of the most 

important outcomes of professional socialization is an evolving professional identity. 

Social identity theory posits that, beginning in the preprofessional stages and continuing 
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through graduation, students cloak themselves in a professional identity, which usually 

forces modification of their personal identity such that the two are intertwined and 

compatible rather than dissonant and competing" (Weidman et al 2001, p. 16). For 

example, in student affairs this may be a resident assistant who interacts in the profession 

as an undergraduate. The daily interaction with their hall director helps them to 

"anticipate" what the profession is like. In progressive Residence Life programs, resident 

assistants often gain access to the inter-workings of the field through their inclusion in 

meetings and planning sessions. 

The formal stage actually takes place after the student has been accepted to 

graduate school and the graduate program has begun. Through a combination of 

coursework, faculty-student interactions, department gatherings and other formal and 

informal interactions, the knowledge of the profession is indoctrinated into the graduate 

student and normative role expectations are prescribed. The newly acquired role is then 

rehearsed in the context of internships, assistantship, and practicum experiences. It is in 

this stage where the graduate student begins to idealize the new role. It is at this point 

that this structural-functional model becomes inadequate because the student affairs 

professional is not only idealizing the new role, they are in it. The informal stage occurs 

as students interact with other role incumbents. Students tend to build their own peer 

support systems for emotional and social support. At this stage the student is not quite a 

professional yet. There needs to be some closure, which occurs during the personal 

stage. 
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In the personal stage the "individual and social role, personalities and social 

structures become fused" (Thornton and Nardi, 1975, p. 880) internalizing the role. 

Students form a professional identity (based on the specific culture of their chosen 

discipline) and "reconcile the dysfunction and incongruity between their previous self-

image and their new professional image as they assume their new role"(Weidman et. al. 

p. 14). From this perspective the student becomes their role, adopting the values and 

norms of the profession as part of their conception of "self. It has been asserted by 

Mann (1994) that professionalization is more likely to occur if the new professional 

works environment that is prototypical of the type of environment the student hopes to 

work in (Mann, 1994). Overall this model is inadequate for a variety of reasons. While 

the model captures the transformative power of graduate preparation it fails to 

acknowledge the individuals ability to negotiate their professional identity in the process. 

This approach is to narrowly circumscribed. Furthermore, the model fails to capture 

what this stage would be like for new professionals entering the student affairs 

profession. Because of the tri-socialization nature of socialization for new student affairs 

this becomes more complex. Through interaction in the work environment (for a variety 

of reasons) new professionals engage in activity that may not mirror professional 

preparation. Many times communities of practice develop which don't follow or 

resemble the core values or ideology of the profession. In other words individuals have 

more choice in who they become. This becomes more complex when environments 

have individuals with differing backgrounds (educational, gender, race, class etc.) In 

professional education programs students are initiated into a new role. This initiation 
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differentiates and perhaps alienates professionals from non-professionals (Hughes, 1958; 

Bullis & Bach, 1989). Students learn a more sophisticated and penetrating reality which 

distinguish professionals from non-professionals (Hughes, 1958; Phillips, 1982). 

Further, graduate socialization necessitates shared consciousness with peers, faculty 

mentors, and role models as well as subject mastery and knowledge application. 

(Ketefian, 1993). 

The impact and the amount of time and intensity of the socialization process 

varies by profession. For different professions internalization processes vary. Johnson 

notes (1995), "internalization is a crucial process in maintaining social systems because it 

leads people to regulate their own behavior in accordance with accepted forms, rather 

than having to be monitored and corrected by external authorities, an impossible task in 

all but the smallest systems"(p. 145). For medical and law students the socialization 

process is longer and more rigorous than student affairs programs and one is not 

permitted access into the profession without the prescribed education and training. 

However, as mentioned earlier, functionalist renditions of professional socialization are 

inadequate and fail to capture the symbolic nature of human interaction. Functionalists 

treat professionals and professional education as neutral and are more concerned with the 

characteristics of professionals—e.g. codes of ethics, ideals of service, technical 

knowledge, self-regulation, and the service they provide to society (Rhoades, 1995). 

In addition to professional socialization stages identified above it is also important 

to understand the dimensions associated with them. Weidman et. al (2001) utilized these 

socialization dimensions to address graduate and professional socialization. Tiemey and 
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Rhoads (1994) and Tiemey and Bensimone (1996) utilized these socialization 

dimensions to examine organizational socialization of new faculty recruits. Weidman, 

Twale, & Stein (2001), utilize the work of Tiemey and Rhoades and apply these 

dimensions to graduate and professional socialization. A description of each dimension 

in the context of organizational and graduate and professional socialization follows. 

Collective vs. Individual Socialization 

Collective socialization refers to groups of students or professional recruits who 

encounter a common set of experiences. Examples of this for graduate students is the 

cohort experience. During the cohort experience, students take common courses and 

follow a similar path towards graduation. Students develop more of a collective identity. 

This also occurs when a number of new professionals are hired at one time. Individual 

socialization is more isolated in nature. In contrast to collective socialization, such as 

that found in medical schools, students in Ph.D. programs who are ABD generally have 

more of an individual experience with the major advisors. In addition to this, students 

who are working full or part-time undergo more of an individual socialization experience. 

Formal vs. Informal 

A second dimension of graduate and organizational socialization is whether the 

socialization experiences are formal or informal. Formal socialization refers to 

socialization experiences that have been designed intentionally to accomplish specific 

goals (Weidman et. al, 2001; Tiemey & Rhoads, 1994). In an organizational setting 
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formal socialization is more of a rite of passage leading to a new organizational status. 

Again these goals are specific to the types of learning necessary in either environment. 

Informal socialization refers more to experiences which are unstructured where the 

norms, values, and behaviors of the organization are learned through trial and error. In 

terms of informal socialization, Van Maanen and Schein ( 1979) elucidate, "learning 

through experience in the informal socialization mode.. .places recruits in the position 

where they must select their own socialization agents. The value of this mode to the 

newcomer is then determined largely by the relevant knowledge possessed by an agent 

and, of course, the agent's ability to transfer such knowledge"(p. 238). Within student 

affairs graduate programs socialization is more formal while socialization in the 

organizations they work is largely informal. 

Random vs. Sequential 

Random socialization refers to socialization that happens progressively with 

"unclear or ambiguous steps which lead to a target goal or role" while sequential 

socialization refers to " discrete and identifiable steps for achieving an organizational 

role"(Tiemey and Rhoads, 1994, p. 28). In terms of student affairs professional's random 

socialization is associated with role ambiguity and cognitive dissonance whereas the 

graduate socialization process is more sequential, requiring various hurdles along the 

way. 

Fixed vs. Variable 

Fixed vs. variable socialization deals with the time structure that is in place for 

new professionals in both environments. Most student affairs programs offer fixed 
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courses to be taken in two years. Many times students may not be able to graduate 

because a certain course is only offered during a certain semester. An example of 

variable socialization is a student attempting to obtain a Ph.D. in that the process is 

individualized and is based on ability or life circumstances. 

Serial vs. Disjunctive 

At the graduate socialization level serial socialization refers to the "existence of 

planned organizational structures and educational experiences through which novices are 

trained by faculty" (Weidman et. al., 2001, p. 29). In organizational socialization, serial 

socialization relates to the training of a neophyte by a more senior level professional. 

Lortie (1975) in his examination of schoolteachers found that there are limits to serial 

socialization in education and that new teachers move towards the values of their 

supervisors despite educational socialization. Lortie goes on to suggest that "social 

psychologist have noted that some kinds of learning (e.g. the acquisition of a dialect) 

occur through a slow, unwitting process involving imitation; the individual takes on the 

ways of others without realizing he is doing so" (p. 64). Stein and Weidman (1989,1990) 

"indicate that competing socializing agents and the novice's personal needs or 

interpretation of the context may alter the socializing experience as well as its impact" 

(Oleson and Whittaker). Disjunctive socialization on the other hand, students or recruits 

are not following any planned experience or are not being mentored by a more senior 

professional. 
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Investiture vs. divestiture 

The final socialization dimension is investiture vs. divestiture. Tiemey and 

Rhoades (1994) note, "investiture (more affirming) concerns the welcoming of the 

recruit's anticipatory socialization experiences and individual characteristics, whereas 

divestiture (More transforming) involves stripping away those personal characteristics 

seen as incompatible with the organizational ethos" (p. 29). 

Findings from other studies 

Overall, the professions of medicine and law have dominated the discussion of 

professions. In their landmark study of medical school, Becker, Geer, Hughes, and 

Strauss (1961) argued that students create a culture that facilitates the survival of medical 

school. This culture is not necessarily concerned with the adoption of professional values 

and attitudes, but is instead more short term in its focus and orientation. They assert that 

this focus "is not the result of some conscious cabal, but that they are working-out in 

practice of the perspectives from which the student s view their day-to-day problems in 

relation to their long terms goals. The perspectives, themselves collectively developed, 

are organizations of ideas and actions. The actions derive their rationale from the ideas; 

the ideas are sustained by successive action. The whole becomes a complex of mutual 

expectations" (p. 435). This study illuminates the interactionist perspective in that 

students were not passive recipients of socialization, they were actively shaping the 

socialization environment. They also found that medical students lacked career role 

models until they made it into the clinical setting and that peer groups offer support, both 
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emotionally and professionally, and are important to student success in medical school. 

In a similar study it has been noted that socialization of medical students is significantly 

affected more by their interaction with patients and daily presence within the hospital 

setting than by faculty mentoring (Hafferty and Franks, 1994; Olmstead and Paget, 

1969). The establishment of a professional identity comes more when others recognize 

them as professionals Expanding on socialization from a symbolic interaction 

perspective, Weidman et al,( 2001) assert that "graduate and professional students do not 

passively respond to specific situations; rather, they actively extract clues to their 

behavior and continually evaluate themselves in the context of peers, faculty mentors, 

program expectations, and personal goals. Although students may resemble their 

mentors, they have the power and potential to modify the standard socialization process 

as they evaluate their progression though it" (p. 18). Hughes suggests that medical 

education is a whole series of processes by which the medical culture is kept alive (which 

means more than merely imparted) through time and generations, by which it is extended 

to new populations or elements of the population, and by which it is added to through 

new learning and experiment "(p. 119). Becker, Geer, Hughes, and Strauss (1961) note 

that human behavior is to be understood as a process in which the person shapes and 

controls his conduct by taking into account (through the mechanism of 'role taking') the 

expectations of others with whom her interacts"(p. 19). Thus the process of role taking 

can be taken as central to the professional socialization process and the development of a 

professional identity. This is important when thinking about the environments new 

professionals find themselves in because many time role expectations are different than 
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preparation. Thielens (1980) in another important study at Columbia Law School 

concluded that competitiveness rather than cooperation was encouraged. 

In his research on psychiatrists, Light (1980) further suggests that the process of 

becoming a psychiatrist is "a complex and deep process. It demands a transformation of 

the self, even if this only means that the old elements get recast in a new guise and the old 

thoughts are expressed in a new rhetoric" (p. 308). Light further indicated that in order 

to negotiate and communicate in the professional setting " one must use the terms of 

one's mentors, use the language, symbols and paradigms of the profession" (p. 311). 

Similarly, law students are inculcated with the values, beliefs, and language of the 

profession as well as socialized in the art of "legal reasoning" (Phillips, 1980; Kennedy, 

1982). Phillips (1982) examined the language socialization of lawyers. In her 

ethnographic study she documents how law students acquire the cant, the legal jargon of 

lawyers which is characterized by its inaccessibility to outsiders. This language 

socialization serves to preserve the monopoly of knowledge held by this profession and 

as a tremendous socialization mechanism in the "becoming" of a lawyer. Phillips notes, 

"in the law school classroom, legal cant is embedded in verbal interaction between the 

instructor and individual students. Through that interaction the law students learn how to 

use the language in relating to judges in the courtroom. In other words, the role 

differentiation between judge and lawyer in the courtroom"(Phillips, 1982, p. 187). The 

process by which law school students learn the cant can tell us a great deal about how 

knowledge is distributed in society. 
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This is similar to Bullis and Bach, (1989) and Goffman (1961) who suggest that 

during the socialization process a transformation from outsider to insider to insider takes 

place. This language socialization distinguishes those who are professionals from those 

who are not. In student affairs environments the many are given access without the 

prescribed education which creates dynamic within the work environment such that new 

professionals speak a language that others do not. Furthermore, the language 

internalized during the professional education process may not quite match that of the 

organizational environment. A variety of other factors may contribute to this. For 

example, incentive and promotion structures may not match those that are defined by the 

profession. Generating revenue and working long hours is highly valued in student 

affairs professional environments. Individuals have been promoted many times for these 

reasons and not for their ability to counsel and develop students. But it is more than that. 

New professionals learn that the field is less than academics. People end up in the 

profession who have been socialized as less than. This message is socialized into 

professionals from the beginning of their professional careers. Light goes on to note that 

an organization is a small scale-society where the definition of the situation rests with 

those in power" down to the vocabulary one uses to communicate and the accounts by 

which one understands one's actions"(312). Individuals either conform consciously or 

unconsciously (the latter is more likely) to those who hold power in the organization. 

Kennedy (1982) in his examination of law and its reproduction of hierarchy 

through its formal education asserts, "because students believe what they are told, 

explicitly, and implicitly, about the world they are entering, they behave in ways that 
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fulfill the prophesies the system makes about them and about the world. This is the link 

back that completes the system. Students do more than accept the ways things are and 

ideology does more than dampen opposition. Students act affirmatively within the 

channels cut out for them, cutting them deeper, giving the whole patina of consent and 

weaving complicity into everyone's life story" (p. 591). He further suggests that legal 

reasoning is sharply distinguished from the practice of law, and that in law school one 

learns nothing about practice. This disables students in that they have no idea how to 

apply the art of legal reasoning. 

In addition to these studies, it has also been well documented that women and 

graduate students of color have different experiences than their white counterparts 

(Turner, Myers, and Creswell, 1999; Tiemey & Bensimon, 1996; Turner & Thompson, 

1993; Ronkowski and lannaccone, 1989; Blackwell, 1987). Turner and 

Thompson(1993) found that minority women had fewer opportunities to engage in 

professional socialization experiences than majority white women. Clark and Corcoran 

(1986) found that professional socialization environments fails to support and encourage 

women. In terms of student affairs, McCewen(1991) notes that the profession of student 

affairs may not be the best environment for men. Each of these examples takes us back 

to the idea that man's consciousness is determined by his social being (Luckman and 

Berger, 1966). For a comprehensive overview of the literature as it pertains to graduate 

and professional socialization see Weidman, Twale, & Stein (2001). Their work provides 

a thorough examination and review of the treatment of socialization in general and 

graduate socialization in particular. 
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Organizational Socialization 

Like the model for graduate and professional socialization developed by 

Weidman et. al. (2001), Tiemey & Rhoads (1994) used a this same model as they 

examined faculty socialization into organizational cultures, which included two stages: 

the anticipatory stage and the organizational stage. The anticipatory stage occurs mostly 

through graduate school and is the first step in a new recruits anticipatory learning 

process (Tiemey & Rhoads, 1994; Tiemey and Bensimon, 1996; Van Maanen, 1976, 

1983). Anticipatory socialization relates to how "non-members take on the attitudes, 

actions, and values of the group to which they aspire" (Tiemey and Rhoads, 1994, p. 23). 

Unlike the experiences of professionals in other fields, including academia, new 

professionals to student affairs find themselves in two socializing environments 

simultaneously, that of the graduate preparation program and that of the workplace. Each 

stage process has the potential to be conflicting for new professionals because the 

attitudes, values, and behaviors of each socializing environment may be different. 

During graduate training, students anticipate what their future roles will be like and what 

it will take for them to be successful but at the same time are learning through 

organizational socialization different norms, values, attitudes, and beliefs 

Van Maanen and Schein (1979) address organizational socialization in terms of 

tactical strategies. They suggest that tactical strategies refers to the ways that "the 

experiences of individuals in transition from one role to another are stmctured for them 

by others in the organization" (p. 232). As noted in the dimensions of graduate 

socialization, there are six polar dimensions of organizational socialization are: 1) 
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Collective verses individual; 2) formal verses informal; 3) sequential verses random; 4) 

fixed versus variable; 5) Serial versus disjuncture; 6) investiture versus divestiture. 

Tiemey & Rhoads (1994) suggests that anticipatory socialization experiences that 

new faculty bring with them to new organizations may not be congruent with the new 

organization. For student affairs professionals this can be problematic due to different 

anticipatory stages found in both graduate socialization and organizational socialization. 

When anticipatory and organizational socialization experiences are congruent the new 

person will be more validated or affirmed. However, if the values, norms, and beliefs 

that the new professional brings to the organizational culture are incongruent with the 

organization, the socialization experience will require more of a transformation of the 

individual (Tiemey and Rhoads, p. 25). Tiemey and Rhoads note that" in terms of 

faculty socialization, transformative processes occur when a faculty member with a 

research orientation enters an institutional setting where teaching takes precedence, or 

conversely, when a new faculty member is hired at a research university but enters with a 

teaching orientation" (p. 25). 

Socialization Tensions 

It has been noted that in the academic culture, characteristics that are unique to 

women are problematic because the professoriate is overwhelmingly male (Tiemey & 

Rhoads, 1994; Jenson, 1982). How do people of color experience this? Men? Because 

we are dealing with a feminized profession (McEwen, Williams, & Engstrom, 1991) in 

that the profession is overwhelmingly female (at the entry-level) it is necessary to 

consider this as well. Reynold (1992) argued that women in pursuit of faculty positions 
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face more of an acculturation process than a socialization process in that they must adapt 

a significant amount of their individual identity. Again, how might this be similar for 

men in student affairs. Those with diverse backgrounds are also more likely to face more 

of an acculturation process or "transformative socialization" (Tiemey & Rhoads, 1994; 

Lyz Reyes and Halcon; 1991; Tiemey 1992a). 

Professional Socialization in Student Affairs 

Hunter and Comey (1991) assert that, "The evolution of a professional identity for 

student affairs workers is linked to socialization into the professional culture and mastery 

of its knowledge base" (p. 11). New student affairs professionals have three primary 

influences on the development of a professional preparation and identity. These include 

(a) the graduate preparation program, (b) professional associations, and (c) first 

professional position. What follows is a brief description of each of these areas followed 

by a description about how each of these environments interact in the shaping of 

professional identity (McClelland, 2003). 

Graduate preparation in student affairs 

As stated in chapter one, most new student affairs professionals are prepared 

nationally primarily in four-year institutions through a network of Master's degree 

programs. These programs have largely been developed around the guidelines of the 

Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education(CAS). The masters 

degree in college student personnel or a related field has been accepted as the required 

credential for entry into the student affairs profession (Komives, 1993). The goal of these 
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programs is to prepare competently trained professionals to perform the broad range of 

practice necessary to serve students in each of the student affairs functional areas and to 

provide the formative context for professional identity development in student affairs 

(Carpenter, 1980). Talbot suggests that in student affairs masters programs, "students 

learn about the ethics and values of the profession, its underlying theories, and the skills 

needed to both work with student populations in a higher education setting and to interact 

with faculty, parents, administrators, and others who may be peripherally attached to the 

college community"(p. 164). 

According to McEwen and Talbot (1998) the curriculum in student affairs 

should embrace a "two-pronged objective: (a) to provide a thorough theoretical 

background and knowledge related to understanding students, higher education, and the 

practice of student affairs; and (b) to develop effective student affairs practitioners 

through guided and supervised experiences in student affairs"(p. 128). Overall, the CAS 

Preparation Standards and Guidelines at the Master's Degree Level for Student Affairs 

Professionals in Higher Education (1992) indicates that these objectives are the minimum 

competency level to practice in student affairs. 

Curriculum—There are three components found to be essential to masters degree 

curriculum in student affairs—Foundational Studies, Professional Studies, and Supervised 

Practice. Foundational Studies is an eclectic combination of knowledge from other 

disciplines as well as knowledge about the history and evolution of student affairs. 

Professional Studies include five interconnected areas, which include (a) student 

development theory, (b) the effects of college on students and student characteristics (c) 
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individual, group, and organizational interventions, (d) organization and administration of 

student affairs and (e) assessment, evaluation, and research. Finally, Supervised Practice 

includes formalized practica and internship experiences with supervision of work in at 

least two separate and distinct areas of professional practice (McEwen & Talbot, 1998). 

Each of these areas represent the core of professional training in student affairs. 

Professionals are expected to have a solid understanding of this knowledge base and 

through supervision learn to take this knowledge and apply it in the work environment. 

Carpenter (1998) examined the Directory of Graduate Preparation programs in Student 

Personnel (1994) noted that out of the 83 programs "requesting a listing in the directory, 

only 47 met" (p. 161) the criteria as established by the CAS standards. Carpenter laments 

that "this state of disarray of the fundamental base of the professional preparation is 

deplorable" (p. 161). According to Saddlemire (1988, p. 38) as cited in Hunter and 

Comey (1991), "Given the significance of the common knowledge to which new student 

affairs professionals are exposed in graduate programs, the graduate curriculum 

represents the major way the profession defines itself McClelland (2003) examined the 

complexity of the interrelationship between graduate preparation, professional 

associations, and first professional experience in terms of multiculturalism and where 

new professionals learn the "technology of othering". In his critical analysis he found 

that in terms of professional identity development the graduate preparation program 

served as the most significant impact on the new professional and the number one source 

of information for professional information found in professional associations came from 

faculty in the graduate preparation program. He found that in terms of understanding 
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multiculturalism the professional work environment had the least impact on the 

professionals understanding of multiculturalism. 

In addition to this preparation, those who hire and supervise new professionals are 

consistently requesting certain skills sets. They include "budgetary and financial 

expertise, varying degrees of computer proficiency, supervisory abilities, assessment and 

research skills, and communication skills" (McEwen & Talbot, 1998). Woodard, Love, 

and Komives (2000) suggest that competencies and perspectives necessary for student 

affairs professionals in the new millennium include communication skills, multicultural 

competency, supervision, evaluation, motivation, planning, implementation, staff 

selection and development and conflict and crisis management, and leadership. They 

find that leadership is the foundational competency which encompasses all perspectives 

and skills. Woodard, Love, and Komives further suggest that emerging competencies 

include entrepreneurship (taking individual initiative, being proactive, and influencing 

change), resource attraction (fund-raising grant writing, business partnerships, and 

university partnerships). Organizing around the assessment of student learning and 

developmental outcomes, employing multiple frames of reference, technology adaptation 

and application, and futures forecasting. 

Professional Associations 

The professionalization of student affairs led to the creation of two professional 

associations, the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA) and 

the American College Personnel Association (ACPA). Professional associations related 

to the student affairs profession date back to 1916 with the creation of the national 
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association of Dean's of women (Nuss, 1993). One of the key roles of student affairs 

these professional associations is to strive to stay current with the changing nature of our 

society and to continually develop responses and solutions to the issues provoked by our 

changing world in a timely manner (Moore & Neuberger, 1998). Today, the purpose of 

professional associations is to provide an avenue for developing a professional identity 

and community within the student affairs profession (Chemow, Cooper, & Winston, 

2003; Carpenter, 1991; Gelwick, 1993) as well as to provide quality assurance in student 

affairs (Creamer & Woodard, 1992, p. 1). Nuss (2000) asserts that the professional 

associations have many goals and objectives, "but above all, they do for membership 

what members cannot do for themselves"(p. 493). Nuss (2000, 1993) further observes 

that the purpose of professional associations is "to advance understanding, recognition, 

and knowledge in the field; to develop & promulgate standards for professional practice; 

to serve the public interest; and to provide professionals with a peer group that promotes 

a sense of identity" (Nuss, 1993, p. 365). However we must also be cautious of the 

quality of professional development by student affairs professional associations. The 

note, "Associations have provided important continuing professional education both to 

the membership and to higher education in general. Depending on the issue, however, 

the quality, timeliness and relevance of their response has varied"(p. 71). Furthermore, as 

Moore and Neuberger (1998) assert, "Professional associations strive to remain current 

with [societal influences and institutional issues facing student affairs practitioners] and 

develop responses in a timely fashion...The more critical the issue is to the survival of 

the institution or individual member, the more important the role of the professional 
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association becomes in responding to the member" (p. 65). In terms of the marketization 

of student affairs (ACPA and NASPA) the response has been almost non-existent. 

Chemow, Cooper, & Winston (2003) found a greater pattern of involvement in 

professional associations with entry-level practitioners than their more senior colleagues. 

The more advanced a professionals responsibilities are the less likely they are to 

participate in professional association. The question we as a profession must address is 

how are associations addressing the needs of more senior professionals. 

First Professional Position 

Overall, there is a paucity of literature related to first professional positions in 

student affairs. The first professional experience is crucial for new student affairs 

professionals. Undoubtedly, as Komives (1998) indicated, "the first few years of entry 

into professional work are at times of intense continued learning and socialization" (p. 

193 as cited in McClelland, 2003, p. 50). As noted earlier, because of the tri-

socializational nature of professional socialization in student affairs, new student affairs 

professionals may experience cognitive dissonance, anxiety or even isolation (Amey, 

1998; Hunter and Beeler, 1991). This is exacerbated by middle managers who tend to 

supervise new professionals who have little to no supervisor experience (Saunders, 

Cooper, Winston, & Chemow, 2000). Because newcomers are attempting to make sense 

of unfamiliar territory, supervisors are among the strongest sources of support when it 

comes to their adjustment. According the Hirt and Creamer (1998) "the organizational 

structure and culture of the profession at the entry-level essentially constraints future 

mobility" (p. 49). Louis (1980) traces growing disillusionment among new members to 
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organizations. She traces this disillusionment to inadequacies in how organizations 

bring in newcomers. According to Amey, organizations must bridge the gap between 

expectations and reality. Newcomers bring expectations associated with their 

anticipatory socialization. Because the reality of organizational life does not match these 

expectations dissonance and at the extreme level, turnover can occur unless leaders 

shorten the length in the gap. In regard to entry level hiring practices Kretovics (2002) 

notes that very little over the past 30 years has been written identifying such activity. 

According to Pope and Reynolds (1997) available literature "reveals no consensus about 

core competencies for student affairs practitioners"(p. 268). Kretovics (2002) examined 

the hiring practices of those who hired entry-level professionals. Budgeting, finance, and 

assessment were virtually absent fi-om hiring decisions. 

Continuing education 

Because of the rapid nature of change happening in our world, higher education 

has had to adapt and change as well. The change has had a profound impact on the field 

of student affairs. By the time individuals complete their graduate preparation, the 

knowledge acquired and practice developed is soon outdated. Exacerbating this issue is 

that many enter the profession without formal training in the field, preparation programs 

are not meeting minimal standards for educating student affairs professionals, and 

"disagreement exists over what constitutes appropriate preparation"(Evans & Phelps-

Tobin, 1998, p. 158). 

Carpenter (1998) suggests that all professional communities must attend to three 

sets of commonalities. He asserts, "a profession must share knowledge, goals, and 
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objectives in sufficient detail, clarity, and coherence so that they can be identified and 

discussed. Second, the profession must create and enforce formal and informal sanctions 

with regard to professional practices and behaviors. The third set of processes has to do 

with socialization and regeneration of members"(p. 160). These goals are commonly 

achieved through graduate preparation and culminate in a licensure process which 

certifies the individual has at the minimal, entry-level competence. In established 

professions such as law or medicine there is a further "obligation to continue to keep up 

with newly developed knowledge, procedures, and mores, enforced by varying 

mechanisms including state and federal statutes, restrictions on practice areas, 

requirements for membership in professional organizations, third party payer, and the 

like"(Carpenter, 1998, p. 160). For these professionals continued education is required 

and has been formalized over time. Because student affairs is an infant in terms of being 

a profession, such concretized notions of continued education have not been established. 

As noted earlier, the profession of student affairs is just recently seeking to codify is 

formal knowledge base and practice. 

Because of the variety of backgrounds found within student affairs environments, 

including senior student affairs officers. Creamer and Associates (1992) "suggested 

strong emphasis upon continuing professional education to bring all student affairs 

professionals up to speed, regardless of background or education" (p. 424). 

Academic Capitalism in General 

The federal government along with industry has been the catalyst for virtually 

every higher education financing issue over the last 60 years in. The dominant force 
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affecting higher education finance has been decreases in funding by federal and state 

governments. Rhoades and Slaughter (1997) note that in the wake of the worldwide 

recession of 1973, "public, block grant support for universities has declined as a share of 

institutional revenues. In the United States, that translates into a decreased rate of growth 

in state appropriations and in such appropriations' share of institutional monies, from 

about 50 percent in 1973 to nearly 33 percent in the 1990's" (Rhoades & Slaughter, 1997, 

p.2). In addition to this, higher educations financial hardships of the past thirty years 

have made it necessary for" every sector of higher education to rethink long-term 

sources of funding for campus programs and activities" (Woodard, Love, and Komives, 

2000, p. 71). Changes in national higher education financing policies have led 

universities to seek out new sources of financial support (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997), 

becoming aggressively entrepreneurial, taking on capitalistic type behavior in many 

ways. Slaughter and Leslie (1997) term this phenomenon academic capitalism and 

suggest that it refers to "institutional and faculty competition for moneys" and that "what 

makes these activities market like is that they involve competition for fiinds from external 

resource providers"(p. 11). This move toward academic capitalism led to the use of 

public funds to underwrite the competitive adventures of universities leading to supply-

side economic policy. Slaughter and Leslie (1997) argue that, "the changes taking place 

currently are as great as the changes in academic in academic labor in the last quarter of 

the nineteenth century" and that "Globalization is creating new structures, incentives, 

and rewards for some aspects of academic careers and is simultaneously instituting 

constraints and disincentives for other aspects of careers"(p. 1). 
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In addition to this movement, in 1973, the Carnegie commission asserted that 

two-thirds of the benefit (and hence the cost) of higher education was to the individual 

student. This resulted in decreased state support and steep tuition increases (Brenneman 

and Finney, 1997). State appropriations for higher education declined for the first time 

in recent history in the early 1990s (Brenneman, 2002). Many institutions responded by 

drastically increasing tuition, making it the largest overall revenue source in higher 

education(Brenneman and Finney, 1997)"Economist and educational analysts settled on 

'high tuition, high financial aid' as the optimum policy for state governments. High 

tuition policies are another indicator of academic capitalism because it targets students 

who are able to afford tuition. Although high aid is linked in this policy, research has 

indicated that lower income students experience sticker shock. For every $100 increase 

in tuition there is a -.68 drop in student from lower income families (Heam and 

Longaneker, 1985). Moreover, it was also determined that aid would be placed with the 

student instead of the institution. This was done to provoke greater market competition. 

With these changes institutions of higher education have had to compete for students and 

continually raise tuition prices. 

Simply put, higher education is changing and placing new demands upon 

professionals, ultimately redefining the nature of professionalism. In times of 

diminishing federal support for higher education, many universities have turned to 

industry to seek competitive financial support as well as increased tuition in an effort to 

remain financially afloat (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Slaughter and Leslie (1997)point 

out, "We have moved from an industrial to a postindustrial society, and higher education 
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is more important to the latter. Postindustrial societies depend on higher education for 

training and research development (R&D) to a greater degree than do industrial societies 

(p. 25). The shift towards a more consumer driven model of organization also challenges 

colleges and universities to engage in entrepreneurial activities, "as they seek to respond 

to competitive processes unleashed by a changing economic structure"(Rhoads, 2001, p. 

14). Slaughter and Leslie further assert that "the academy has shifted from a liberal arts 

core to an entrepreneurial periphery in which marketization of the academy leads to the 

rise of research and development with commercial purpose"(p. 208). Because state and 

federal funding has decreased as sources of institutional support, faculty research dollars 

and their ability to generate such funds has increased their status to some degree 

(Slaughter & Leslie, 1997; Hirt, 1992; Jencks & Reisman, 1977). 

Considerable debate exists as to the effect of entrepreneurial activities on 

universities. Scholars argue that it has shifted the focus and time of faculty, 

administrators, and staff away from students and learning and towards the acquisition of 

resources. This has been the case as faculty have increasingly attempted to commodify 

research (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Fairweather (1988) and Slaughter and Leslie 

(1997) indicated that faculty engaging in entrepreneurial activity may threaten the quality 

of undergraduate education and highlighted the expenditures that were being committed 

to entrepreneurial activity verses instruction. Lee notes that a major conflict of interest is 

faculties ability to maintain commitment to instructional role while at the same time 

engaging in entrepreneurial behaviors. Brenneman (2002) notes, "the constant search for 

new sources of revenue may irreducibly change the social role of higher education 
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institutions, as they become increasingly entrepreneurial enterprises"(2002, p-6). 

Rhoades and Slaughter (2004,1997) later expanded this concern suggesting that 

capitalism was permeating all sectors of higher education including student affairs and 

analyzed the structural patterns of capitalism, management, and supply-side economic 

policies. 

With the adoption of more business-like strategies in higher education, 

institutions began to restructure for efficiency mirroring those found within business. 

According to Rhoades and Slaughter (1997), not only are institutions of higher 

education "becoming entrepreneurial in a pattern of increased academic capitalism, so 

they are becoming more managerial in their governance and in their workforce"(p. 1) 

Faculty were increasingly becoming a managed professionals (Rhoades, 1998) and 

moving more towards the use of part-time faculty. Slaughter (1993) in her examination 

of retrenchment in the 1980's found that it was not retrenchment that was occurring. On 

the contrary, universities were restructuring to be more competitive in the political 

economy evolving from serving the public good to serving business and industry. 

Slaughter (1993) asserts, "in social constructivist terms, those fields that were able to 

represent themselves as close to the market were least likely to be cut"(p. 275). Volk, 

Slaughter, & Thomas (2001) found the departments (typically science, medical, and 

engineering) which were able to successfully secure outside resources 

(industrial/corporate, grants, etc) were also more likely to receive institutional fiinding. 

However, those unable to secure this type of funding (social sciences, arts, education, 

humanities etc) had their funding cut. Furthermore, departments that are typically cut are 
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feminized fields (peripheral) —fields that employ/serve large numbers of women (Bellas, 

1997). Those fields closest to the market are receiving more prestige and are thus 

considered as "excellent". 

The impact this has had on faculty commitment was recently examined by Lee 

and Rhoads (2004, forthcoming). Lee and Rhoads (2004) utilized data from a national 

study of teaching faculty to make assertions about the extent to which engaging in 

entrepreneurial activity impacted one's commitment to instruction. Lee found significant 

differences in commitment to teaching between faculty engaged in entrepreneurial 

activity and those who were not. Lee suggests that "working at an institution with high 

research expenditures may actually influence in a negative manner, faculty commitment 

to teaching" (p. 18). Finally Lee asserts, "as research universities increasingly turn to 

entapreneurial activities as a means to support institutional operations, researchers need 

to analyze such shifts and offer empirically based insights"(p. 22). Rhoades and Slaughter 

(2004) later re-examined the evolving nature of academic capitalism addressing more the 

issue of access. In this comprehensive study, Rhoades and Slaughter connect financial-

aid policy and the practices of enrollment management to inequality. 

As noted in chapter one and two an emerging competency for new student affairs 

professionals is that of fund-raising and entrepreneurialism. However, as also noted in 

chapter 1, the impact this emerging trend has on new student affairs professionals has 

received little to no attention. Changes in the financing of higher education, university 

efforts to be more student centered, and alterations in service delivery in an effort to 

become more efficient are among the many issues new professionals in student affairs are 
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facing. Today's workplace for some new professionals is shaped or constrained by the 

amount of human and financial resources they have or are able to generate. The 

consequences provoked by academic capitalism and the marketization of student affairs 

manifest in a myriad of ways and is not solely a relationship between corporate America 

and student affairs. Lack of funding from federal and state government in juxtaposition 

to changes in national financial-aid policies have led institutions of higher education to 

engage in entrepreneurial behavior to preserve their institutions, departments, and 

positions. Clark suggests that universities concerned about their "marginality and even 

their survivability, cannot depend on old habits of weak steering. They need to become 

quicker, more flexible, and especially more focused in reactions to expanding and 

changing demands"(p. 5). It has been asserted by Hovey (1999), a leading higher 

education finance scholar, that states and higher education are in for difficult times in the 

near future. In fact he elucidates that," it is likely that the fiscal environment for higher 

education in most states in the early 2000s will be significantly worse than it was in the 

late 1990s" (p. 13). 

Academic Capitalism and Student Affairs 

In recent years, several scholars and national reports (Woodard and DeArmond, 

1998; Barr & Upcraft, 1990; Garland & Grace, 1993; Komives & Woodard, 1996, Kuh, 

1991; Winston & Creamer, 1997; The Student Learning Imperative, ACPA, 1994) have 

commented on the changing nature of higher education in particular and student affairs in 

general. They conclude that we must not "do more with less" but rather determine how 
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to best restructure existing human resources in an effort to improve student learning and 

professional development. 

In juxtaposition to the dilemma to define ourselves as a profession, changing 

financial patterns are altering the nature of professional work in the academy. With 

traditional sources of revenue for higher education dwindling the profession of student 

affairs has had to seek new replacement sources of revenue. Higher education scholars 

believe that the changing financial condition is permanent, forcing institutions and 

professionals to seek fiinding from elsewhere (El-Khawas, 1994). This is due in part 

because of higher educations inability to compete effectively with other state sectors like 

K-12 and corrections and because higher education can raise tuition. Reductions in cost 

is already forcing higher education to restructure. 

During times of budget reductions student affairs is disproportionately cut 

(Woodard, 1995) which is profoundly altering the nature of professional work in general 

and student affairs in particular. Leslie (1995) suggests that how an organization 

allocates funding is an indicator of the priorities and values it holds. Bowen(1980) also 

notes, "the budget and expenditures of a college or university reveal a great deal about its 

activities, achievements, and vicissitudes"(p. 113). With the marketization of students 

affairs in fiill swing, some are concerned that this move will take us continually away 

from our defining value of student development (Woodard & DeArmond, 1998). 

In order to cope with fiscal constraint student affairs divisions are increasingly 

patterning themselves around a business-like model. This is akin to the strategies 

employed by our academic and administrative counterparts. Strategies such as 
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downsizing, retrenchment, restructuring, bottom line decision-making, and the utilization 

of management fads (Birbaum, 2000) have all been found in student affairs units. Some 

of the restructuring found within the academic capitalism literature is consistent in 

students affairs. As noted earlier, universities release faculty engaged in entrepreneurial 

activity from teaching responsibilities and hire less qualified part-timers (Lee & Rhoads, 

2004; Rhoades, 1995; Rhoades & Rhoads, 2002). According to Rhoads (2001) as faculty 

engage more in entrepreneurial activity graduate students become the "line workers in the 

production of knowledge turning out undergraduate students stamped with the seal of 

approval of the entrepreneurial university" (Rhoads, 2001, p. 16). This same behavior is 

happening in student affairs. More and more graduate students are being hired to take on 

the work of full-time employees. By hiring more graduate students in student affairs, 

departments may save money or become more efficient but may lesson commitment to 

student development. The evolution of both faculty and student affairs professions 

resembles the evolution of physicists to a certain extent. According to Traweek (1988), 

"In the 1950's, the early day of bubble chamber physics, film was scanned by young 

physicists; later the chore was handled by graduate and undergraduate physics students, 

then by the general student population. It is now realized that one need not know 

anything about physics to do the work well, and its status has declined accordingly 

(Traweek, 1988, p. 28-29). In the process of this evolution are we not becoming 

technicians as opposed to professionals. Just as faculty engaging in entrepreneurial 

activity has the potential to threaten the quality of undergraduate education (Fairweather, 

1988; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). In student affairs the line workers are not only graduate 
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students but the students themselves. Departments may save money by hiring graduate 

and undergraduate students, however may compromise the quality of student 

development. 

In Student Affairs, auxiliaries cover 80-90% of all expenses related to student 

affairs and are considered cost centers. Many department have resorted to Responsibility 

Centre Budgeting(RCB) (Lang, 1999). RCB gives autonomy to the individual 

department, academic and non-academic (student services) to control the financial 

aspects of the department. RCB is based on all revenues for a unit being attributed to that 

unit and all costs for a unit (including indirect costs) being bom by that unit. This type of 

budgeting and managing system motivates more entrepreneur behaviors and generation 

of revenues and locates decisions at a level where there is most knowledge. It also 

encourages the creation of markets and stimulating responses to the market. The 

disadvantages are that it assumes more knowledge about costs than actually exists and 

requires a high level of support (increasing administrative charges tremendously 

(Rhoades, 1998). 

Finally, like other professions who move away from Brint's concept of social 

trustee professionalism we move closer to a position of shared control over our working 

lives by the state and capitalism. In this case, as Woodard and DeArmond (1998) assert, 

"our clients no longer become our first concern but rather protecting our corporate 

interests as a profession becomes our first concern! And this is what is so important for 

us to address in student affairs—not so much whether or not we are a profession, but 

whether we are becoming deprofessionalized" (p. 17). 
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METHODOLOGY 
Chapter Three 

In the preceding section I described my multidimensional theoretical framework 

built around interactionist, environmental, and neo-Marxist theory. These theories 

served to inform the development of my research method (Arminio & Hultgren, 2002). 

In this study I deliberately sampled cases that were central to the theories being utilized 

in this study. Broido and Manning (2002) assert that "everyone has a theoretical 

perspective (e.g., historical, sociological, anthropological) and every research method 

embraces an underlying theoretical perspective (e.g., symbolic interactionism, 

pragmatism). Research is shaped by paradigmatic assumptions and also by the principles 

and concepts described in theoretical perspectives"(p.435). Jones (2002, p. 461) further 

notes, "Theoretical and methodological decisions reflect who we are as researchers, and 

influence the way "the word" is written and how a story is ultimately told and retold 

through qualitative research." 

The purpose of this study was to explore and understand the socialization 

process/tensions experienced by new professionals in student affairs and the extent to 

which these tensions are influenced by the marketization of student affairs. As an 

exploratory study that seeks to examine complex phenomenon having to do with 

experience and meaning, the data collected must be qualitative in nature (Miles & 

Huberman, 1984; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Strauss and Corbin suggest, "Qualitative 

methods can be used to gain novel and fresh slants on things about which little is known. 

It can be used to gain novel and fresh slants on things about which quite a bit is already 
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known"(p. 19). To achieve this purpose, I conducted this research at four- sites and 

discuss the selection process at length. In conducting this analysis, I employed 

semistructured interviews (new professionals) and triangulation. In terms of 

triangulation, I adopt Denzin's (1978) classic distinctions of triangulation, by data source 

(which can include person, times, places, etc), by method (obserservation, interview, 

documents), by researcher (investigator A, B, etc), and by theory. The timeframe for this 

project began in October, 2003 and continued throughout April, 2004. 

My goal in this research study was to bring in the concept and application of 

goodness(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Smith, 1993). Using goodness as a guiding concept 

involves the language of trustworthiness, situatedness, and authenticity (Lincoln & Guba, 

2000), in addition to the "idea of being strong in spirit, which is the aim of human 

science research" (Arminio & Hultgren, 2002, p. 449). "There are two aspects to this 

spirit: one is serious introspection by the researcher and the other is the goal of the 

research process and research outcome~to improve practice and, ultimately our world" 

(Arminio & Hultgren, 2002, p. 449). 

Pilot Study 

This dissertation benefited from a pilot study which included interviewing many 

new professionals and one faculty member in student affairs. Strauss and Corbin (1998) 

elucidate, " A researcher might enter the field having a general notion about what he or 

she might want to study but no specific problem area. A good way in which to begin is to 

do some initial interviews and observations. If the researcher is carefully listening to or 
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observing the speech and actions of respondents, then analysis should lead him or her to 

discover the issue that are important or problematic to respondents' lives"(p. 38). It was 

through this pilot study that my research questions gained more clarity and focus and I 

was able to tap into the meaning making system of new student affairs professionals. 

During this pilot study I began to utilize the concept and application of goodness (Denzin 

& Lincoln, 2000). In order to improve practice, it is incumbent upon me to have a solid 

research instrument which yielded the information it was intended to capture. During this 

pilot study I was also able to practice intentional interviewing, developing a style which I 

believe helped me to gain information. Mostly I demonstrated a genuine desire to 

understand each new professional. 

In addition, the pilot study helped me to refine instrumentation and procedures 

by identifying challenges that could arise during data collection. One challenge I faced 

was making sure that each new professional was in a graduate program in student affairs 

or higher education and not another master's degree program. It should be noted that 

many new professionals who enter student affairs professional environments with only 

their Bachelors degrees choose graduate preparation programs other than student affairs, 

for a variety of reasons. Of particular importance is that not all master's programs in 

student affairs cater to the working adult. One woman chose to study at an institution 

that offered weekend classes. Yet another woman chose to go into Public Affairs 

because the Vice President for Student Affairs told her that the Student Affairs program 

at their institution was not a good program and that she could do her masters degree in a 

related field. Finally, as a result of this pilot study, I chose to target new professionals 
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who were working in student union settings. Reports from the initial pilot study 

indicated that student affairs professionals working within the union setting were having 

different organizational experiences based on the environment they were in. 

Institutional Context and Graduate Preparation Program 

In this study I examined the professional socialization experiences of new 

professionals from four different student affairs programs and university settings; 

Southwestern University, Pacific State University, Mountain View State University, and 

Sunnyside State University. Each program and institution is briefly described in the 

section below to give a sense of what the programs major and minor focus areas are as 

well as to give a context for research findings. 

Southwestern University (SU) 

SU is a land-grant institution and a Carnegie Doctoral/Research University-

Extensive and has an enrollment of 37,00 students. SU offers a Masters and doctoral 

concentration in college student personnel within the context of a general higher 

education program. Each student's program is individually designed, however provides 

students with a "broad historical perspective to enhance the student's ability to 

understand, analyze and act within higher education organizations and systems"(SU 

website). It is stated that the faculty create a culture of research that exposes students to 

the latest relevant issues in higher education. The aim of the masters program is for 

students to acquire a basic understanding of higher education and to obtain a solid 
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foundation in a particular field of higher education on which they can ground their 

professional practice. Of the 32 units required for the master's degree, at least 17 must be 

in higher education. In addition to the higher education coursework, students may take 

up to 15 units outside the department. Many students choose to take courses in 

sociology, women's studies, anthropology, and business. The philosophy of the program 

is to meet the Counsel for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education (CAS) and 

to educate students at the master's and doctoral level on using the different lenses of 

social, organizational and human development theories to analyze and solve the student 

personnel issues challenging higher education. The higher education also offers study 

towards a Ph.D. with no distinction between doctoral and masters courses. All faculty 

are full-time professors. One of which was a former, but not a current practitioner. 

Mountain View State University 

MVSU is also a land-grant institution and a Carnegie Doctoral/Research 

University-Extensive and has an enrollment of approximately 24,000 students. Overall 

this program is titled Student Affairs in Higher Education Master of Science degree and 

identifies itself as a practitioner based program consisting of 45 credit hours. Most of the 

graduate preparation faculty members hold administrative positions as their primary 

professional position. It is stated that "these individuals combine academic preparation 

within the field with practical day-to-day knowledge of the operation of the 

university"(MVSU website). The graduate curriculum is completely set and covers 

virtually every facet of the profession with certain courses taken in each semester in 
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successive order and is based on a cohort model. About 25 students are selected each 

year as a cohort and complete their coursework sharing most classes. 

Sunnyside State University (SSU) 

SSU is a Carnegie Master's College and University I and has an enrollment of 

32,000 students. SSU offers a Master's of Science in Counseling with an option in 

student development in higher education. The program is located within the college of 

education under Educational Psychology and claims that it is designed to meet the 

national standards for the profession. The curriculum is counseling based and consists of 

54 units minimum with thesis and 48 units minimum without thesis. SSU also utilizes a 

cohort model. The mission of the program is to develop reflective, scholar practitioners 

in student development in higher education for social justice and change. In addition to 

this, students are required to complete 450 hours of fieldwork at the rate of 225 hours per 

semester at two separate field sites. There are two full-time faculty in this Master's 

program. These two faculty members teach most of the student development course. 

The counseling based courses are taught by faculty in the counseling program. In 

addition to this, administrators from the institution and surrounding institutions also teach 

courses in the program. 

Pacific State University (PSU) 

PSU is a Carnegie Master's College and University I and has an enrollment of 

33,000 students. PSU offers a Master of Science in Counseling, Specialization in 
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Counseling and Student Services and is designed to prepare students for careers in higher 

education with emphasis on positions working with university and community college 

students on urban campuses. The program is designed for individuals who desire training 

for entry-level student affairs positions as well as for those professionals already working 

in the field and desire to increase their knowledge and experience. The academic 

program consists of 60 credit hours with a core of 21 units in counseling and 39 for the 

specialization in student affairs. 

Research Design 

As cited above, this study was designed to explore the early experiences of new 

student affairs professionals. In order to answer my research questions and gather data, I 

have chosen to utilize phenomenological and constructivist methods (Ely et al., 1991; 

Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Broido and Manning (2002) further 

suggest, "from a constructivist perspective, theory and practice inform one another in a 

mutually shaping manner. Neither precedes nor follows the other in a consistent, one-way 

manner. Knowledge that is generated by less experienced students or more experienced 

teachers is equally valid and jointly constructed" (p. 436). In terms of understanding new 

student affairs professionals this methodology delineates that in order to understand the 

socialization process of new professionals in student affairs, it is necessary to understand 

a student affairs professionals sense of being a professional over time in terms of what 

they do and how they make meaning out of what they do. The meanings that new 

professionals construct within the context of professionals socialization are important in 
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understanding their overall development. A person's perception of reality is directly 

related to how one experiences the environment (Berger & Luckman, 1966; Blumer, 

1969; Mead, 1934). I specifically used the qualitative techniques of interviewing (See 

Appendix A for interview questions and protocol). The interview questions were built 

around my larger research questions and were conducted utilizing an intentional 

interviewing approach (Ivey, 1994). Techniques such as paraphrasing, silence, empathy, 

probing, and challenging assumptions were utilized. Each participant was interviewed 

once with interviews lasting from 30 to 90 minutes in length. 

With regards to interviewing, the respondent's rich and descriptive accounts of 

interactions would have been unattainable unless pursued via a phenomenological 

qualitative research design. Bogdan and Biklen (1992) describe this phenomenological 

approach as an "attempt to understand the meaning of events and interactions to ordinary 

people in particular situations" (p. 34). Rhoads (1997) observes, "Phenomenological 

analysis generally follows the basic strategies employed in qualitative research. In fact, 

phenomenology may be understood as a type of qualitative methodology whereby the 

focus is centered on identifying the essence of a particular phenomenon and developing 

understandings of how humans construct meaning around their particular experience" (p. 

510). Phenomenology further "requires that the researcher bring forth previous 

understandings connected to the phenomenon being studied" (Arminio & Hultgren, 2002, 

p. 543) with the goal to bring about "plausible insights that bring us more direct contact 

with the world" (van Manen, 1990, p. 9). Further, this type of research attempts to 

understand the conceptual reality of subjects in order to comprehend how and what 
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meaning they make around events in their daily hves (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992;Geertz, 

1973). It follows, then, that the researcher attempts to understand human action and the 

social construction of reality (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992; Flinders & Mills, 1993; Geertz, 

1973; Miles & Huberman, 1994). 

Therefore, in an effort to gain insight into the experiences of new professionals in 

Student Affairs and how they make sense of and interpret professional and organizational 

socialization and the marketization of student affairs, this research project sought to 

address and answer the following questions; 

1. What are the general socialization tensions experienced by new professionals 
in student affairs? 

Subquestions: 
a. How do new professionals make sense of and resolve tension in the 

workplace? 
b. How do new student affairs professionals detect, diagnose, and select 

responses to features of their organizations, including differences 
between their professional socialization, organizational socialization 
and the rise of academic capitalism? 

2. To what extent and how are the socialization tensions surrounding new 
professionals in Student Affairs influenced by universities and support units' 
move towards more academic capitalism, which may take the workplace away 
from the traditional defining values of the profession? 

a. To what extent do student affairs Master's programs (formal 
curriculum, informal curriculum, practicum/ internships, cocurricular) 
prepare students to effectively address issues related to academic 
capitalism in the higher education workplace? 

b. To what extent does engaging in academic capitalism impact the 
student affairs professional's commitment to student development? 

c. To what extent do students feel a sense of agency related to dealing 
with issues of academic capitalism? In other words, do they feel 
comfortable bringing these issues up in class or do students discuss 
these issues with peers, supervisors, and advisors? 
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Sampling 

Purposive sampling (Glasser & Straus, 1967) was utilized to identify new student 

affairs professionals in four student affairs/higher education programs. Maxwell (1996) 

suggest that sampling decisions should take into account the researchers "relationship 

with study participants, the feasibility of data collection, validity concerns, and ethics"( p. 

72). The utilization of purposive sampling is also a strategy in which specific settings, 

events, and people are chosen intentionally "to provide important information that can't 

be gotten as well from other sources" (Maxwell, 1996, p. 70). Miles and Huberman 

(1984) suggest, "qualitative samples tend to be more purposive than random, party 

because the initial definition of the universe is more limited.. .and partly because social 

processes have a logic and coherence that random sampling of events or treatments 

usually reduce to uninterpretable sawdust" (p. 36). Furthermore, in this sampling 

procedure, "the investigator relies on his or her expert judgment to select units that are 

representative or typical of the population" (p. 157). 

The goals of purposive sampling are to achieve representativeness, to capture the 

heterogeneity of the population, to select cases "that are critical for the theories that you 

began the study with or that you have subsequently developed" and to "establish 

comparisons to illuminate the reasons for differences between settings and individuals" 

(Maxwell, 1996, p. 72). In selecting the new professionals to be interviewed, it is my 

intent to use maximum variety sampling (Patton, 1990), capturing a heterogeneous, 

representative sample of new professionals from different types of institutions, regions, 

genders, sexual orientations, and ethnicities. 
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The unit of analysis in this research project was new professionals in student 

affairs who work in a variety of student affairs units and who are in college student 

development/higher education programs. As stated previously, this study sought to 

understand the socialization experiences of new professionals in student affairs. 

In defining the population, I first specified the criteria and set a selection rule 

which stated those cases which will be included in the population and which ones will be 

excluded (King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994). In this study I defined a new professional as 

those individuals who are working in student affairs units and who have been in the 

profession from 0-5 years. My decision to use the 0-5 year time frame was based on 

three criteria. First many student affairs professionals depart the profession within the 

first five or six years. Studies on attrition in student affairs suggest that as many as 68% 

of new practitioners will leave the field within five or six years after beginning their 

careers. Findings from these studies suggest that cognitive dissonance, lack of systematic 

evaluation, and lack of upward mobility are among the reasons for departure (Wood, 

Winston, & Plkosnik, 1985; Holmes, Verrier, & Chilsolm, 1983; Bums, 1982). Using 

this timeframe in the selection rule allowed me to speak with professionals who may have 

been at a pivotal place in their careers. Secondly, 0-5 years allows me to gain an 

understanding of the tension of new professionals beginning their professional journey in 

their first(which includes first year graduate students) year and allows me to examine the 

spectrum of experiences to five years. Some new professionals will change professional 

positions as many as three times and work at a variety of institutional types. Thirdly, 

many new professionals are engaged in professional and organization socialization and 
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are just beginning to make sense of their experience, making it a rich timeframe for 

exploration. 

Participant and Site Selection-- Overall, I interviewed thirty new professionals who were 

in college student development master's programs or higher education programs drawing 

from four particular sites (See Table I). One site was chosen for convenience, drawn 

from an institution in the southwest. The remaining three sites were all universities found 

in the West. Multiple site studies allowed me to make claims about a larger group of 

people, environments, or processes than utilizing a single site (Miles & Huberman, 1984). 

In addition to this I purposely targeted subjects who worked in auxiliary units in student 

affairs. I targeted these individuals under the assumption that their professional 

experiences may be different do to the nature of auxiliary units which are increasingly 

focused on revenue generation. In each of the four student affairs programs studied 

approximately eight interviews were conducted. 

Table 1: Institutions and Demographic Information 

Student Affairs Program Participants Interviewed 

Southwestern University 9 

Pacific State 8 

Sunnyside State 
University 

6 

Mountain View 8 
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Departments Represented 
Admissions 2 
Academic Advising 2 
Academic Colleges 3 
Residence Life 4 
VP Campus Life 1 
Student Programs 1 
** Student Union 18 

**Located within student union environment and includes: Greek Life, Student Programs, 
Commuter Affairs, operations 
Scholarship Office, and student union. 

Demographic 
Information 

Gender 
Men 8 
Women 22 

Sexual Orientation 
Did not identify 28 
Gay 
Male 

2 

Race/Ethnicity 
Asian 2 
Hispanic 2 
American Indian 1 

Caucasian 13 
African American 2 
Ethiopian 1 

Did not identify 8 

Age: 
Ranged between 23-35 

Full-time 
Professional 

6 

Part-time Graduate Assistant 24 

First Generation College 3 
student 

Overall, the sample size for this project depends significantly on the research 

design and what causal inference the investigator is trying to make (King, Keohane and 

Verba, 1994). Miles and Huberman (1994) argue that researchers employing qualitative 

methods not only work with small samples of participants from their contextual field, but 

also with samples intentionally chosen for their specific characteristics. Furthermore, in 
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qualitative research the goal is not to achieve a large sample but rather description and 

depth. Social scientists value in-depth knowledge (Ragin, 1998) and there is a paucity of 

qualitative research in student affairs (Kuh & Andreas, 1991). Many times results from 

qualitative studies reveal and challenge assumptions that are taken for granted in student 

affairs. 

The Student Union, Orientation, and Residence Life professionals were selected 

because of the auxiliary and revenue generating nature of their departments. Auxiliary 

units generate most if not all of their operating costs and are self-sustaining. Many times 

because of the business nature of these units, professionals will encounter challenges not 

found in more traditional educational environments funded by the state or student fees. 

Finally, because I have worked professionally within student affairs over the last 

six years and have garnered a number of experiences, I am situated within this 

dissertation as an insider. McMillan and Schumacher (1997) describe an insider as a 

"researcher [who] has a formal position in [the] organization"(as cited in Steffes, 2001, p. 

437). My own experience of being socialized in the classroom and work environment 

provoked many of the questions which brought me to this dissertation research. These 

experiences have given me a strong "sense" that there are pressures being placed upon 

new professionals that are not being addressed in a professional manner. I have had 

numerous discussions with new professionals who are struggling with the changing 

nature of what it means to be a student affairs professional. It is my own socialization 

experiences in the profession that led me to the desire to understand the phenomenon in 

question. Like an anthropologist I have been immersed in the student affairs culture. 
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While I realize that I am a member of the student affairs community, I have rigorously 

attempted to make sense of graduate education and the work environment—why people 

behave and act in certain ways. I have constantly scrutinized the meaning of social 

actions in the work environment and classroom setting. One of the main socializing 

mechanisms in graduate socialization and education is the faculty . In the context of the 

classroom environmental power was mostly in the hands of the professor. However, I 

found that students displayed power of their own. They chose when to speak or 

participate. Most chose not to speak at all. This relates to the professionalization process 

in that students are "inducted" into the profession. But why do students choose passivity 

in the classroom and not speak? Why do students put their heads down every time 

instructors ask a question? How is this related to the avoidance of conflict in the work 

environment? Is it related to primary and secondary socialization or gender socialization 

and how do these dynamics play out in the professional work environment or the 

profession as a whole? My experience in the student affairs profession has largely been 

defined by four professional experiences. These experiences led me to frustrations with 

professional environments which had obvious boundaries or norms for acceptable staff 

behavior. 

Data Analysis 

The emphasis in this data analysis was to make sense of an unfamiliar aspect of 

the student affairs profession. In order to do this I utilized inductive data analysis, an 

approach which "allows the researcher to move from specific data obtained from 
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individuals to general understanding. Participants are asked to verify interpretations 

made by investigators, thus enriching investigators' interpretations of action and events" 

(Kuh, 1991, p. 63). Miles and Huberman (1994) define data analysis as including "three 

concurrent flows of activity: data reduction, data display, and conclusion/drawing 

verification" (p. 21). Data reduction "refers to the process of selecting, focusing, 

simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the 'raw' data that appear in written-up field 

notes.. .data reduction is a form of analysis that sharpens, sorts, focuses, discards, and 

organizes data in such a way that 'final' conclusions can be drawn and verified" (p. 21). 

Specific tactics for generating meaning which were utilized in data analysis consisted of 

noting patterns and themes, clustering, noting relationships between variables, counting, 

making contrast and comparisons, seeing plausibility, and noting conceptual/theoretical 

coherence (Miles and Huberman, 1994). During the initial readings of the transcriptions, 

I identified several first - order concepts (Van Maanen, 1979). I devoted subsequent 

readings to chunking/clustering these concepts into categories based on relationships 

between concepts. In the discovery of concepts, Strauss and Corbin (1998) suggest that 

in order to develop concepts we must utilize open coding. They note "we must open up 

the text and expose the thoughts, ideas and meanings therein"(p. 102) They further 

elucidate "broadly speaking, during open coding, data are broken down into discrete 

parts, closely examined, and compared for similarities and differences. Events, 

happenings, objects, and actions/interactions that are found to be conceptually similar in 

nature or related in meaning are grouped under more abstract concepts termed 

'categories'"(p. 102). Arminio & Hultgren further elucidate that in analysis, "the text is 
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undone according to the methodology to go further than the participants' own 

understandings"(p. 456). This unloosening skill "uncover [s] meanings and intentions 

that are hidden in the text" (Crotty, 1998, p. 92). 

Utilizing this process, interview statements were coded thematically and clustered 

into several categories. The coding categories included: Graduate Preparation and 

Organizational Congruence: A Structural Functional Approach, Graduate Preparation 

and Organization Incongruence/ Disjuncture, supervisor effects. Balance, Cosmopolitans 

vs. locals, crisis management, conflict avoidance, learned helplessness, touchy feely, 

politics. Sub-categories found within graduate preparation consisted of knowledge 

acquisition, diversity, cohort experience, pracitioner faculty disconnect, practitioner 

based programs, full-time vs. part time, and the marketization of student affairs. 

Interviews'. The interview component of this research focused on one population: new 

student affairs professionals who were at one in the same time in both the professional 

preparation and workplace environment simultaneously (graduate students in student 

affairs programs and full-time professionals in master's and doctoral programs of study in 

student affairs). This allowed me to gain a comprehensive understanding of the 

professional and workplace socialization experiences of new professionals. The data 

generated during the interviews was analyzed using inductive reasoning and the constant 

comparative method (Glasser & Strauss, 1967)—simultaneously collecting and analyzing 

data. The formal interviews were audio-taped and transcribed verbatim and coded for 

patterns and themes (Miles & Huberman, 1994). These interviews, along with field notes 

and key documents formed the body of data to be examined. During the analysis of data, 
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themes were identified and facilitated a better understanding of the professional 

socialization experience of new professionals (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Bogden & 

Bilken, 1992; Patten, 1980). 

After transcripts were typed verbatim each participant was sent a copy and asked 

to read and comment on the interviews. Guba (1981) and Lincoln and Guba (1985) 

describe this as "member checks" and note that it adds credibility and trustworthiness to 

the research findings and interpretations. Miles and Huberman also observe the benefits 

of getting feedback from research participants and note "one of the most logical sources 

of corroboration is the people you have talked with and watched. After all, an alert and 

observant actor in the setting is bound to know more than the researcher ever will about 

the realities under investigation (see Blumer, 1969). In that sense, local informants can 

act as judges, evaluating major findings of a study"(p. 275). They go on to assert, 

"feeding findings back to informants is a venerated, but not always executed, practice in 

qualitative research" (p. 275). Bronfenbrenner (1976) suggested that getting feedback 

from subjects was a source of "phenomenological validity". 

Validity and Reliability 

In research, issues of a validity and reliability are central to evaluating the quality 

of the research undertaken. Validity refers to the accuracy of the conceptual categories 

used to explain the phenomenon under question. Reliability is typically defined as the 

ability of one researcher to repeat the study of another researcher using similar techniques 
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and methods. In this research study I will go beyond traditional notions of validity. I 

will specifically utilize face validity and construct validity. 

Face validity is a way to ensure that the researcher's explanations make sense to 

research participants. The assumption is that participants have the right to interpret and 

question findings. This is similar to what Lincoln and Guba (1986) call member checks, 

which they describe as "the process of continuous, informal testing of information by 

soliciting reactions of respondents to the investigator's reconstruction of what he or she 

has been told" (1986, p. 77). Construct Validity emphasizes the meaning of the responses 

to one's measuring instrument and to theory construction. The aim is to describe how 

one's original theoretical framework has been altered by the data collected throughout the 

study. For example, how might my understanding and interaction with new student 

affairs professionals alter my original assumptions? I went into this project utilizing the 

work of Berger and Luckmann (1966). However as I analyzed the data, I brought in the 

work Foucault (1977) and Lukes (1978). Each of these works helped me to make better 

sense of the phenomenon I was uncovering. Foucault's (1977) and his notions of 

discipline, examination, and surveillance were all nice compliments to my social 

constructivist framework. In addition to this, it became clear to me that there were forces 

operating that new student affairs professionals were not aware of Lukes' (1978) third 

dimension served to compliment both Berger and Luckmann's (1966) and Foucault 

(1977). Finally, because of research findings the notion of feminization was also added 

to this study. 
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Reliability relates to the consistency and accuracy of research methods and 

techniques. In terms of this study, will repetition of the procedures utilized produce 

similar results? In qualitative research, the use of different sources or methods is used to 

corroborate findings using some form of methodological triangulation (Denzin, 1989). In 

addressing reliability in qualitative research, Mason (1996) explains: 

that your data generation and analysis have been not only appropriate to the research 
questions, but also thorough, careful, honest, and accurate (as distinct from true or 
correct— terms which many qualitative researchers would, of course, wish to reject). At 
the very least, this means you must satisfy yourself and others that you have not invented 
or misrepresented your data, or been careless and slipshod in your recording and analysis 
of data. In order to convince others you must provide some sort of account of exactly 
how you achieved the degree of reliability and accuracy you claim to be providing. The 
presentation of your analysis must therefore include an explanatio of why it is that the 
audience should believe it to be reliable and accurate" (p. 146). 
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SOCIALIZATION, INTERPRETING ISSUES, AND PROFESSIONAL 
IDENTITY: TENSIONS ACROSS INSTITUTIONS AND GRADUATE 

PROGRAMS 
Chapter Four 

Because of the nature of my research questions, this study presents two analysis 

chapters. This chapter gives more emphasis to the general socialization tensions 

experienced by new professionals in the aggregate. While each program and institutional 

context revealed different findings, some patterns of socialization tensions cut across 

programs and institutional contexts. Chapter five specifically addresses research 

question two and the marketization of student affairs. 

In the next section I summarize findings from the interviews of 30 new 

professionals who are both working in a student affairs organizational context and 

simultaneously going to school at one of the four programs in this dissertation study. 

There are many ways in which to interpret and describe the experiences of new 

professionals in student affairs that illustrate the socialization tensions experienced. As I 

began to code and analyze my data, it became clear to me that individuals undergoing 

their early socialization in student affairs experience a myriad of emotions, thoughts, and 

feelings with regard to graduate socialization. The new professionals in this dissertation 

study revealed a number of poignant and powerful narratives associated with their 

professional socialization in both their graduate preparation program and the work place 

environment. Through the narratives of my participants' several recurring themes 

emerged: Anticipatory Socialization, Graduate Preparation and Organizational 

Congruence, Graduate Preparation and Organizational Incongruence, Conflicting Value 
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Structures, Student Advocacy, Faculty Related Tensions, Reward Structures, Crisis vs. 

Intentionality, Knowledge Acquisition, Diversity, Cosmopolitans vs. Locals, Supervision 

(Supervisor Background, Supervisor influence) Learning the Rules, Politics, Conflict 

Avoidance, Learned Helplessness, Touchy Feely, Culture of Student Affairs, and 

Powerlessness. These themes represent some powerful dimensions along the lines of 

graduate preparation, organizational socialization and notions of power and the self. 

Many of the participants used a shared language created by their professional 

socialization across institutional context and preparation program, however others spoke 

in multiple languages depicting a lack of consistency across programs. To begin this 

analysis, I believe it is important to discuss anticipatory socialization and its connection 

to how individuals choose a career in student affairs. 

Anticipatory Socialization 

As delineated in chapter two, anticipatory socialization takes place before the new 

professional even applies to graduate school. It is during the stage of anticipatory 

socialization that the prospective student and subsequent new professionals become 

aware of the expectations of the profession they are interested in and become exposed to 

the recruitment practices of professional programs. As noted by Tiemey and Rhoads 

(1994), anticipatory socialization relates to how "non-members take on the attitudes, 

actions, and values of the group to which they aspire"(p. 23). For the majority of new 

professionals, this occurred through an experience working as an undergraduate in a 

student affairs related organization. 

MH: How did you end up in student affairs? 
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LJ: I was active in my sorority as an undergraduate, on panhellenic and I worked very 
closely with my Greek advisor. Over the summer I needed to work with him on 
some contracts and things for recruitment, so I called him from my day job and he 
said 'hey I need to meet you in the office', I can't get there until 5 can you meet me 
and he said sure I guess. I said well where are you now and he said well I am on 
boat fishing and I was like what you are fishing? That is it I am going to be a 
Greek Advisor when I grow up so I can take days off and go shopping instead of 
fishing so when I told him that he said you would be great at this you really 
should think about it, you have the skills. 

Another participant echoing similar experiences: 

BL: I think, for myself, as an undergrad I was a tutor in America Reads program and I 
also was the head of campus activities. I never thought that I would do either of 
those two things. Because of my involvement in those things, not because of my 
majors, international relations and sociology, that is actually why I went into this. 
It was my extracurriculars that really helped me find my passions. 

For others their anticipatory socialization created tension as the new professional 

transitioned into their professional role. Another professional discusses the dissonance 

he experienced due to prior socialization being different than his current role. 

MM: I feel that our office, in itself, is placed in a student union that has to make money; 
that it is focused on generating revenue in order to survive. Because we're a 
student programs part of it all, I just feel that. I'm used to a small liberal arts 
college or university and there I really didn't see so much of this. I didn't really 
see the budgetary constraints and everything. There, I knew what we had to work 
with. But here, I feel that everything is run just like a business and I feel that's 
what a lot of colleges and universities are facing today is that capitalistic outlook 
on things. 

This participant's experience illuminates the type of perspective and expectations new 

professionals bring with them to their first positions. Having expectations to generate 

revenue in order to implement programs was a foreign concept to this new professional, 

because his prior experience had virtually no business aspect to it. In most other 

professional fields, such as law or medicine, access is not given to the professional work 
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environment until professional education and training is completed. As noted earlier by 

Parkin (1979) and Goffman (1959), professionalism was a strategy of exclusionary 

closure which was deliberately designed to control and limit access to a profession in 

order to enhance and preserve its market value. In most fields, anticipatory socialization 

occurs mostly through graduate school and is the first step in a new recruit's anticipatory 

learning process (Tiemey & Rhoads, 1994; Tiemey and Bensimon, 1996; Van Maanen, 

1976, 1983). Unlike the experiences of professionals in other fields, including academia, 

new professionals in student affairs find themselves in two socializing environments 

simultaneously, that of the graduate preparation program and that of the workplace. 

Thus, reality is being socially constructed by each of these socializing environments. 

Graduate Preparation and Organizational Congruence: A Structural Functional 
Approach 

By far, students reporting high levels of congruence between their graduate 

preparation programs and their work environments experienced significantly less 

dissonance and tension associated with incongruence between these entities. The 

positive effects of this congruence were felt primarily at Pacific State University and 

Mountain View State University: 

MH: How would you say the faculty you're working with address issues related to 
practice or the work environment? 

OK: All of the faculty in our school are practitioners, so it's sort of interesting because 
as students we always bring our practices and our jobs into the classroom. We're 
always trying to find ways to relate the information we're learning to what we're 
doing in our jobs. They seem very supportive of that. There are times when some 
of the class work won't relate to what we're doing practically, but they always 
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seem to throw that piece in. 'One of these days you're going to be in a role where 
you're going to need to be able to decide this.' So what would you decide. So we 
make a decision. And we'll sort of play devil's advocate and ask, 'Well why 
would you make that decision? What's the benefit of that decision? What's the 
downfall of that decision? And so forth and so on. So I think that they're fairly 
supportive because they understand that we're not only students, we're also sort of 
new professionals with the kind of work they expect us to do in our jobs, in our 
assistantships. So they sort of take that into consideration, so if we're late for a 
class or if we have to leave early or if we have to miss a class due to work related 
things. They sort of understand that and encourage it sometimes. 

New professionals in these programs continually spoke of how having practitioners as 

their faculty created enriching learning environments and promoted a sense of 

compassion and empathy not found in other programs. While there is a perceived 

notion of compassion, the message is still very clear— that work comes first and that they 

must adapt to the workplace and not change it. Another new professional firom Pacific 

State echoed these same sentiments: 

QT: I think it's obvious and clear that the graduate program and campus life work hard 
to match the graduate assistant positions to what you're learning in class. There's 
definitely a close tie of communication between faculty and assistantship 
supervisors. 

While reports about this type of structure and organization were mostly positive, there 

were several examples that depicted this structure in a negative light. For 

example, because many of the faculty members are practitioners most, if not all, of the 

courses were offered during the day. A few students discussed not being able to fulfill 

their assistantship hours and were fhistrated that they had to fulfill these hours primarily 

at night. Those who were married or had significant others reported tension associated 

with this structure because it promoted doing assistantship hours at night. Here again. 
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the message is about convenience for the faculty members, not about learning. With 

classes running during the day and an expectation that assistantship hours be covered at 

night, there was little room for these important relationships. 

Faculty 

Because of the diverse focus areas and nature of some of the graduate programs in 

this study, fieldwork or internships sometimes took place in community colleges or at 

other institutions nearby. For several students, having a faculty fieldwork coordinator 

and advocate was seen in a positive light. For one woman, her faculty coordinator was 

her advocate in the work environment. When asked about new professionals being 

exploited in the work environment, one new professional commented: 

SJ: They are actually. My supervisor for the grad program watches for that. Because 
in the past, a lot of the grad students were really taken advantage of, lots of times, 
and so she was like,' no I'm putting my foot down. That's not happening.' That's 
why she's going to the sites. Before we actually interview, she must call them or 
something. Cause they've all talked to her already and she knows, 'these are 
students. They have schoolwork and they probably have more than one internship 
or one site, so be aware of...' and we can always come to her if something seems 
weird if they're doing that. 

Graduate Preparation and Organizational Incongruence 

Tension associated with incongruence between the graduate preparation program 

and the organizational setting manifested themselves in a variety of ways. These 

tensions included supervising, performance management and recognition. 

Supervision, Performance Management, and recognition— For many new professionals, 

supervision played a pivotal role in their development as new professionals and served as 

one of the primary sources of tension. For others, their supervisory experiences were 
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positive. Supervisory tensions manifested in a variety of ways. The negative effects of 

supervision consisted of: lack of systematic feedback, cosmopolitans vs. locals, and 

supervisor backgrounds. Several participants reported receiving regular and consistent 

performance feedback and revealed that this provided them with a sense of direction and 

a sense that they were cared about. This is revealing about their notion of what it means 

to be a professional, in that they want to be closely supervised and supported. Being a 

professional is essentially about autonomy and trust. 

MH: With your supervisor, how do you know if you are doing a good job? 
WS; They tell us. They are very encouraging. We have a three month and six month 

evaluation. My supervisor is very open during our discussions. If there is 
something on time, she'll always be the first one to tell me. She's very supportive. 

For others lack of direction served as a primary source of tension. One professional 

laments his lack of performance feedback: 

HK: There's a message of 'you don't need to do anything different'. 
MH: Numbers are good the way they are? 
KH: How we do things. I don't know if it's our numbers are good because they are, 

but how we do things, how you perform as a professional, you're fine the way you 
are. I also think it comes from the fact that I haven't had an evaluation since I 
started this job. Which is amazing to me. Given the fact that I evaluate my staff 
regularly and share those evaluations with my supervisor. I initiated my own 
evaluation of myself from my staff and shared those results with her figuring she 
would keep them and include them. Again, mediocrity. That's how I think she 
reinforces mediocrity. Cause if she really were to put pen to paper on some folks, 
I don't think she'd have anything good to say. 

MH: So have you challenged her? 
HK: No, I haven't challenged her for certain reasons. Because as she and I continue to 

negotiate my role and my status, redefinition of it. Not having an evaluation 
works more in my benefit. And I've come to not need the external validation 
from above as a way to justify knowing what I'm doing. So, I don't ask for an 
evaluation on purpose. I asked for one at the end of my first year and I never saw 
it. Then six months went by and I forgot about it. Now I feel like it's in my 
benefit to not have an evaluation on file. 
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This new professional, while lamenting lack of direction from his supervisor, actually 

found that he benefited from this lack of direction. This contrasts the above example, in 

that this person has developed more of an autonomous response to being a professional 

one that fits the definition of professional. This is most likely due to the differing 

experience levels of these two individuals. 

Conflict Avoidance, Learned Helplessness and the Culture of Touchy Feely (Rule 
Tropism) 

While conflict is a regular part of most professions, it was found to be continually 

shunned with regard to the participants in this study. This avoidance of conflict was 

expressed by several professionals and was a point of tension for many. While some 

women experienced the avoidance of conflict as a source of tension, virtually every male 

participant in this study revealed that the avoidance of conflict was a source of tension. 

When considering the feminized nature of student affairs this is not surprising, however 

particularly illuminating. One new professional discussed how this is perpetuated by his 

supervisor and that his predecessor left the position, because she didn't want to have 

conflict and suggested that this leads to a culture of mediocrity. In discussing what his 

supervisor expects of him he adamantly asserted: 

HK: I think she expects me to take care of things and not have things come to her. She 
doesn't enjoy conflict and I'm someone who believes conflict is part of the 
collaborative process. Not conflict of violence but conflict in opinions and ideas. 
She doesn't enjoy that. Part of that comes fi-om the specific responsibility that I 
have in the office versus everyone else. I have the responsibility. Everyone else 
has responsibility for recruitment. And everybody wants the same thing: more 
students, brighter students, more colorful students. It's real easy. Everyone on 
campus agrees. We admit them and then we enroll them. With my responsibility 
to enroll the class, everybody wants something different in how we enroll them 
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and that naturally brings up conflict and she does not enjoy that. My predecessor 
avoided conflict like the plague as well. I came to find out that 6 months prior to 
me starting; she resigned, because she wanted to avoid conflict, was not seeking 
conflict and conflict was coming and she didn't want to face it. 

MH: How do you make sense of that? 
HK: I get angry. I get real angry because these people are mediocre and don't want to 

do anything else. These are folks who have been in these roles forever. These are 
folks, who my supervisor acknowledges, are average. But she won't do anything 
about changing them. She's told me point blank, 'they're average'. I ask for a plan 
to do more of this or how we're going to do recruiting to different populations this 
year.' And she said I've received the same things for 10 years. To me, I can't 
imagine accepting that. 

MH; How do you make sense of that? Where do you think that comes from? 
HK: I have no clue where that comes from. I don't try to make sense. I don't know 

where individual's avoidance of conflict comes from at all. I have my own 
personal theory that introverts and those folks are the most successftil in student 
affairs, because they're quiet and that's behavior that's rewarded by other 
administrators. Every director I've ever worked for has been an introvert. So 
quiet, so reserved, so you can't tell what their position is on things. I find that to 
be amazing, cause I think that you should know, I think it should be the opposite. 
So, I don't know, I don't know how to make of her style and what she expects of 
me. She expects of me to get things done. She expects me, most of all, to make 
sure I raise the 1.4 million dollars. 

New professionals in all student affairs programs indicated that conflict was avoided, yet 

not all could make sense of why this was happening. For them, trying to create change 

and be heard was stifling. For one new professional, going through two years of it 

was enough for her. 

MH: In the larger picture what is happening here in your mind? 
AE: In the larger picture and I guess and maybe this me being a New Yorker, maybe 

this is me being a Hispanic female. I don't know what it is but I am much more 
confrontational I think and I want to go say this is not working. This needs to be 
changed, but I don't feel like anyone is listening or wants it to change and I am 
not sure.. .1 am not sure why. And that is the confusing part and I think if I was 
in New York or maybe on the east coast I would put more effort into figuring out 
how to fix it, but I think that because this isn't where I want to end up eventually 
instead I am choosing to withdrawal and move back to NY and somewhat switch 
careers. 
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This professional's dissonance and resistance to organizational assimilation led to her 

departure from this organization and the student affairs profession. For her, not being 

able to maintain her sense of self within the organizational setting led her to question her 

intent for going into the field in the first place. In other words, the reality being socially 

constructed for her was unacceptable. This example highlights Mead's interactionist 

perspective in that the individual's self-conception was different that the expectations 

others had of her. Rather than alter her sense of "I", she chose to exit the environment. 

Race, ethnicity and class may also factor in. Because of the white, middle class, 

feminized nature of the profession, an environmental culture is created that favors these 

sedimented reality structures. Learning to avoid conflict is a cultural process and occurs 

on both the conscious and unconscious levels. However, this behavior is closely tied to 

primary socialization (Luckman and Berger, 1966) and the development of the caring 

self (Gilligan,1982) associated with women's moral development. This woman's 

experience draws our attention to what may happen in a feminized culture. Because 

gender socialization occurs as part of primary socialization and then is reinforced by 

secondary socializing mechanisms, avoidance of conflict may be expected. Gilligan 

(1982) suggested that woman are more relational beings and see the world in terms of 

relationship. Studies that examined the behavior of boys and girls during play found that 

Lever (1976) in her examination of children and sex differences in the games they boys 

would elaborate on the system of rules in order to continue a game in the face of dispute 

and that girls would instead discontinue playing game to preserve the 

relationship (Gilligan, 1982; Lever, 1976). Because of the caring nature of student 
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affairs, conflict is seen as negative and threatening to relationships. In a feminized 

profession (Bellas, 1997 : McEwen, 1991) such as student affairs, conflict is avoided to 

preserve relationships with not only students, but staff as well. 

This behavior has a strong socializing impact upon new professionals in both the 

classroom environment and the work environment. The dominant characteristics of the 

group exert great pressure upon all new professionals to behave similarly to its ways 

(Hamerick, Evans, & Schuh, 2002; Holland 1992). In this case, the dominant 

characteristics are behaviors associated with being female. Thus, the behavior of new 

professionals may be explained when looking at the dominant characteristics of the 

majority of individuals the environment. In most cases, the majority is women. In terms 

of the social construction of reality, the primary socialization of women interacts within 

organizational contexts which seeks to preserve relationship. Lukes' (1978) third-

dimension of power may also help shed light on this phenomenon. Women are socialized 

to be passive and non-threatening. These prescriptive thoughts and behaviors dictate 

behavior at both the conscious and unconscious levels. While the student affairs 

profession values caring for college students, large masculinized organizations are more 

committed to the bottom line. Therefore, in order to be successful in organizations, one 

must assimilate to the masculine norm. This occurs through the socialization of 

expectations, which are also prescribed in organizations and classrooms. Furthermore, 

as Kennedy (1982) addressed, conflict avoidance is a sign of "learned hierarchy". New 

professionals behave in ways that fulfill the prophecies the system makes about them and 

about the world. Becoming a professional is learning one's place within the hierarchy. 
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This is the structural link back that completes the system. It is the learning of hierarchy 

that dampens any opposition to the status quo or those in power and it is this learning of 

hierarchy that becomes habituated and made part of the third dimension of power (Lukes, 

1977). This process is woven into the socialization of new student affairs professionals 

in both graduate education (between faculty and students) and in the workplace (between 

supervisor and supervisee). 

MH: Are there subtle rules you're picking up on what the culture is like and what's 
expected of you? Are there ones you disagree with or ones you don't understand? 

MR: I think that too often we worry about saving feelings or helping other people save 
face. We can sit around in a committee meeting with people from all over the 
department as a whole and people throw out ideas and we are so focused at least 
at the entry level at valuing everyone's idea that it's almost becomes after so long 
almost like you're just wasting time because you know an idea isn't going to work, 
but people don't want to say, 'That's not going to work' because they're worried 
that they will hurt the person's feelings or for whatever reason. I think that people 
think there's this value on helping everyone and caring for everyone, so we're 
afraid to say, 'That's not going to work. What else do you got?' 

MH: Where does that come from, that whole caring and being afraid of conflict? 
MR: I don't know if I can cite a specific source. I think part of it comes from our 

classroom settings where no one wants to tell someone else that they're wrong 
because if they're set in their belief, then you can't tell them that they're wrong 
about that. However, I think that seeps it's way into conversations about 
logistical items or things that people are still afraid to say they're wrong. 

For this new professional (male) being inclusive and relationally focused had the 

potential to be inefficient and a source of tension. Several new professionals indicated 

that built within their work environments was an expectation for friendship and 

relationship and that this was a source of tension. One noted that she worked in a 

"contrived community". 

BL: I enjoy my co-workers and I enjoy the work they do and I want to hear about 
their work. I don't want to hear about their past boyfriends, because I don't want 
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to share that about myself and so I just feel like there is such an expectation for us 
to be very personal with each other. Even at our retreat to share our, you know 
we had a retreat where we had to share our personal life story and as much it was 
neat to here everyone's personal story, if I really wanted I feel like we are always 
in this contrived community. If I really want to be friends with someone, if I find 
that they are really someone I really want to connect with I am going to make an 
effort to connect with them. I don't need to cumbaya, hold your hand, sing a long 
retreat to be friends. That is not how I want to make friends and I feel like 
somehow we are trying to create this community and I think you can have a 
community where you are professionals and you work together and you have a 
great working environment. I don't think you need to bring your personal life into 
that and I also think that sometimes when we bring in our personal lives, it allows 
us to be sloppy. 

Five new professionals used the phrase "touchy feely" to describe the culture of student 

affairs and indicated that this focus on touchy feeliness was an expectation prescribed by 

their working environments. For them, the focus to be inclusive and make everyone feel 

"mattered" was done to excess and was a cause of inefficiency and unproductiveness. 

This same phenomenon appeared in the classroom setting and all but stifled dialogue. 

The issue becomes even more complex as we look at socialization in the classroom. Not 

only do we have a reinforcement of primary gender socialization, we have a secondary 

socializing force operating that has been deeply internalized. Freire (1970) indicated that 

the banking method of education (students are passive recipients of knowledge in which 

deposits are made in their heads) was an oppressive force. It follows that the student are 

there to learn and the teacher is there to teach. 

This message is powerfiilly inculcated into the individual both male and female. Even if 

dialogue is operating, the moment the teacher inserts their expert opinion, 

students become silent. For other student affairs professionals, the issue was more than 

preserving relationships. In addition to the relational connection to conflict avoidance, 
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one new professional discussed it in terms of fear and intimidation. 

MH: Do you feel comfortable raising issues with your peers? Supervisors? 
OK: Absolutely. I'm gonna get in trouble one of these days cause I don't tailor what I 

say to make people feel better. I just question everything and say what's on my 
mind. 

MH; Do you think that's the norm? 
OK: No. I think a lot of people say things to make people feel good. A lot of people 

won't say anything because they're scared of what's going to happen. A lot of 
people don't say anything because they don't want to rock the boat or be viewed as 
a bad person or all the perceptions that go along with saying something that goes 
against the grain. They don't want to stand up in the face of adversity. You 
know. 

MH: Why do you think that is? 
OK: Society. I mean a lot of times we're taught that you don't talk back, you don't 

question things, you just let things go, do what you have to do. Some people were 
raised that way. Some people are just shy and timid. Some people are worried 
about themselves, rather than the issue at hand. Like if the big issue is something 
that would affect students negatively, but if they spoke up against it, they know 
that they could possibly be labeled as an outsider. They're not going to do it, 
because they don't want to lose that camaraderie they have with certain people, so 
they don't want to speak up and be the only one out there. 

Assimilation and Learned Helplessness 

As a profession, student affairs prides itself on combating marginalization, 

building inclusive caring communities, and empowering others. However, in practice 

this is not always the case. To be different in student affairs as a professional is still not 

something that is to be completely celebrated. Mass-minded professionals continue to 

perpetuate marginalization through powerful cultural norms. New professionals are 

pressured to conform to the mass-minded nature of the profession or risk alienation by 

peers. This is learned in both the classroom and the professional work environment. It 

appears to be particular to the cohort experience where students are herded in, prescribed 

a certain professional knowledge base and then let go to practice. 
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MH: Can you talk about your cohort experience? Any negatives? 
FN: The only negative thing would be that if I were to disagree about something, I 

would stand out. 

Echoing these sentiments, another new professional spoke about how this operates in the 

work environment: 

RJ: It's an unfortunate thing that people almost just take it for granted. And say, 'Oh 
this is the way things are done here.' That's a little disheartening. It makes it hard 
to push the boundaries a little bit. I like to be creative with ideas and what not, 
but I don't think of myself as any grand, far out person by any means, but around 
here, I'm know as this totally wacky, trouble maker, rabble rouser kind of guy, 
because I'm willing to say, 'Well, why are doing it that way? Or wouldn't it be 
better if we did it this way?' You know, to me, that's just part of being a good 
professional, that's not necessarily being a rabble-rouser. It's just trying to ensure 
that what we're doing is actually helping or doing what it's supposed to be. It's an 
interesting culture around here. 

These examples highlights the power of culture, activity systems, and symbolic 

interactionism. Practitioner based programs based on a cohort model were the most 

"banking method" oriented. It also depicts the fact that diversity is only accepted to a 

certain degree. To differ in thought and idea is something we, as a profession, must 

examine if we are to grow. Other professions, such as sociology, are built around conflict 

and disagreement. Conformity to the passive nature of the profession occurs in subtle or 

hostile ways. Many times the individual doesn't even know it is happening. The impact 

of the culture wears on people and in terms of symbolic interaction as one negotiates 

whom to be in these instances they don't even see they are giving up important pieces of 

their identity or unconsciously maintaining privilege: 

MH: And the pressure is to conform and not to change. 
RJ: Yeah. Definitely. I was told. I didn't even realize I was doing it, but that's a 

personal, prime example of what you were saying. In the first year in the 
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program, I was, unbeknownst to myself. This was brought up to me by my 
faculty members in the program. We have an end of the year interview with the 
key faculty members. They all said, 'You're holding back in class. I can see you 
want to say some things. I can see you want to bring up things to challenge 
what's being said in class and you're holding back. Why you doing that? We 
certainly know that you're not shy to have your opinion expressed'. And I 
thought, 'I am?' You know it really kind of took me aback. As the next semester 
began, I paid attention to it. Like, 'Oh I have an idea.' I found myself not always 
wanting to be the person who was jumping out there and saying things. It was a 
definite process of realizing, 'well gosh it is true. I am doing this and I am kind of 
tailoring my behavior, my way I project myself, my level of confidence that lets 
me feel free to say these things. I'm sort of toning that back a little bit to make, to 
fit in to what everybody else is doing. And I finally said, 'you know what if I'm 
saying too much, they're gonna tell me I'm saying too much and I'm just gonna 
talk. 

This persons experience highlights the subtle way in which new professionals are 

socialized and directly connected to Foucault's (1977) concept of the technology of 

power where normalization is upheld by the power of surveillance. For Foucault, this 

form of power is exerted through our own gazes and our training, which assures that we 

uphold the norm. Human behavior is controlled through a network of gazes by which we 

supervise one another with each gaze forming a piece of the function of power. This is 

also related to Berger and Luckman (1966) notion of habituation and internalization and 

Lukes (1978) third dimension of power. The consequences of conflict avoidance and 

learned helplessness lead to other organizational problems. Because individuals are 

afi"aid to discuss issues openly with the group, many times gossip becomes a natural 

consequence. 

MH: How do you know if something isn't right in your workplace or how do you detect 
when there's an issue in your organization? In terms of colleagues? 

OK: You usually hear about it cause they'll tell one person who will tell another. It's 
like the telephone game. I think another way is you can see someone's personality 
just change. And really they'll become just really withdrawn and depressed or 
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they'll just disappear all together. Like they'll take time off. You can tell that's 
when someone's been affected to the point they don't know what to do. 

This becomes a source of conflict for both men and women in organizations because of 

the pressure to assimilate and to avoid conflict. Other issues are created inadvertently 

when conflicting issues turn to gossip in organizations. Some individuals experience this 

avoidance more profoundly because of their primary development. 

Resocialization Tension: Cosmopolitans 

Many student affairs professionals find themselves in working environments with 

conflicting messages. Because of the unique nature of how student affairs professionals 

are socialized professionally (i.e. in both the graduate preparation program and work 

environment), some are finding that what they are learning in the classroom is not valued 

or applied by everyone they work with. 

MH: Do you find yourself wanting to bring what you're learning into your work 
environment, wonder how it fits in, does it fit in, and then what are the responses 
of the people you work with, for example, your supervisor and colleagues? 

RJ: It's an interesting difference. I think that certain members of the professional staff 
are certainly much more receptive to theoretical basis and then there's some that 
are just, 'Just don't even talk to me about theory.' kind of thing. 

Several new professionals attempting to make sense of this phenomenon suggested that 

resistance to change and outdated professionals create frustration for new professionals. 

One observed this phenomenon terming it the " dinosaur effect": 

MH: Can you expand on what you mean by the term dinosaurs? 
AG: Basically, dinosaurs are professionals who have been in the field for 20 or so 

years and who are not open to new professionals, such as yourself and myself. 
I've tried to interview certain people and implement certain programs, but they 
weren't open to any kind of change, because they feel they don't need to update in 
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terms of how to deal with this new group of students that are coming. There's a 
lot of new, younger, 1®' generation students coming to college now and you can't 
use stuff you were using 20-30 years ago. You've got to change things up to 
better fit the needs of the students now, the freshmen students now. 

MH: Why do you think there's resistance to change? 
AG: Maybe they're afraid of being so dominant sometimes and having someone new 

coming in and telling them what to do. Kind of being afraid of just losing their, 
not their respectability, but kind of their leadership roles in terms of having 
someone new come in and tell them how to do their job. They've been doing it 
this way for so long that why do we need to change what's already working. It 
might be working, but there's not a problem with trying to improve certain things 
to better fit your community, the people who are living in it. It's not about you as 
an agent, but it's about trying to create change to better implement the new 
students who are on your campus or wherever you're working. 

The dynamic of having more seasoned professionals within organizations may 

create working environments that hurt, not only new professionals beginning their work 

in organizations, but also create tensions around serving students. Within their graduate 

programs, new professionals are learning to be student centered and to be intentional with 

program development and learning outcomes. The knowledge acquired during graduate 

socialization creates a dynamic where the new professional is, in many instances, up to 

date as far as literature and research in the profession. In addition to this dynamic, the 

more seasoned professional may have assimilated to the reality of the organization which 

is often diametrically opposed to what the new professional is learning and much more 

focused on the bottom line (Wang, 1999). An American College Personnel Association 

membership survey done in 2000 indicated that 47% of current members have been in 

student affairs for 0-5 years. While this makes for an energetic and vibrant professional 

association, it may be a sign of a larger issue related to professional work environments. 

This becomes relevant because individuals who have been in the profession for more than 
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five years supervise many new professionals. In a similar context, another new 

professional discusses the effect of resistance to change and the effect of people who are 

secure in their professional positions and don't want to leave or change anything about 

the organization: 

MH: What do you think that does to newer folks coming in to the organization? 
OK: Beats them down. Makes them go crazy and makes them want to quit. Like you 

know if you constantly keep trying to open a door and it keeps getting slammed in 
your face, you're gonna give up. And you're gonna follow into line and just 
follow the leader and then you're going to be damaging, not only you because 
you're gonna want to do more, but you're also damaging the student who is not 
benefiting from what you could have done. 

Socialization tensions are either ameliorated or exacerbated by the type of student 

affairs environment the new professional works in. Within the tension described above 

is the more subtle tension of being a student advocate. New professionals feel a strong 

desire to help students grow and when this is hindered (real or unreal), tension is created. 

For example, one new professional working in the office of admissions and enrollment 

services as an admissions evaluator suggested that the office of admissions was "a very 

non-student affairs" organization. For her, the diverse backgrounds of her colleagues 

coupled with their resistance to her application of professional knowledge made for an 

office culture that was not conducive to student development: 

LJ: Everyone else in the office comes from English, math, art, theater, other bachelors 
degree programs, so anytime I try to bring up any type of student development 
perspective or idea on how to approach students, a lot of times I am shot down 
horribly because its change in the office and many of the people have been there 
20 or 30, 40 years and change is not seen as positive. 
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MH: So what do you think about the fact that a profession is theory, knowledge and 
practice, what do you think about the idea that we do not have a monopoly and 
that we allow folks without that knowledge into our environment to work? 

LJ: It is frustrating for me as a new professional coming in, because I have all these 
ideas and all these things that we should be doing and we are not doing it and I 
find that I have to almost sneak behind my employer's back to do student 
development type work with students. 

In professional education programs students are initiated into a new role. This 

initiation differentiates and perhaps alienates professionals from non-professionals 

(Hughes, 1958; Bullis & Bach, 1989). Students learn a different and abstract reality that 

distinguish professionals from non-professionals (Hughes, 1958; Phillips, 1982). 

Further, graduate socialization necessitates shared consciousness with peers, faculty 

mentors, and role models, as well as subject mastery and knowledge application. 

(Ketefian, 1993). This is also an example of what Hart-Landsberg et. al. (1992) and 

Trowler & Knight (2000) suggest is an activity system. The university may set up the 

structural context for student affairs work, however it is the community of practice, 

which develops the daily practices— behavioral and discursive. Furthermore, the 

community of practice develops codes of significance and sets of assumptions about what 

is to be done, which is then taken for granted (Giddens, 1984). Giddens (1976) 

elaborated, "social structures are both constituted by human agency, and yet, at the same 

time, are the medium of this constitution"( p. 121). 

In his attempt to make sense of a similar phenomenon in admissions, another 

observant new professional links resistance to change and the pressure those working in 
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admissions feel as being related to the bottom line. In his attempt to make sense of why 

his supervisor resists change and the application of student affairs literature he notes: 

HK; I think she's very much trying to keep a job. In student affairs, the director of 
admissions is someone who gets fired. You don't get a lot of folks in student 
affairs who get fired. It's not common. But I've seen in happen in many, many 
schools. You don't bring in the class. You don't do what the people about you 
want you to do. You get fired, because the institution depends on your ability to 
generate enrollment. So, I think she just does what they want her to do. 

In addition to this tension, several participants commented on the importance of being 

able to express oneself professionally through the use of a professional language. As 

professionals acquire the knowledge base of the profession through graduate preparation, 

they begin to talk with others in the profession with similar knowledge through the 

process of role taking and rehearsal. Role rehearsal is important in the development of a 

professional identity. One student in her first semester talked about the congruency 

between her classroom preparation and her work environment: 

KD: I find that the stuff we learned in class is really applicable just in communicating 
with people. We've been focusing on different counseling techniques, language, 
and how to formulate questions? Using that in every day communication in the 
union has really been helpful. It's enabled me to become connected with my 
coworkers and a lot of student assistants, which I really value. As far as a 
reaction to it, most 5)eople don't really. I don't think most people really notice, 
because it's not something that really stands out. It's just every day conversation. 
The stuff that I'm using happens to have a theory behind it. 

However, not all new professionals were able to communicate utilizing the language of 

the profession. One student talked about her desire to utilize her professional knowledge 

base and language: 

JS: I would love to bring in more theory or at least introduce that as a way to 
communicate with the people I work with about the students I work with just so 
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we could have that common language. My supervisor isn't one of those people 
that learned theory or outcomes. She's one of those you know, natural instinct, or 
that's what they consider their approach to be. She says, if I've been doing this 
like this for this long and I don't see a point in learning theory. So, that's the end 
of the conversation. 

Several participants in this study consistently discussed the impact that colleagues and 

supervisors had on them within their organization. These findings were consistent across 

all institutions. There is a struggle between competing realities. One new professional 

in a mid-level management position struggled with these competing realities and her 

sense of self During her short time in the profession she has gone from a very traditional 

student affairs environment to the management side of union operations. For her, it was a 

struggle to maintain her sense of professional identity. Overall, she felt as if she was torn 

between two worlds, one of idealism vs. one of reality. In her current role, business and 

generating revenue was her current reality, while student development was the ideal: 

MH: You sound like a person who wants to maintain what's inherent about you and 
that this work environment is not allowing that. 

DT: It's hard. How do you walk away from power? How do you walk away from 
authority? How do you walk away from being in control? And being viewed as 
such from other people. Whether they like me or not, I've accepted that people 
don't like me. I've accepted that I get called a bitch behind my back. I've 
accepted that. It was hard at first and it sucked and I'd come to grips with the fact 
that the programming center doesn't really like me and I'm viewed as a spy. And 
I've heard that I'm viewed as the outsider. It was hard, which is why I try to de
personalize myself with the programming center. That all hurts, because I knew 
those people. 

This new professional's comments highlight how the professional environment can 

potentially dictate a resocialization process that ultimately causes dissonance in general 

and a loss of self in particular. For many student affairs professionals, their early 

preparation shields them from the realities of higher education and the bottom line. 
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Because the majority of professionals are in environments where they have similar views, 

this can distort their view of the larger picture causing conflict with those functioning out 

of differing realities. The new professional's words capture a powerful example of 

symbolic interactionism. This person is attempting to be who she is and is struggling 

between her sense of "I", which is who she sees herself as and her sense of "me" and how 

her behavior is influenced by expectations of others. Addressing the concept of idealism 

from a slightly different perspective, another new professional working full-time in 

admissions commented: 

LJ: I wish that all of the students in my program would have or have had the 
experience that shows them what the reality is vs. the ideal, because it is very 
very different. You can preach theory to practice and you can preach bringing 
theory into the workplace, but if you are not in a position to do that or if your 
supervisor does not support that... how to bring it in without supervisor support 
is not discussed. 

Faculty/Practitioner Tensions 

In two out of the four student affairs programs studied, new professionals 

lamented a disconnect between the student affairs professional preparation program and 

student affairs working environment. Over half of the participants in this research project 

indicated that the relationship between their faculty and the practitioners in the student 

affairs units was weak and perhaps even poor. As they made sense of this problem, 

several examples were offered as to why this problem was perpetuated. Some made 

sense of the disconnect between the faculty and the professional working environment to 

those in positions of power resisting collaborative efforts from the academic program. 

MH; So what is the problem? 
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SW: I think our faculty know it all and that puts off some of these directors who don't 
necessarily have student service backgrounds, so they are not going to be jumping 
at the opportunity to work with them because they don't know that it is in their 
best interest to. Personally I think that when you want something from housing 
you have to cater to them and you have to work with them and if you think you 
know how to do it better you don't go tell them that, you just bring them along 
and I don't think our faculty do that. 

In student affairs environments, those who do not have the student affairs professional 

background may be threatened by the faculty preparing students. This naturally happens 

with cosmopolitans entering local environments. In their academic programs, new 

professionals are being taught to go in and take charge of situations and to create new 

programs. Another new professional associated tension with the messages she was 

receiving from the faculty in her preparation program indicating that she believed they 

liked her workplace. 

MH: So what is the culture like on the overall academic side? 
AL; Interesting. I am not sure they totally like the union at the moment. Sometimes 

I feel that while they like what we do, I don't think they think we should be 
associated with the Union, which makes for an interesting, strange back and 
fourth. 

MH: How have you gotten that message? 
AL: After an interesting hiring situation of the past spring, during orientation, I was 

running for president of our programs student organization and one of our faculty 
members flat out said that he thought the union made a really dumb move by not 
accepting a certain person and that he was very angry about that. Another one of 
our faculty members also directly said that to me knowing I was on the search 
committee which was slightly frustrating. They were talking about it in reference 
to the fact that we have a lot of great students who go on to do great things and it 
was unfortunate that this person who would have gone on to be a Ph.D. candidate 
was lost by the department due to a hiring debacle. I was also the president of our 
academic program's student organization and on the search committee for that 
person and working for the union. And seeing the faces of the new union people 
who were at the other end of the table going, knowing what the, all three of them 
knowing who didn't get hired and who did get hired and go wow.. .our department 
doesn't like us and seeing that on their faces was slightly frustrating. 
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This new professional's comments highlight how new professionals learn the dichotomy 

of faculty vs. practitioner and the tensions associated between the two groups and the 

importance of collaboration and communication between these two entities. Because of 

the applied nature of the student affairs profession, it is important for preparation 

programs to be closely aligned with practitioners. This relationship is vital to the success 

of student affairs and both faculty and practitioners are obligated to create and maintain 

these bridges of collaboration (Evans & Phelps-Tobin, 1998). 

Cultures of Crisis 

In the two institutions reporting a disconnect between faculty and student affairs 

units on their campuses, several students also reported office cultures that responded 

more to crisis than to intentional student development. They indicated that while in 

theory what they were learning was beneficial, its actual application in the work 

environment became secondary to crisis management: 

MH: When the faculty discusses issues related to the workplace, what kind of messages 
have you received? 

RJ: I think it's a very theory heavy program. So they'll really stress one of the sort of 
thing that looms out there for new students and students as you go through the 
program is the theory to practice class. They're very big on taking the PTP, 
practice to theory to practice model. It looks at what is the situation, what are the 
needs, what are you trying to do, which of these various student development 
theories are most applicable and then how do you apply it to that solution or that 
enhancement to whatever the program is or student experience. I think that that's 
a perfect valid place to come from, but I think that that's one of the largest 
discrepancies that I've seen between the classroom and the office is everybody in 
the office sort of environment says, 'Well theory is fine and good, but what we 
really need to deal with the problem right now.' 
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Many times crisis is created because of the lack of human resources. This is due to 

financial resources and the ways student affairs units adjust to lack of planning and lack 

of resources. Overall, the economic underpinnings of this problem will be covered in 

more depth in the next chapter. Another extremely frustrated student making sense of 

why her office was in financial distress suggested that the program was suffering because 

of the leadership in her office. The following is an example of how she makes sense of 

her department's lack of intentionality: 

MH: So, in your mind, what happened? 
AE: We are a reactionary group and we react to situations. We don't act ahead. 
MH: What is leadership? You work in a leadership office. 
AE: Leadership is seeing the future and seeing how you can better the fiiture in my 

mind and leading others and inspiring them to a vision of where to go and so I 
saw this thing coming and no one, I guess I didn't do enough inspiring or no one 
saw it or whatever but.. .1 challenged the process. I love that word and we didn't 
get anywhere and so now we are at this budget crunch and we are all reacting 
again. 

MH: What is the problem? Where does the problem stem? 
AE: We are fabulous at coming up with ideas, but we don't know how to prioritize 

them in order to get them done. 
MH: What is the priority? 
AE: Getting anything done and not having 50 million programs out there that do not 

get done or completed or they are half done or they are half approached. We need 
to focus on five programs. 

For this new professional, there was pressure being exerted by her working environment 

to do lots of programming, however she believed this practice allowed for poor 

stewardship of resources as well sloppy programming. There is the underlying concept 

that more is better and that quality isn't as important as the image of productivity. 

Knowledge Acquisition: A Source of Tension 

Several new professionals indicated that the knowledge they acquired in their 

graduate preparation program expanded their consciousness and allowed them to 
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see phenomena not seen previously. The professionals who associated their 

knowledge base with creating tension came primarily from one program. This 

knowledge was connected to working with students as part of student 

development, working with supervisors, and inequality and access in higher 

education. While virtually all students discussed learning about student 

development, diversity, multiculturalism and creating inclusive communities; one 

program required students to take a course that examined higher education 

critically in terms of inequality, access, and social justice. This program also 

encouraged students to take courses outside of student affairs in other areas such 

as sociology, women's studies, and business. Some students discussed how the 

acquisition of knowledge from a critical perspective caused frustration, anger, and 

feelings of hopelessness. For example, one woman discussed her own 

professional identity development, her adoption of feminist ideals and behaviors 

and the pressure she felt being different. 

MH: When you think about who you are and who you are becoming as far as your own 
identity development, do you think you're in a phase of your development as you 
work through some of this stuff and that maybe on the other side there's hope? 

DT: I definitely see that I'm going through a phase or developing myself more. I 
definitely embrace more liberal ideals. I definitely embrace more feminist ideals. 
I definitely would say I am a feminist now, whereas a few years ago, I might have 
had some of the ideas of feminism, but I would have never called myself that. 
I've even battled through the whole thing of being called a feminist and how that 
judges my image around here. And it has. I mean the look on people's face, 'you 
mean you actually call yourself a feminist?' Well yeah. 

Although we are looking at a graduate student, there are definite signs of being in the 

immersion stage in her identity development. Contact with knowledge and other 
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feminists pushed this woman into a typical developmental process, which ultimately 

caused extreme tension. Because the work environment was not conducive to what she 

was learning, there was little to no support for her socialization tensions and 

professional identity development. Again, in terms of her identity development there was 

a battle to maintain a commitment to who she was becoming and the assimilation process 

being placed upon her: 

DT: I really pushed myself to not fall prey to the typical feminized role. So I'm here 
and I'm like, 'You know what, this sucks. This is ridiculous.' How much longer 
can I take this. I'm stressed out all the time. I work here all the time. I take my 
work home. I'm in a pissy mood at home. My marriage has suffered because I'm 
a different person. I come home and I can't leave it at work. I do personalize it. I 
do worry about it. I am tense all the time. I'm tired all the time. You know. I am 
a totally different person. And I am an uglier person for it, not physically, but 
inside. I'm not that nice person anymore. I'm bossy. I'm bitchy. 

This new professional's movement to the highly masculinized environment of 

management led not only to tension for her, but to outright anguish. The environment 

itself was not supportive of her professional sense of self In terms of environmental 

theory, the dominant characteristics of the individuals within this work environment 

determined its qualities and impact. The reality being constructed for this new 

professional not only conflicted with her graduate socialization, it conflicted with her 

identity as a woman. 

The process of acquiring knowledge also creates issues with supervision. For 

example, several new professionals commented on the impact a supervisor has on your 

professional development, however, one student from Pacific State University connected 

it to her master's program; 
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MH: How do you make sense of having a supervisor who doesn't have a student affairs 
background? 

HE: That feeling I am talking about that is in the culture, that's what we feel within our 
cohort and as far as my supervisor it's. The more I get into this whole master's 
program, the less satisfied I feel with my supervisor. 

Looking at this from an interaction perspective is revealing in that this person is 

struggling with how to be in her organization. The culture of her work environment and 

her supervisor are prescribing behaviors that don't match the person's professional sense 

of "I". There is conflict between who the person is or is becoming and the sense of "me" 

she is receiving from her working environment. 

Diversity 
In the majority of interviews conducted, students indicated that they were learning 

about diversity and multiculturalism and that this was an espoused value in both the 

graduate preparation program and the work environment. In other words, diversity and 

multiculturalism were being socially constructed as relevant and important. However, 

the level of knowledge and awareness associated with these concepts differed by person 

and graduate program. 

More than any other school, the new professionals at Mountain View talked about 

diversity being a significant component in their development as professionals. However, 

very few associated tension with what they were learning in terms of its application in the 

work environment. For students of diverse backgrounds, this wasn't the case. 

MH: Have you ever felt like the environment wasn't inclusive? There is a lot of lip 
service being given to this, yet the actual way it is applied or the application of it 
is incongruent? 

CA: Yes. I think when certain incidents come about, I can't talk about them with the 
entire cohort because they wouldn't understand how I was feeling or they would 
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brush off some of the things that something just wasn't right or it rubbed me the 
wrong way. If I was to bring it to the entire cohort, I would be shot down by a 
few people; but I know that when I go to the network, there are going to be people 
that will support what I am saying, because they grew up feeling similar things 
that I have. We don't really hang out outside of that, but I know that when I go 
there; the truth is spoken, there is no lip service, people are going to be real and 
they are going to talk about the things that are bothering them within the program 
or Ft. McKinley. It's nice to know that I have that to turn to if I need that. 

MH: The larger culture may be learning about it, but unless you are a person of color 
you can't really understand? 

CA: Yeah, definitely. I think you can. I definitely appreciate people who are trying 
to understand it. Maybe the white students who are trying to understand what it is 
about and asking questions, but the bottom line is if you don't live it you will 
never completely know. I think it is important to try to get to a place of some 
understanding, because everyone is going to be working with students of color 
whether it is going to be 5 or whether it going to be 5,000 or even more. I don't 
think that there is a school where it is completely homogeneous. My thinking is if 
you don't understand some of the things that we are telling you as colleagues and 
peers, how are you going to deal with those students when they come to you with 
a certain problem. How are you going to be prepared for that and are you going 
to brush them off and say whatever. 

This preparation follows the recent work of McClelland (2003) and the Social 

construction of the other. McClelland (2003) found that new professionals in student 

affairs had socially constructed notions about Native-Americans, but had very little 

experience working with these students. 

Another student at Southwestern University described a similar incongruence 

between the espoused value of diversity and its application: 

MH; What do you think are the values of the workplace? 
AE: I think we need to work on diversity. I think we all understand it as a concept, but 

I don't think outreach wise we have figured out how to do that. Some of that 
probably comes from the union. An example of an event that I did last night, that 
one of our students put on, was this big hip hop show. The four days leading up 
to the event, all I got was flack from the senior administration. They were 
concerned about needing security these are students, whether there would be 
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fights, and riots. Really, it is just a bunch of kids who got together and danced. It 
was like a dance competition. They listened to music and nothing happened. It 
was kind of frustrating to see that we all talk about diversity, but when this was an 
opportunity to bring in a whole new group of students that we had never 
programmed to, every obstacle kept getting thrown in our path. 

And another student from SSU discusses a similar issue but in a different department; 

LJ: About diversity/multiculturalism, our program teaches this very 
heavily and focuses on the needs to individual students with recognition 
of culture. Here in Enrollment Services, culture is not even discussed or 
thought of as being important. Again, we go back to the idea of complete 
opposite from what we are taught in the program. Enrollment Services' 
make-up of staff and administrators is not an accurate depiction of 
the campus community. It is all female, except high level administrators 
and tech-support staff Multiculturalism is a non-discussed topic and is 
not infused in any aspect of my work here in Enrollment Services. 

These examples shed light on the difficulty new professionals face with regard to their 

working situations. The bottom-line nature of admissions leaves little to no room for 

practitioners to apply concepts related to multiculturalism. In terms of the union, 

operation workers often do not have the diversity education that most new professionals 

are receiving and respond in discriminatory ways. One woman talked 

about the power of unwritten rules in terms of gender and dress: 

DT: I always wear very feminine shoes that are uncomfortable to wear. On the 
weekends I wear nothing but flip-flops, because my feet hurt so bad. I do that as 
my attachment to what other people view as feminine and also to how I feel about 
myself I know it seems like I keep going back to appearances, but I think that's a 
huge part of it. I think growing my hair out is a part of it. I don't want to be 
viewed as butchy. I don't want to be viewed as some radical feminist, because 
once people see that or they interpret that, that's it. I'm not getting another 
chance. 

The Organizational Relevance of Cosmopolitans and Locals and the Crisis of 
Confidence 
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Findings suggest that new professionals and supervisors are creating dynamics 

within organizations based on their manifest and latent role identities (Gouldner, 1957). 

In his examination of the organizational relevance of latent and manifest identities 

Gouldner (1957) suggested that tension could be created by two competing forces and 

labeled these "cosmopolitans" and "locals". Cosmopolitans utilize outer reference group 

orientation, which is not necessarily culturally prescribed. They are also low on loyalty 

to commitment to the organization they are employed by and high on commitment to 

specialized role skills. Locals utilize an inner reference group and are high on 

commitment to the employing organization. They are low on commitment to specialized 

role skills. These latent identities are important because they exert extreme pressure 

upon individuals working in professional environments. Professionals (experts) as 

Gouldner (1957) notes "are less likely to be committed to their employing organization 

than to their specialty"(p. 288). Gouldner further notes, "Cosmopolitans and locals are 

regarded as latent identities because they involve criteria which are not fully 

institutionalized as bases for classifying people in the modem organization, though they 

are in fact often used as such"(p. 288). Professional training in student affairs creates 

beliefs and assumptions that underlie everything that happens in organizations. Gouldner 

suggests that influence is increased as one moves from cosmopolitan to local and that 

extreme local or cosmopolitans manifest sharp declines in influence. Extreme locals are 

older than extreme cosmopolitans. It became very clear that most new professionals were 

developing cosmopolitan's professional identities and that this does in fact create tension. 

For example one new professional laments: 
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MH: Do you ever find yourself thinking about what it is we've learned in the master's 
and PhD program, how it applies in the work setting, bringing it up in a staff 
meeting, and then if so, what kind of response have you gotten? 

HK: I do that all the time. Read articles in class about especially being in the 
admissions office about access and access for minority individuals, for transfer 
students, read things in the Chronicle for Higher Education. I take them to my 
boss. I show them to her and say, I think you should read this cause there are 
pieces of it that I think apply to some of these new directions I think the 
University is looking to move in and it. 'Oh great, thanks.' Never turned down, 
but every week it's 'Oh I haven't read that yet. I haven't read that yet.' And when 
I go for my one on one, it just stops. Stops saying, doesn't even acknowledge that 
I haven't read it yet which makes me think, "I haven't read it yet, but I'm not going 
to read it." Or for example, I would be something out on, we have a managers' 
distribution list in the office and I would put it out and say. Hey I think we should 
read this. Most recently I put something out from the Chronicle, there's a special 
edition about Hispanic enrollment. Looked at some broader picture, some case 
studies, and I think there's a lot of things that are valuable to us as we find ways to 
increase our Hispanic enrollment. And I said I think people should look at. I 
have a copy in my office and I didn't even get a bite, not even from the person 
who is a manager of Minority Student Recruitment. 

Learning the Rules 

New professionals learned the expectations of their organization in both explicit 

and implicit ways. For some, expectations were clearly delineated in formal training. 

For the majority of others, learning the organizational norms was more of a trial and error 

process. For this new professional, it was a combination of both intentionality and trial 

and error. 

MH: How did you learn the rules of your workplace? How did you learn what was 
right, wrong and what the norms were? 

TC: More just seeing how things worked. For some reason I just think about 
recognition was the first thing that came into mind. I did not realize that for me 
recognition is more just telling people thank you, you are doing a good job and I 
didn't realize how formal and demonstrative that really was in residence life. So 
that was something that I just learned that I saw other people doing it and I said I 
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better step this up a bit because I don't want people to think that I am not 
appreciative of what they are doing. Also, I had never worked in an environment 
you know coming up with our expectations and we did that on our retreat and it 
was a huge process it was like an all day long thing coming up with our 
expectations of each other and I don't know, I had never been involved in 
anything like that before and I feel bad because I did not contribute as much as 
other people were contributing. 

The Graduate Cohort Experience and Cosmopolitans 

Adjusting to graduate education and to the many demands of organizational life is 

both exciting and difficult for most new professionals. One of the main sources of 

support, for many, was found within the culture of their graduate cohort. The cohort was 

a place where new professionals resolved tensions and felt safe to process issues with 

professors, academics, or the workplace: 

MH: What are the norms when you think about that culture? What are the norms of the 
cohort? 

HE: I think we really appreciate having each other to talk to about theory and 
assessment and things that we have learned. We can talk about it, because like I 
said, some of us don't have a supervisor that to talk to or don't have someone else 
to talk to about these things. We also can support each other in figuring out how 
to become professionals, so we are each other's resource on how to deal with 
either the politics or the university. 

In addition to cohort support, several new professionals reported that having supervisors 

with their professional background made for an easier transition into the workplace and 

served as a place to process their experience. This dynamic created a positive 

environment for those neophytes entering the professional work environment: 

MM: I think the most positive thing here is that most of the people in the office have 
gone through the student affairs programs, have gotten their masters or they have 
their doctorate. They know what it is like to be a grad assistant, they know what 
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they really enjoyed in their assistantship, and what they really hoped they were 
going to get in their assistantship. 

For others, being able to utilize their graduate education in the workplace served as an 

empowering experience that helped them to develop as a professional. 

LJ; I am actually very fortunate to have my supervisor and my co-workers, who have 
gone through similar programs. Student development theories and things like that 
are a big part of the office, which has been a wonderful experience. 

Having a supervisor with similar backgrounds is also important to process the 

"gray" side of things that only a supervisor with a similar background could help with. 

Many times student development issues are hidden or obscure, but an astute supervisor 

well versed in the professional knowledge base is able to see things others without a 

similar background may not. Policies in residence life are a prime example. Many 

students violate community standards and instead of sanctioning from a "rules" 

perspective, professionals enter into the problem as a learning opportunity. This 

opportunity may be missed if proper guidance isn't given to new professionals: 

MH: Having a supervisor with your background makes a positive difference? 
AJ: Yes, it definitely does. I also know that if I don't understand something, I can go 

to him and have him help me with that or give me a perception on something, 
because he himself was in the field and was trained in the field. A lot of people 
are coming in without that background, like some people who passed their bar 
exams to be lawyers and other things. They do bring an aspect to it, but they don't 
bring the educational background that we have, which is nice to have within your 
staff 

Some participants had more than one supervisor, which made for interesting contrasts. 

One had the student affairs background while the other did not: 

MH: Why do think that career services was a more empowering environment for you? 
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GS; A lot of them have their master's degree in either career or student development. I 
think a couple of them have their doctorate. I think it is just more professional. 
They take on their roles. They go to a lot more conferences, career conferences, 
not necessarily student development. They are very focused. They are very 
professional. They handle everything in a professional manner. They have two to 
three different staff meetings a week, whether that be on crisis management, 
training or just staff involvement on what we can do with our students. They do 
assist the whole campus of 32,000 students, so it's very organized. An office that 
I had never worked in; gave me the opportunity to come in, trusted me, and 
provided training I needed. It was incredible. 

The Negative Side of Cosmopolitans 

Having a supervisor with the same professional background as the new 

professional is a positive experience in many regards, although it does have its' negative 

consequences. Because it is commonplace for professionals in student affairs to regularly 

change jobs after a few years, it is quite possible that many new professionals will begin 

their careers with supervisors who are newly hired: 

WM: Last year my supervisor and I were both new. We were both learning the judicial 
system at the same time. She caught on as the year progressed, but in the 
beginning, getting her to do some paperwork was kind of slow, not because she 
wasn't a competent professional, she just didn't know what she was supposed to 
do and had to ask a lot of questions of her supervisor. It was frustrating, because 
you look to your supervisor as someone who is supposed to show you what to do, 
but she was learning too. 

MH: So for you that was a significant source of tension, not having had a little bit of 
training or background before they kind of threw you into it? 

WM; Yeah. At the same time, my supervisor this year was new, so he was learning the 
budget as I was trying to learn the budget, which was a bit difficult. 

MH: Having a new supervisor is also a challenge when you're trying to learn something 
new? 

WM: Yeah. I've had that twice now, because last year my supervisor was new as well. 
It wasn't a bad experience, but it wasn't optimal. I've decided, because of those 
two experiences, my priority next year is to make sure my supervisor has been 
here at least a year. 

In addition to this issue, differing supervisory styles can be confusing and a source of 
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tension. Those new professionals reporting changes in supervisors talk about this 

variable as a source of tension. 

The Positive Impact of the Vice President for Student Affairs 

Only one of the programs studied talked about the impact the vice president for 

student affairs had on their professional careers. Surprisingly to me, every student talked 

about this person's impact on their development as new professionals. These new 

professionals talked in significant detail about the relationship of the vice presidents 

office with the graduate preparation program. Not only did this leader create several 

internships and graduate assistantships for new professionals, he directly supervised some 

of them. 

HE: I've had to do a lot of reading, a lot of joumaling, a lot of writing of papers in the 
middle of doing an assessment project for a class with the vice president of 
student affairs, which I think is awesome because who best to teach that. He's the 
guru. It's just great. 

This is a poignant example of how power can situate itself in such a way to ensure that a 

certain reality is enforced. Because of this person and the relationship he developed with 

the masters degree program, the students at this university had the least amount of 

socialization tensions reported. I am not suggesting this in a positive manner. What I am 

suggesting is that a Vice President for Student affairs who is a structural fiinctionalist can 

be quite persuasive. Here, the work of Hirt (1992) is relevant. This vice president was 

utilizing the dominant ideology to socialize new professionals and was successfiil in this 

process. Most students were unaware of their compliance. This institution was 

predominately white and middle to upper-class in nature. However, new professionals 
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constantly talked about assessment and learning outcomes and the message that what they 

were doing was extremely important to the success of students as well as the institution. 

Balance and Learning to Prioritize 

Learning to prioritize between the many demands of being in both the graduate 

preparation program and the organizational environment is a struggle for new 

professionals coming in. First year graduate students struggle the most to create balance 

and to prioritize, however, all professionals discussed balance as a challenge. For new 

professionals, the message of balance was given in different ways. Some leam early on 

the pressures to work more hours than they are paid for and have accepted that as the 

reality of the profession. This was an unwritten rule expressed by seven new 

professionals. 

HB: Around here I hear other professionals say, 'If I'm here 50 hours, oh well'. The 
mantra I've heard coming to grad school is, 'This is not a 40 hour a week job. If 
that's what you wanted, you picked the wrong profession.' I agree with that. 

In contrast to the previous message, many new professionals are socialized to say "No" 

but find this socialization to be incongruent with the reality prescribed by the work 

environment. They feel pressure to get as much experience as possible and see others in 

the profession working well over the required hours. This becomes even more 

challenging when ones supervisor role models poor balance: 

MH: So here you are, you've got your assistantship, your internship, budget cuts, 
having to prove that you're effective. Trying to manage all this, what process do 
you go through to negotiate what's important? 

HE: You prioritize. You see what's the most important thing right now. That was 
interesting, because as someone mentioned earlier in one of the workshops, you 
model the behavior of your role models. My role models work a lot, so I work a 
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lot. As a graduate student, for me, it's the norm to work 10-hour days plus other 
things. 

MH: How does that feel when you're trying to make sense of it? 
HE; When I do that, it's tiring. At the same time, I look at my role 

models, and say, 'Well, this is the job market right now.' I can 
complain about it, but it's not going to change, so I might as well get used to it. 

MH; Is that healthy? 
HE Is it healthy? No. 
MH: Do you feel like you could help change it as a new professional coming in? 
HE; Could I change it? Honestly, no, because that's the culture of the administration 

right now. They all work like that. I don't see it being any different. Just like 
anything else, in order to get ahead, you have to really put in a lot of time. I really 
don't think it would be right for me to complain that I'm working 50-hour weeks, 
when my boss is working 60-80. Suddenly, the 40-hour work week is not 
reasonable to ask for when your boss is working 50. 

Because many graduate student's work alongside full-time professionals, several 

indicated that there is a struggle to balance, because of how people are rewarded. One 

reported feeling pressure to work more to receive these rewards, however, couldn't due to 

time constraints. Time management issues are an issue that the professional 

preparation programs should spend more time addressing. 

In conclusion, the socialization of new professionals is a dynamic process full of 

phenomena, as seen through a variety of theoretical frameworks. The social construction 

of reality in the classroom was particularly revealing, as was this construction in the work 

setting. Student affairs communities of practice are replete with examples of 

interactionism, power, and the diversity of new professional experience. This variety of 

individuals working in student affairs environments assures that activity systems will be 

developed with this diversity helping to shape the community of practice. Many 

individuals are given access to our profession without being professionally trained. 

Making these phenomena more complex is the latent identities of cosmopolitans and 
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locals found within every work environment in this study. These competing realities 

interact within organizational dynamics and create frustration for new professionals. 
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THE MARKET EFFECT IN STUDENT AFFAIRS: 
THE BLURRING OF BOUNDARIES 

Chapter Five 

As a result of severe fiscal cutbacks for student affairs in recent years (Woodard, 

1995; Trow, 1995; El-khawas, 1994), student affairs professionals have had to find ways 

to cope with and adapt to this shifting reality. In times of fiscal crisis in higher 

education, student affairs and services; more than most other support areas is 

characterized by entrepreneurial efforts: the majority of budgets in student affairs in 

public institutions is self-generated revenue streams, not state monies. Because higher 

education continues to adapt to meet the demands of a complex and changing world and 

because of the impact "academic capitalism" had on faculty (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997), I 

was curious to examine how increased entrepreneurial activity may affect new 

professionals in student affairs. Is capitalist expansion encroaching upon student affairs 

environments? How does situating higher education around a consumerist mentality as a 

product in the open market affect student affairs professionals? 

When selecting participants for this study, deliberate attention was given to those 

individuals working in auxiliary units. This was done to capture a group of professionals 

who were working in units closest to various markets and to examine if this proximity 

would have effects on the socialization experiences of new professionals. As a result of 

this purposefulness, I interviewed a total of 18 participants working in the student union 

setting and four participants from residence life to examine to examine differences in new 

professional experience across another auxiliary unit. Finally, two new professionals 
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were selected who work in the admissions area. Because of the enrollment management 

(recruitment, marketing, financial-aid) and revenue nature of these positions, two new 

professionals were also chosen. 

The general thematic categories that emerged from the data regarding the 

marketization of students affairs are as follows: Organizational Context, Merit and 

Reward Structures, Stewardship and Accountability, Managed Student Services, Speed-

ups/Doing More With Less, New Professional Entrepreneur, Selling Our Soul to the 

Corporate Devil, Market Effect on Diversity, and Student Exploitation (graduate and 

undergraduate). All four institutions studied were replete with signs of the market effect 

in student affairs, albeit to differing degrees. For example, new professionals at 

Southwestern University were affected by the market effect more than any other 

institution. Virtually every participant from Southwestern University addressed the issue 

of marketization and academic capitalism. In this study, I adopt the term "Market Effect" 

instead of academic capitalism. I define the Market Effect as the alteration of student 

affairs professional practice due to the shifting financial and economic interests of 

institutions. This effect creates dynamics where the interests (codes of ethics) of the 

professionals and their clients (in this case students) are placed under the economic 

interests of the institution (Rhoades & Slaughter, 2004). The relationship of student 

affair professionals to students is increasingly being commodified in the sense that 

students are framed in terms of commercial rather than in educational or professional 

terms. New professionals at Southwestern were impacted by the market effect in terms 

of revenue generation more than any other institution. 
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Organizational Context: Hamburgers and Student Development 

MH: What shapes or constrains programming? 
AE: What shapes and constrains programming is how well the union has done. 

Because we're funded by a surplus from the union's operations, we're completely 
beholden to the economy, the outside economy and how that affects the student 
population. So, unfortunately, the way that we do our programming, while it's a 
learning experience, they can't screw up too much or we get in trouble and our 
funding gets cut. 

New professionals have differing organizational experiences depending on where 

they are working or how their department is funded. The market effect may be 

heightened or lessoned depending on where the student affairs person is working. For 

example, some new professionals struggle with their location in student unions. One new 

professional from Southwestern University comments: 

MH: Should your office be in the student union? 
LJ: It's great to have our office in the student union like career services does. They're 

here, but they're not affected by budget cuts because they're under campus life 
directly. They're one of the arms of student life. The student union is another arm 
of student life, but we're under the student union. So, we're more impacted by 
dining services. I think it's really, well, I don't want to say unfair. Other people 
are impacted too. But, it's really a shame that because dining services over 
estimated, we're supposed to cut programs for our students. 

Similarly, another frustrated new professional discussing the impact of dining services 
laments: 

BL: They're not meeting their mark, so we're being forced to cut some of our programs 
in order to augment or to assist with that 5-10% cut. We still want to run some 
other programs, so we're banking on some revenue generation. That's where all of 
this pressure is coming from to generate that revenue. I think a lot of it has to do 
with the director of our office. He really wants us to publish and produce, even 
though we might not be ready; and I think that, although a lot of us are resistant to 
that, our resistance is not being heeded. 

Several new professionals spoke of being conflicted between applying what they were 

learning in the classroom and the realities of the workplace in the union setting at 
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Southwestern University. Virtually every new professional spoken to acknowledged that 

the generation of revenue was not part of their initial socialization into the profession as 

undergraduates, though within the graduate preparation program the move to the market 

in higher education had been discussed in their general higher education classes. This 

disconnect, between what the student is learning in the student affairs classroom and what 

the work environment is dictating, creates cognitive dissonance and frustration. More 

than that, professionals in admissions also found the bottom-line mentality to be 

counterintuitive to professional ideology and were disconcerted as a result: 

LJ; I have found admissions and records to be very numbers oriented. The values that 
the office encourages are production and time management. We are only to spend 
time with students for a specific allotted amount (usually 10 min max) and then 
move on so that we can get our applications processed. It is not student friendly, 
nor does it have the best interest of the students at heart. As far as "here is what 
we are taught" and "here is what we do", they are completely opposite in this 
environment. We are taught to support the students' holistic development 
academically, personally, individually and through the many transitions that the 
students may encounter. Enrollment Services does not support students; they are 
only interested in production. Enrollment Services contradicts my personal 
philosophy of higher education, which is a direct result of the MS program that I 
will be graduating from, and the only way to change it would be to change the 
management above. 

Thus, the problem in this student's eyes is not a disconnect between the academic 

program and her working environment; rather, it is the failure of the work environment to 

line up with the essential values of the profession. Another student from Southwestern 

University expressed similar experiences: 

MM: It is a struggle to apply those theories now, because I think, for me, the easiest 
way to learn such information is to make it applicable to my life. But, it is a 
struggle when I feel like I am doing a job where those theories don't even play a 
role. Honestly, I don't feel like anyone ever wrote a theory about selling an 
advertisement. Maybe if someone did, I don't think it would be anything I would 
study in student affairs. So again, the theory gets lost in the job. 
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This student's unhappiness is associated with what is being promoted in the workplace. 

Indeed, he would not really want the student affairs program to offer coursework in 

marketing. New professionals attempted to make sense of the organizational reality of 

prioritizing revenue generation and business-like activity. Several discussed a shift in 

values, seeing students more from the perspective of customers to be efficiently served. 

Most begin with the notion of serving students, however find the pressure of the bottom 

line pulling them away. 

RJ: I definitely think that the majority of the people I interact with on this campus at 
least begin with the notion of serving the students. I think that some are more 
willing to let that commitment slide a little bit to have a better bottom line, but I 
think that there is a definite commitment to the students. Where it really seems to 
suffer are the offices that are really driven by the notion of this being a business 
and the students being the consumers. That's a very real equation, as it exists in 
our society today. I think that when you get so caught up in that, that's where the 
values shift and you start to think of things more on the level of a human 
resources, budgetary kind of thing and making the students secondary. One thing 
I'll say in comparison to some other schools that I've interacted with is that people 
seem more than willing to go with the students as secondary, instead of the 
students as first. 

This is in line with Rhoades and Slaughter (2004), who detailed that as colleges and 

universities have elevated their entrepreneurial efforts to generate new revenue streams, 

they have taken on more of an economic, proprietary orientation to students and that 

individual practitioners are sometimes uncomfortable with the practices of institutions. 

This is also in agreement with what Stamatakos (1984) asserted with regard to 

accountability, budget cuts, and retrenchment. He indicated that during these times, 

student development became second to more quantifiable activities. Woodard and 

DeArmond (1998) also suggested that we are getting very close to swapping the values of 
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student affairs with market values. Brint (1994) also addressed this issue in his analysis 

of the transition from social trustee professionalism to that of expert professionalism. The 

traditional professions (law, medicine, and engineering) have been undergoing this 

process for a considerable amount of time. However, other professions are also shifting 

from a social trustee model of professionalism, focusing on serving the public good to 

moving towards an expert model of professionalism, with the emphasis on market 

exchange and considerations. 

Merit and Reward Structures 

Although merit is a minor thematic area, it is worth mentioning in light of the 

marketization of student affairs and the localized behaviors of departments. There is 

evidence that the concept of merit is being altered. One new professional laments the 

stratification of sub-units in her department indicating that rewards are being given to 

programs (financial and otherwise) without consideration of measurable outcomes. It 

was later revealed that certain sub-units, which generated revenue, were those being 

rewarded most. 

MM; Why are things getting rewarded without measurable outcomes? 

AL: I think it is a great program, but no one has ever measured it to say it is. I think 
that could be leadership within the office saying, 'Look we have a great program. 
This is why it is a great program and this is what you can do to be like us.' and 
maybe helping the other do more outreach within. 

This is consistent with what Rhoades (1998) found in terms of the changing nature of 

reward structures found within faculty ranks. Faculty in fields closer to the market are 

seen as central and more meritorious, as opposed to the status structure built within the 
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faculty ranking and promotion structure. The concept of meritocracy in student affairs is 

also being reconccptualized and following a similar pattern. Those individuals who are 

able to generate revenue from external and internal constituents are looked at more 

favorably and given more attention from upper administration. There are competing 

criteria. For many, the criteria of merit, as measured by what the state of the program is 

or what contributes to student outcomes, is most important. This is what new 

professionals are learning about in their graduate programs, but the criteria of the market 

is being fore-grounded. Whether we like it or not, the ability to generate revenue situates 

student affairs as more of a core unit. This also has ties with what Hackman (1985) 

termed as core or periphery units in higher education. By core, she suggests that this unit 

is directly connected to the central mission of the institution. She elucidates, "Core units 

are those whose functions are essential to the central mission of the institution"(p. 62). 

While I believe that student affairs is central to the mission, I believe that it is still 

considered to be a peripheral unit. She also noted that the ability to generate revenue was 

a considerable factor in the consideration of whether units were core or peripheral. 

Stewardship and accountability 

Students also discussed their lack of budgeting skills and the poor financial 

management found to exist within their organizational contexts. They indicated that 

these messages were being transmitted to them by more senior student affairs 

professionals: 
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MM: I think that here we just spend it and we will worry about it later. Then all of a 
sudden, budget cuts came about and then it was like, 'well now think about what 
you are doing first and try to line it up'. All of the sudden the attitude changed 
and I think it was kind of difficult, because my thought was, and I don't think it is 
this simple, but my thought was and my strong belief is that we often look at 
things after the fact. We do them; we spend it on a certain thing; we spend it on a 
certain aspect of an office or a piece of a program and then we look at it 
afterwards and say, 'Well, that probably wasn't the most effective thing to do or 
the most efficient for our budget.' and then we get ourselves into trouble. I think 
that is kind of what happened to the student union. Overall, they didn't really get 
the correct people to assess how it was going to be or get that accurate outlook on 
what it was going to be like for this upcoming year. 

As with merit, the conflict for students was that decisions about programs and positions 

should be shaped by consideration of what is good for the students or for what is good 

for programming, as they learned in their graduate preparation, not by fiscal 

considerations and budgeting ineptness. Ironically, it is the institution attempting to 

generate revenue that is the most inept at budgeting. Another new professional talked 

about poor stewardship, being paid for work she didn't believe she was earning and 

how this caused a dilemma with regard to being student centered: 

AL: The person who is in charge of it doesn't have time to really look at it, so we 
haven't been fully trained in anything. I feel because the students are one of my 
top priorities and my salary is coming from their programming dollars. It is not 
coming from the union which is a very weird back and forth, but that is very 
fhistrating when I know that I am not doing anything and I am sitting around. 
Yes, I like the money, but my students could be using it to do some other 
program. That causes a lot of frustration, when not only am I not being heard in 
what I want to do in that area, but my students are being penalized for this. 

In contrast. Pacific State students spoke continuously about assessment and the need to 

justify program spending. There appeared to be a culture of accountability which 

stemmed from a very involved vice president for student affairs. One Pacific State 

student comments on what is expected from her vice president for student affairs: 
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HE: Well, we have to now figure a way to justify how we spend our money and how 
we spend our resources. Departments have to justify that they are serving 
students and that the student's needs are being met and that your program is 
something that cannot be easily replaced by another program. 

MH: Do you see a connection between the values of student affairs and the 
organization of the workplace? 

HE: As far as knowing how to prioritize? Yeah, definitely. Once you organize your 
focus on learning outcomes, for example, then you know where to put your 
energy especially with the budget and everything. You have to know when you 
establish those learning outcomes, what exactly you're going to do, and where 
you're going to spend your money and where you're going to spend your 
resources. 

Several of these students articulated a strong message of using assessment to guide 

programming efforts and the accountability measures that the institution was taking to 

ensure financial allocations were going to programs that are successful. This is consistent 

with several scholars who indicated that student affairs would have to demonstrate its 

effectiveness or would not be funded (Penn & Trow,1987; Rentz,1998; Woodard,1998; 

Shroeder & Pike,2001). This accountability has entered higher education from the 

business world. However, as Hirt (1992) found, it is power and privilege that dictate 

successful outcomes. These behaviors were found to be in contrast to what was 

happening at Southwest University. It appeared that financial support was being given to 

programs with no measurable outcomes. In fact, because certain programs were revenue 

generators, they received special attention and financial support. So, the different student 

experiences in the two places had more to do with the character of the workplace than 

with the character of the graduate program. 

Managed Student Services 

Not only are many student affairs units utilizing academic capitalistic strategies, 

they are also utilizing management fads passed down from business and government 
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(Birbaum, 2000). Many organizations have utilized the "team" approach to 

accomplishing organizational goals. This approach relies heavily on groups of 

individuals to accomplish organizational goals without one accountable person. 

Furthermore, some units have utilized this team concept as a downsizing strategy. As 

attrition or restructuring occurs, teams are employed to accomplish daily work. The 

"speed up" method (Slaughter, 1993) was employed, however, like within business and 

the government was found to be inefficient and more stressful to employees. This 

approach forces employees to work harder and faster to accomplish work because of the 

missing human resource. Rhoades and Slaughter (1997) noted that not only are 

institutions of higher education "becoming entrepreneurial in a pattern of increased 

academic capitalism, so they are becoming more managerial in their governance and in 

their workforce "(p. 9). 

Speed-Ups 

Within this research project there was evidence of what Slaughter (1993) termed 

"speed-ups". Slaughter (1993) in her examination of retrenchment in the 1980's found 

that the administration at certain institutions "tried to increase faculty productivity by 

'speed-ups'-eliminating faculty, increasing the teaching load of the remaining faculty, and 

increasing the number of part-time faculty"(p. 267). While this is an example of how 
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faculty were being restructured, a similar pattern is manifesting itself in student affairs 

organizations. 

GR: I think some of the constraint is not just talking about the structure or process, but 
with 90 athletes I don't have as much time and energy to be able just to focus on 
the application of student development. I do my best, but I think there are 
limitations with that big of load. 

Several participants spoke of similar workloads and the difficulty they felt with their 

ability to develop students from a more intentional approach. Others spoke of 

decreasing staff positions: 

BL: We're cutting some really important positions around here and whether we'll 
rehire graduate students is iffy. People are already stretched so thin around here. 
I think that's true in any student affairs office that I've ever been in. People are 
doing so many things. You're expected to fit so much into your 40-hour week 
that you're definitely working. You are there more than 40 hours or you're just 
not getting everything done. It can't be good for professionals to always feel 
behind in everything they're doing. It has to be discouraging, but there isn't a lot 
of support there. And everyone's just like, 'oh, get some students to do it.' I 
understand that, but these students are already full time students. The ones who 
are busy are the ones you're going to rope in. I feel like we're always maxing out 
everyone's energies. 

New student affairs professionals were consistently finding themselves trying to 

accomplish unrealistic job expectations and indicated that more staff would alleviate 

some of the pressure on them. Baring that, they were trying to alleviate the pressure 

through the creative use of graduate students and even undergraduate students. 

New Professional Entrepreneur 

Many new professionals discussed having to generate revenue as a regular part of 

their current positions. Some indicated that this responsibility was problematic for them. 

For the majority of others, the notion of generating revenue was foreign. Because eight 
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of the thirty discussed this as being a primary expectation within their current role, it is 

cause for concern in student affairs. 

MH: To what extent is generating revenue a part of your job? 
DT: Huge. Everyday, I deal with the idea that if I don't do something now or soon, 

our theater is going to go away. I have tried my damndest for the past year to 
make that place make money, even though I know I'm up against too many 
obstacles - not a residential campus, there's too many theatres around town, DVDs 
come out too quickly. Students have cars; they'll drive down the road to a real 
theater. They're building a theatre two blocks this way that's a real theater. Even 
at our smaller union it's a part, bringing the people. Dining services doesn't make 
money. It's probably my fault anyway and how am I going to fix that? 

For this new professional, her daily professional activity was primarily to generate 

revenue. For other new professionals in more traditional student affairs environments 

there was also pressure to commodify student development programs. The way this 

manifests itself is through copywriting leadership curriculum and packaging it for sale, 

having conferences, and corporate sponsorship. One new professional suggested that the 

pressure was so strong, her organization was willing to put something out there that 

wasn't even assessed as effective. 

BL: We've looked like we provided a product that wasn't 100% just because we 
needed that revenue, not because it was a product ready to be sold. I don't like 
that. I find that so frustrating. 'You know you need to have a conference. You 
need to tell everyone exactly how things work around here.' Well, I would be 
happy to have a conference if I was confident that everything I was doing was 
right, but until there's assessment or talking with students and having them really 
evaluate what's going on, I'm embarrassed to have a conference and pretend to be 
an expert when I know that I'm not yet. And I don't mean me personally, but I 
just mean the program in general. I just find that really fixistrating to be told that 
we need to have a conference or that we need to sell programs or publish things 
when we know they're not ready yet to go out and we know it's not a perfect 
product. Despite our worries, we're still being almost forced to do that kind of 
stuff 

Similarly, 
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LJ; Office wide, there's more pressure to find donors, to find people to give us money. 
There's this added component to our jobs that wasn't necessarily there: to be 
fiindraisers and to do outreach and to write up proposals and things like that. 

For others, they cannot even do student development programming without seeking 

outside revenue and they feel a sense of obligation to students to search for more 

programming dollars. 

MH: Why do you want to get grants? 
GR: To be able to service the student athletes for development. It would provide more 

than just food; it would be more for bringing the programming aspect to it. It is 
for the development. 

MH: Do you think that is your role? 
GR: I haven't even thought of it that way. I don't think I am sure what my role is, but I 

think as a coordinator of the program, it is to try to get money and to be able to do 
that as much as possible. Athletics only has a little bit. The issue really is that 
this should be covered by life skills under athletics. Because that money seems to 
be misdirected, not enough is being given to the student athletes that is suppose to 
be covered in my skills. 

MH: So you feel like that is your responsibility? 
GR: Yes. It has become mine. 
MH: Was it written into your job description? 
GR: No. 
MH: So, basically it is something that you are doing out of the goodness of your heart? 
GR: There are a lot of things like that within the job. 

One first-year new professional discussed the incongruence he was finding between what 

he was learning in the classroom and his professional work environment. 

MM: For me, it is very difficult to understand the congruency of student development 
and selling things for revenue generating organizations. I can only hope that in 
the future, I can be in another aspect of student affairs where that whole student 
development will come into play. 

Many students go into the profession of student affairs, because they do not want to work 

in business and wanted instead to work with students on a more personal level: 
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CA: I worked for 2 years, before I came to this program, in private industry. So, I 
went ahead and tried it, because I thought, 'Maybe I'm just full of myself and it's 
just because I love college.' I went ahead and did that; that pretty much sealed the 
deal that I really wanted to work with students. 

Others working in higher education learned that there is a "Dark Side" to business 

practices in higher education: 

OK: I worked as an academic counselor for the University of Phoenix which is a for 
profit, working for the Dark Side I guess of higher education, but it gave me some 
unique experiences. It really taught me what I wanted to do and where I wanted 
to work. 

MH: How so? 
OK: University of Phoenix is a business first, student second. So, it is about making 

money. Education comes second. It really irritated me and caused me anxiety 
being in that environment and being in this type of program. They clashed. 

Selling Our Soul to the Corporate Devil: The Movement Away from Student 

Development and Deprofessionalization 

BJ: I feel like we're selling our soul to the corporate devil. 

These words capture how new student affairs professionals felt about their role in 

the generation of departmental revenue. Three new professionals used the word "devil" 

to describe the market effect in student affairs. Not only are new student affairs 

professionals concerned about generating revenue and how this takes them away from 

student development, they are concerned about the unethical practices of the university as 

a whole and how this conflicts with the profession of student affairs. 

MH: When you think about student affairs and what you've learned along the way, 
does this behavior fit with what our profession is supposed to do? 

BL: No. I think this whole corporatizationism doesn't fit with what our profession, 
with what our standard is supposed to be. Just think about the bookstore 
outsourcing to Nike. We're teaching our students about service and honesty and 
integrity, and here we are making them all wear stupid University shoes that are 
made by people that are getting 3 cents an hour in some country. We get 
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corporations like Seattle's Best to sell our coffee in our union. It's not fair trade 
coffee. A lot of students are concerned about coffee not being fair trade, but we're 
more concerned about making the buck and we don't want to sell expensive 
coffee. I think, so often, we're eager to sell our souls to the corporate devil, 
because we really want to augment our programs and I don't think we're thinking 
of more creative ways to actually generate this revenue. I find it very 
discouraging and it's embarrassing. For me, it's embarrassing that we're going to 
do something that we would never allow our students to do. If my student group 
wanted to publish a book on how to run an Alternative Break, I think it might be a 
huge success. 

Another new professional echoes these sentiments and laments that while he may 

generate revenue for student programs, it takes away from active student development: 

MM: That's where the worst part of it came, because all of a sudden our focus of 
working with students changed to a focus of money and creating revenue and 
generating all this money and all this revenue for the student union, for our office. 
I've felt a lot of pressure from the higher ups of working in the student union and 
especially because of the budget crunches and budget constraints of this time that 
we need to make this money. All of a sudden we have to sell something else, ads 
in a guide that we publish. We have to sell other advertising just to make the 
money, because that's what we're focused on. And that's not something that I felt 
I signed up to do, but it was something that I'm doing, because it's helping the 
team and will essentially help our entire office and the student union. At the same 
time, I think I'm losing the idea of developing students and I don't really work 
with students in a way that I would really like to or that I hope to do in the future. 

Another new professional comments about the marketization of student affairs: 

MH: What do you think about that? How does it make you feel? 
LJ: Sometimes it makes me feel kind of dirty, because it feels like we're pimping out 

our students. We'll say things like, "Hey, as long as they are willing to pay for the 
program, we'll name it after them." It's just unfortunate that it's come down to 
that, that we're willing to say that we'll name Great Greek Weekend after 
someone. When my students were putting together Greek Week this year, they 
found corporate sponsors willing to pay for all of Greek Week. Is every banner 
up going to say, "Corporate sponsor presents Greek Week" or are we going to get 
to say Southwestern University Greek Week brought to you by corporate sponsor. 
Who gets to be first? What are they going expect us to do in turn? Are we going 
to have only the sponsor's water at Greek Week events? Is it going to be their 
logo instead of the Greek Week logo on t-shirts? So, you want the money to do 
what you want to do and what your students want to do, but then what message 
are you sending by getting that money. 
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These new professionals reveal compelling evidence that student affairs professionals 

may be moving towards market values and away from student affairs values. However, 

not all new professionals saw the generation of revenue as negative. For a few new 

professionals, the commodification of student development was a great place to launch 

entrepreneurial efforts and it was incumbent upon them to generate revenue and be 

skillfiil negotiators and politicians. 

MH: To what extent is generating revenue a part of your job? Do you believe it should 
be? 

AL: I think it should be. Maybe that's part of my entrepreneurial thoughts. Funders 
love to pay for programs. That's what they pay for, things that they believe will 
help the student, whether it's an art program or music program. There's so much 
more we could do that could offset the fact that we're stuck in this situation where 
we don't get any money. Long term though, I think that the office or the director 
needs to fight more with the union and the dean's office to get more money from 
the university for doing a very important thing, which is involving students and 
retention and tying themselves into that whole retention committee that just got 
started. 

Another professional addresses a similar issue: 

MH: Did you go into student affairs with this idea that you were going to have to 
generate your own revenue to run your own programs? 

DG.' No, but it appeals to a certain part of the entrepreneurial side of me. I don't eat, 
sleep and drink student affairs all the time. I have that little entrepreneur in me 
that thinks, 'Hey, I can go out there and achieve this and this is more of a tangible 
goal to actually raise that money.' So, maybe that fulfills something in me 
personally that I am not getting from everything else. Well, I guess it doesn't 
make the perfect connection. I sometimes feel jaded. 

A couple of new professionals believed that their colleagues were enthusiastic about 

raising money and enjoyed it. However, based on all of the interviews, what appeared to 
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be the reality for these people did not hold true for the majority. Very few enjoyed the 

fund-raising side of their work. 

Market Effect on Diversity 

The market effect's impact on diversity also emerged as a minor theme. Again 

these concerns came largely from new professionals at Southwestern University. It was 

noted that when budget cuts hit, programs that were not a priority were cut, and that such 

cuts disproportionately hit students from underrepresented populations. 

MH: So, with these constraints that are occurring with budget cuts. How are people in 
Greek life adapting? If there's still programming you want to do and you feel it's 
your obligation, how are people making sense of that or doing it? 

LJ: Well, fortunately for us, the students' own council revenue is high enough to 
where they can supplement that. Instead of Greek life having paid for certain 
things, the council in turn pays for it. It was just hard because there were things 
that we wanted to do to make the changes that we saw needed to be changed. For 
instance, we needed to build a relationship with our historically African American 
fraternities and sororities. The way we thought that could happen is we were 
going to bring in their regional director, but we can't anymore because our budget 
got cut. We couldn't do all the superfluous things that we wanted and 
unfortunately that was seen as superfluous. 

MH: What do you think about that? Is it superfluous or is it? 
LJ: It's one of those things that has to happen eventually. Whether we do it this fiscal 

year or next fiscal year, it is not a huge difference. It was one of those things that 
who knows if it would have worked. It would have been nice to see if it would 
have worked. For myself, it's hard to build that connection with African 
American Greek organizations, that we needed anything that could have built that 
connection. We needed to show them that we do care, that we were willing to 
make that extra step and to fly in their regional director and have her talk to them 
and make those connections. It was just hard to see that go, because we worked 
so hard this year at establishing that relationship. Because of budget cuts, we had 
to cut back on that. That doesn't mean that I can't still work hard myself at getting 
to know the students better and to understand them better, but it would have 
helped. 
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Leslie (1995) suggests that how an organization allocates funding is an indicator of the 

priorities and values it holds. If diversity was truly a value, this new professional's sense 

was that alternate measures would have been found. For example, another new 

professional discusses how he resolves tension associated with generating revenue and 

was able to align the values of student affairs and the generation of revenue with regard 

to diversity. 

HK: With the money I raised last year, I was able to waive the enrollment fee for every 
student who was Pell grant eligible. For the institutions neediest students, I was 
able to take money and put it towards them, so their enrollment fee was 0. Doing 
things like that is how I get through it, but I don't enjoy it. 

Being a student affairs unit within the union setting is even more complicated. 

For example, Greek Life is housed within the student union, however still charges a fee 

for all Greek members. This fee covers professional staff and student development 

programming. Yet, during budget cuts this fee is taken from student programs and 

absorbed by the student union. 

MH: So, Greek Life generates it's own revenue? It's an auxiliary unit. The students 
pay them money and the union still takes money away from Greek life? 

LJ: Well, we've been asked to cut back our budget. My salary, which part of it was 
supposed to come from the union for doing union work, is now coming out of 
Greek Life, so my students are paying me to work in the union. 

MH: What do you think about that? 
LJ: I don't think it's fair. I can understand it from the standpoint of the units that are 

funded by the union. Yes, it's the union's money, so it should stay. That's fine, 
but it's really difficult to justify. 

Graduate Preparation and the Market Effect 

Overall, the majority of new professionals indicated that their professional 

preparation programs did very little to develop their skills in relation to academic 
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capitalism and the marketization of student affairs. Some indicated that they did receive 

some knowledge with regard to this issue, however this knowledge was limited to one or 

two class periods within a semester. For three out of the four programs under study, the 

generation of revenue was virtually absent from their experience. Southwestern 

University was learning considerably more about academic capitalism than any other 

institution. However, many new professionals were dealing with issues of budget 

constraint and accountability. One student talked about how his work environment and 

his graduate preparation program were sheltering him from having the experience of 

working with budgets: 

MH: How has your program prepared you to deal with financial or budgetary issues in 
the workplace? 

RJ: Budget is one of the few curricular deficiencies in this program. There is some 
different talk of the different types of budgets in the management courses, but in 
terms of actually gaining any kind of hands on experience, we don't really do that 
at all in this program. I found that when I have tried to bring that up to the 
directors at work. To compensate for that aspect, no one is really willing to share 
information. Everybody plays it really close, when it comes to how much their 
department has, how much money their department spends on certain things and 
how much information they are willing to give you. That's been somewhat of a 
challenge in order to get any kind of hands on experience. The program faculty 
pretty much down play it. They're like 'Oh, budget is just one of those things that 
is just kind of there.' You don't really ever need to have that much when you have 
the situation to do it. You just figure it out and you ask people about it and that's 
that, so don't really worry about it. When it comes to something as cut and dry as 
the budget, they don't really talk about it. 

This student's comments are in line with what Upcraft (1998) discussed. He suggested 

that graduate preparation program faculty may not be preparing new professionals for the 

reality of the professional work environment and that many times these new professionals 

need to be "resocialized" to the reality of our professional work enviroimients. However, 
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this is somewhat of a simplistic view or structural functional perspective. New 

professionals are in both environments simultaneously with workplace socialization 

being more acculturating. It appears that in three of the four programs the knowledge 

acquisition component of graduate study suffered in relation to understanding the 

marketization of student affairs and larger issues related to access, inequality, and 

stratification. In order to improve this behavior, graduate education faculty must be 

plugged into the reality of the workplace. Many times this problem occurs because of a 

lack of relationship between the graduate preparation program and student affairs. 

For some new professionals, the marketization of student affairs was very real and 

a part of their everyday work lives. For others, this was rarely discussed and could be a 

problem for new professionals coming out of such programs or positions. 

MH: To what extent is generating revenue a part of your job? 
FJ: We're taking a budget class this semester and I don't know that that will apply to 

my position right now at all. That's partially not my interest and partially that's 
not where we're at right now in our profession. 

MH: In terms of budget, what happens as you move into the profession and becomes a 
larger part or considerably larger than student development? 

FJ: I bring my book out again. I think the reality is I'm not using it right now, so I'm 
going to put it aside. That doesn't mean I'm not going to get something out of the 
class and store it, but it's not going to be my entry-level skills, I doubt, at least. 

This new professionals words and assumptions are particularly illuminating, because the 

person says "its not going to be my entry levels skills". The findings from this 

dissertation suggest that there is a distinct possibility that the market effect will interact 

with her entry level position, if not be a significant component of the position. To make 

matters worse, this expectation is usually not included in job expectations. 

Student Exploitation 
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I believe there is a problem interacting with the market effect that allows new 

professionals to be exploited and sometimes not be aware of this. The caring nature of 

the profession creates environmental conditions or activity systems in which there is great 

pressure to give and give without compensation. 

LJ: But looking at the students. And this might just be my personal experience. I did 
so much as an undergraduate and I think we in student affairs are a different breed 
in the fact that we were willing to give so much. I did some of the stuff that they 
do for compensation for free. 

MH: Do you ever think it's a creative way of using free resources? 
LJ: I never really thought about it that way actually. Like I think that they are getting 

the experience that they need and I think that because we can't pay them, doesn't 
necessarily mean that they're not going to be rewarded in other senses I guess. 

This new professional's words address two problems. The first is the belief that students 

will need these leadership experiences for the future. Many of these students are 

socialized early on in life that involvement and leadership skills are essential and 

separate them out when it comes to admission to universities. This behavior is continued 

within the college environment and has been utilized consciously and unconsciously by 

student affairs professionals to fulfill programmatic expectations. One student describes 

the work students do in her office. 

CA: We have 2 student coordinators and one is in charge of the university leadership 
conference and of the peak leadership adventure. The other one is in charge of 
CSU leadership institute. We also have a leadership take out program, where the 
students aren't paid who participate in it, but they get a lot of leadership 
experience, like facilitating workshops on team building, diversity, stress 
management. I think our office is unique in that sense that we give the students a 
lot of autonomy and a lot of room to grow and give ideas about how they see 
these programs being more successful as the years progress. 

In contrast, one student articulated a sense of being exploited: 

BL: I think that students are obviously really capable, but I think we're sometimes 
using them because they're cheap labor. Maybe we value this program, but we 
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just don't want to pay a staff member to really oversee it, because no one has 
anymore time on their plate. We'll pay someone to advise them, where they can 
check in with them occasionally. We're giving them so much responsibility, not 
that they can't handle it, but it's not the only thing they're doing. They're supposed 
to do so many other things. We also are outsourcing our work to our students and 
paying them the least amount possible. 

Echoing similar sentiments: 

HM I'm mixed I guess. Sometimes I think students are deluded that it does more for 
them than it really does, when they could be getting compensated. I gave 
ambassador tours as an undergraduate. We didn't get paid. It saved the 
university a heck of a lot of money that all their recruiters weren't having to give 
tours 2 times a day, 5 days a week. 

And another student discussing the pressure graduate students face and deals with: 

MH: Based on those number of hours if you are working almost full-time, why is that? 
How have you been able to make sense of that? I was hired to come in and do 20 
hours and I am really doing 25-30 already on top of the 10.. .what is happening? 

AL: It is an expectation that we as graduate assistants make the most of our 
opportunity. I asked that point blank, because we have talked about how balance 
should be our priority. We are grad students and should have that balance of 
school and work. Everyone understands that as a grad assistant, you should be 
doing everything you can to suck the marrow out of your experience. Because 
grad assistants tend to be younger or right out of school, they don't have the 
knowledge yet to know that they are being semi-exploited, that it is an 
exploitation and you have to figure out. It is hard to reconcile it, because I also 
know that things need to get done in order to meet that top priority of making sure 
my students have what they need. So, I find if I work those extra hours then I am 
lucky enough to have a supervisor who is very good about saying flex hours are 
fine. Do what you need to get what you need to done. And if you work all 
weekend then don't come in during the week and don't feel like you need to 
explain that to anybody. 

The profession of student affairs is also showing signs of being a managed profession. 

Student affairs, in addition to being held accountable for achieving pre-established 

Outcomes, is also restructuring its organizations to achieve outcomes and to become 

more efficient. This seems to parallel changes happening at the faculty level 
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(Brenneman, 2001; Rhoades & Slaughter, 1997). 

In student affairs, this equates to the use of graduate assistants and the 

undergraduate students themselves to complete their work. Today, more than ever, 

graduate students are given the responsibility of full-time employees and being paid at 

about 1/4 the amount of full-time professionals. Not only are graduate students being 

utilized more than in the past, students are working many hours under the guise of 

education. While I would agree that the intent of professionals is to offer student learning 

and leadership opportunities for students to grow and learn, I would be remiss if I did not 

acknowledge (whether we want to admit it or not) that more and more non-paid 

leadership positions are offered to students in order to help manage the day-to-day 

operations of student affairs. Virtually every department, academic and non-academic, is 

engaging in this activity in one-way or another. The only way for many units within 

student affairs to survive is to utilize these valuable resources. Rhoades and Rhoads 

(2002) indicated that when faculty engage in entrepreneurial activities, graduate students 

become the front-line employees in higher education. In the context of the teaching 

assistants they studied, I found no evidence of students ever thinking about collectively 

organizing to challenge this situation. 

Conclusion: The Market Effect 

New student affairs professionals are impacted by the market effect in a variety of 

ways with each having different experiences depending on where they begin their work. 

New professionals beginning in residence life may not recognize contact with market 
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influences quite as much. However, hall directors did experience the market effect by 

way of speed-ups, restructuring and outcomes accountability. In most instances, hall 

directors talked about having to engage in more work than was humanly possible. In 

addition to this, most graduate hall directors performed the exact role of full-time masters 

level professionals at the cost of 1/4 of a salary. Similarly, graduate students in other 

units discussed this as being part of their reality as well. Those working in student union 

and admissions settings experience more of the pressure to generate revenue and are 

more bottom-line oriented. Revenue generation was particularly prevalent at Southwest 

University, however, the market effect was found to be relevant in the organizational life 

of all new professionals in student affairs. Not all new professionals had conceptual 

lenses to make sense of what was happening. As we move away from Brint's concept of 

social trustee professionalism, we may find that as Woodard and DeArmond (1998) 

assert, "our clients no longer become our first concern but rather protecting our corporate 

interests as a profession becomes our first concern! And this is what is so important for 

us to address in student affairs—not so much whether or not we are a profession, but 

whether we are becoming deprofessionalized" (p. 17). 
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DISCUSSION 
Chapter Six 

In this research study, I sought to advance knowledge about the socialization of 

new student affairs professionals. Overall, my intent in this project has been to interpret 

the nature and context of professional socialization as seen through the eyes of new 

professionals and to contribute to the knowledge base of the student affairs profession. I 

examined the early professional socialization experiences of thirty new professionals in 

four different student affairs programs. This study was conceptually framed utilizing the 

work of Berger and Luckmann (1966) and their examination of the social construction of 

reality and was complimented by the work of Lukes (1978) and Foucault (1977). 

Symbolic interactionist, environmental, and neo-Marxist theories were utilized in 

juxtaposition to these frameworks. Through this eclectic combination of frameworks I 

sought to answer the following research questions: 

• What are the general socialization tensions experienced by new professionals in 

student affairs? 

• How do new professionals make sense of and resolve tension in the workplace? 

• How do new student affairs professionals detect, diagnose, and select responses 

to features of their organizations, including differences between their 

professional socialization, organizational socialization and the rise of academic 

capitalism? 

• To what extent and how are the socialization tensions surrounding new 

professionals in student affairs influenced by universities and support units' move 
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towards more academic capitalism, which may take the workplace away from the 

traditional defining values of the profession? 

• To what extent do student affairs Master's programs (formal curriculum, 

informal curriculum, practicum/ internships, cocurricular) prepare students to 

effectively address issues related to academic capitalism in the higher education 

workplace? 

• To what extent does engaging in academic capitalism impact the student affairs 

professional's commitment to student development? 

• To what extent do students feel a sense of agency related to dealing with issues 

of academic capitalism? In other words, do they feel comfortable bringing these 

issues up in class or do students discuss these issues with peers, supervisors, and 

advisors? 

The previous two chapters gave a comprehensive overview of research findings 

related to this study by first examining professional socialization in general and then 

within the framework of academic capitalism and the marketization of student affairs. 

This chapter summarizes important findings within the framework of the research 

questions, summarizes implications for practice making recommendations for the student 

affairs profession in general and graduate preparation and continuing education in 

particular, and identify directions for future research. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The following section summarizes research findings within the fi"amework of my 

research questions. Because study findings have been described in the previous two 
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chapters and to avoid redundancy, references will be made to the data chapters when 

deemed necessary. 

What are the general socialization tensions experienced by new professionals in 

student affairs? 

Several insights were gleaned from this research question and varied by student 

affairs program, gender, race/ethnicity, class, age, and department. Broadly speaking, the 

most significant socialization tensions were associated with the tri-socializational (as a 

graduate student, as a future professional, and as a worker) experiences new professionals 

were undergoing. The most prevalent of these tensions was related to conflicting value 

structures of the graduate preparation program and the norms of the professional work 

environment. Many new professionals spoke about their acculturation process to 

organizational norms and behaviors. More specifically, the knowledge acquisition stage 

of professional socialization did not necessarily mirror the community of practice or 

organizational culture. This was due in part to the normative dimension of graduate 

socialization. Many times students experienced tension due to dualistic interpretive 

schemas developed in graduate preparation. Students internalize the knowledge base of 

the profession which then becomes the frameworks for how they make sense of 

organizational phenomena. Because reality is socially constructed, technical rationality 

(Schon, 1983) proves ineffective and inefficient within the work setting. However, this 

dualism was not limited to the work environment. It was also found in the classroom. 

Some students discussed the pressure to conform to classroom realities which only 
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promoted one way of seeing the world. Symbolically, the expectations of others were 

powerful enough to stifle dialogue in classrooms and the work environment. Student and 

faculty's prior notions of teaching and learning are likely to contribute to this. Freire 

(1970) delineates the process by which education prescribes an intentional reality and 

serves to foster subservience to authority. These roles are deeply internalized throughout 

K-12 education (secondary socialization—reinforces primary socialization). Freire terms 

this process the banking method of education. It follows: 

(a) the teacher teaches and the students are taught 
(b) the teacher knows everything and the students know nothing 
(c) the teacher thinks and the students are thought about; 
(d) the teacher talks and the students listen—meekly; 
(e) the teacher disciplines and the students are disciplined; 
(f) the teacher chooses and enforces his choice, and the students 

comply; 
(g) the teacher acts and the students have the illusion of acting 

through the action of the teacher; 
(h) the teacher chooses the program content, and the students who 

are not consulted adapt to it; 
(i) the teacher confuses authority, which she and he sets in 

opposition to the freedom of the students; 
(j) the teacher is the subject of the learning process, while the 

pupils are mere objects. 

In terms of the social construction of reality, interactions between students and 

teachers elicit institutionalized and habitualized responses. The concept of habituation 

reveals that students and faculty may not know they are engaging in such behaviors. As 

stated in chapter two, "Habitualized actions, of course, retain their meaningful character 

for the individual although the meanings involved become embedded as routines in his 

general stock of knowledge, taken for granted by him and at hand for his projects into the 

fiiture"(Berger and Luckmann, 1966, p. 53). The concept of "sedimentation" is also 
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important in this example. During primary socialization certain behaviors are sedimented 

and then reinforced with secondary socialization mechanisms. Lukes' (1978) third-

dimension of power is at work here as well. In his third dimension, power is enacted and 

conformed to without the individual knowing this. In terms of student affairs and 

environmental theory, the dominant characteristics of group members will dictate the 

tone of the space. Because student affairs is a feminized profession (McEwen, 1991), 

gender is likely to impact interaction between faculty and students. However, students 

were not just engaging in habituated behavior patterns. Some were aware of the 

dynamics of the classroom and "chose" to engage in behavior that went against such 

norms. New professionals also received conflicting messages about what was important 

from supervisors and colleagues which transmitted a devaluing of the professional 

knowledge base. This was due in part because of the varying professional backgrounds 

found within each work environment, having a local or cosmopolitan latent identity 

(Gouldner, 1957) and the dictates of doing more with less. New professionals learn early 

on about the disconnect between professional values and institutional values. New 

professionals also struggled with managing crisis and chaos despite graduate socialization 

to be intentional in their professional roles. 

How do new professionals make sense of and resolve tension in the workplace? 

New professionals made sense of their socialization tensions for the most part by 

utilizing prior socialization, knowledge acquired through graduate preparation, working 

with supervisors who were committed to the student affairs profession, and in their 
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graduate cohort. Tension was resolved by having their experience validated by a peer, 

colleague, or supervisor. One way new professionals resolve tension is found in the 

graduate cohort and behind closed doors with trusted colleagues. There was found to be 

a hidden culture within the graduate preparation program and within organizations. This 

is consistent with what Trowler & Knight (2000) found. They state "there are 

considerable differences between the front of the stage aspects of culture, the public 

arena, back-stage, where the deals are done, and under-the-stage, where gossip is shared 

and opinions formed (Goffman, 1959)"(p. 29). Despite formal socialization procedures, 

cultures developed on their own. Thus, structural functional approaches to socialization 

in graduate preparation programs as well as within organizations were found to deficient 

in explaining behavior in these two environments. Several other studies of professions 

found that similar cultures developed both covertly and overtly based on the contextual 

situation (Becker et. al, 1961; Hafferty and Franks, 1994; Olmstead and Paget, 1969; 

Thielens, 1980). Some were able to make sense of their tension with regard to race and 

gender due to a heightened sense of institutionalized oppression. For example, one 

outspoken Hispanic women found that she wasn't taken seriously or listened to. One of 

the student affairs programs in this study developed a students of color network which 

proved to be highly supportive in the predominately white. Christian, and middle class 

institution. For some, the only way to resolve conflict was to leave the environment 

entirely. It was found that many avoid conflict all together choosing instead to remain 

silent. Overall, for the majority of new professionals making sense was difficult. They 
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were able to put their finger on problems related to their socialization experiences 

however, had few explanations for how or why the problem existed for them. 

Because reality is so powerfully inculcated into the individual psyche, many 

could not make sense of their tension because of sedimented reality structures. Some 

were able to partially make sense. One new professional was able to observe that having 

older or more seasoned professionals within the office created dynamics in his 

organizational workplace and termed this the "dinosaur effect". His fhistration and his 

attempt to make sense of this issue pointed to the notion of cosmopolitan and local. He 

was sympathetic to these professionals, however, was frustrated by their resistance and 

outright fear of change. This example also demonstrates the interpretive schema this 

person was using to make sense of this phenomenon. He was utilizing the knowledge he 

was acquiring (normative dimension) in his professional program to make sense of his 

frustration, however, this knowledge in addition to his attitudes and beliefs (prior 

socialization) framed in only a partial explanation of the phenomenon. As I interpret this 

issue, I detect the notion of cosmopolitan, the market effect, and the crisis of ideology 

that Schon (1983) addressed. Schon indicated that professional knowledge was quickly 

outdated and thus the need for a more reflective practitioner. 

For the majority, cognitive dissonance was the case. In addition to anticipatory 

socialization and the use of prior habitualized patterns of thought, some attempted to 

make sense of and interpret issues by utilizing newly acquired knowledge. Others 

observed what was important to the organization and acted accordingly, while others 

defied incongruent value structures choosing instead to remain steadfast to what they 
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believed was important. For example, one women working in admissions went against a 

time limit posed on her to be more developmentally focused with the students she was 

working with. She indicated that if her supervisor were to find out about this she would 

be reprimanded. 

Most new professionals articulated a myopic view of why they were experiencing 

certain graduate and organizational tensions and failed to see the bigger picture. Some 

who were able to diagnose work tensions from a more macro perspective found creative 

ways to align personal and professional values with their position. For example, one new 

professional was able to wave a fee for all students receiving Pell grants. This aligned 

with his value for diversity and equality. Very few professionals understood their 

tension in terms of the complexity described by Hirt (1992) with regard to power, 

privilege, and the dominant ideology imposed on students as a profession. The few who 

did understand this issue came from Southwestern University, the program with a strong 

emphasis on multidisciplinary approaches to higher education. 

How do new student affairs professionals detect, diagnose, and select responses to 

features of their organizations, including differences between their professional 

socialization, organizational socialization and the rise of academic capitalism? 

Because most new professionals are in two socializing environments at the same 

time diagnosing problems was difficult. However, in both environments there was one 

overarching theme. People detect issues within environments more by observing others 

for cues to the appropriate behavior than with professional knowledge or action. These 
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detection mechanisms are socially constructed as part of their primary socialization and 

secondary socialization training. One woman said, "I observed how to be". This, in 

Berger and Luckmann's (1966) words is an institutionalized response. As human beings 

learn rules for living they become habituated. Habituated responses occur as a result of 

prior socialization. Lortie (1975) found recently trained teachers mimicked their 

mentors in practice as opposed to their professional preparation. New student affairs 

professionals engaged in similar behaviors. They observed those in power for how to 

behave, mimicking what they saw being rewarded and reinforced. Through 

obserservation, surveillance, and "examination" (Foucault, 1977), students formed the 

appropriate response or non-response, consciously and unconsciously (Lukes, 1978). 

They select responses that they see being rewarded or justified in the public arena. 

Furthermore, Lukes' third-dimension of power is also at work here. It became clear to me 

that some of how new professional's chose responses to features of their organizations 

was through responses they saw being legitimated (Berger and Luckmann, 1966; 

Lyotard, 1984). Legitmation not only dictates to the individual how to be and not 

another, it also dictates why things are as they are. Berger and Luckmann (19660 assert, 

"in other words, knowledge precedes values in the legitimation of institutions" (p. 130). 

This also connects to Foucault's (1977) concept of disciplinary power. As noted earlier, 

the success of disciplinary power was derived from instruments like hierarchical 

observation, normalizing judgment and a combination of the two "in a procedure that is 

specific to it, the examination" (p. 170). 
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Through observation and interactionism we are constantly negotiating how to 

"be" in organizations. Student affairs professionals select responses and diagnose issues 

with institutionalized notions of how to be. Normalizing principles dictate action and 

inaction. These actions and decisions may be unconscious and related to the social 

construction of the self Because scholars have indicated that student affairs is a 

feminized profession (McEwen, 1991; Steffes, 2001), any examination of the diagnostic 

process would be incomplete without taking this into consideration. In addition to this, 

because professionals come largely from the middle-class, any examination of responses 

to organizational activity without taking this into consideration would be incomplete. As 

Lukes (1978) noted in his third dimension of power, the strongest power is that which the 

individual is unconscious. People may actually be unaware of choice due to prior 

socialization. As Hirt (1992) noted, we impose the dominant ideology upon those in our 

care. The work of Gilligan (in terms of feminization) also sheds light on conflict 

avoidance and the way in which women process reality. The avoidance of conflict and 

the preservation of relationships is a relevant framework to understand in terms of student 

affairs environments. The work of Strange and Banning (2001), Hamerick, Evans, and 

Schuh (2002) , and Holland(1992) indicated that the dominant characteristics of the 

individuals in an organizational environment exert strong influence on individuals to 

behave similarly to the dominant group. The work of Witz (1992) sheds light on the 

issue of why women choose (consciously and unconsciously) student affairs as a 

profession. In addition to prior gender socialization, occupational closure strategies 

stratify women to the periphery in professions. 
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For some new professionals the acquisition of knowledge in their graduate 

program allowed them to detect issues previously not seen. For example, one women 

studying feminism began to detect issues in her organization not previously observed and 

selected different responses to her organization utilizing this new interpretive schema. 

She realized that her organization was organized around a masculine norm and spoke 

continuously about the pressure to conform to traditional notions of femininity while at 

the same time being coached to be more masculine. She spoke of how she was looked at 

and how other women saw her. The thought of being perceived as butchy or lesbian is 

powerfiil in terms of being "examined" (Foucault, 1977). Despite graduate preparation 

and socialization, it was this training that was most significant. Power in society includes 

"the power to determine decisive socialization processes and, therefore, the power to 

produce reality" (Foucault, 1977 p. 119). 

The rise of academic capitalism in student affairs was confusing to the majority of 

student affairs professionals. Most experienced a sense of dissonance in terms of having 

to generate revenue, however assimilated to the requirements imposed by the 

organization. However, not all acquiesced to this pressure. Some resisted and were 

outspoken in terms of the core values of student affairs and in the name of 

professionalism. Several new professionals had a strong "social trustee"(Brint, 1994) 

professional sense and were committed to maintaining this. 

Several new professionals were able to detect the dynamics created by having 

differing professional backgrounds (counseling, administration, student development), 

albeit a basic understanding of each and the dynamic created by having those without the 
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student affairs professional background in their work environment. Found within the 

negotiation process of new professionals was a constant voice of relationship and care. 

In the highly political environments found in higher education, new professionals were 

found to have minimal understanding of institutional and organizational politics. The 

avoidance of conflict may be an intrinsic component found within women's identity, 

however in these political environments student affairs professionals will need to develop 

these skills while maintaining what is inherent. 

The majority of new professionals indicated that they learned the rules of their 

organizations by "observation" and then acted accordingly. This informal socialization 

creates ambiguity and leads to tension. This trial and error approach was found to be the 

dominant way new professionals learned the norms, values, and acceptable behaviors in 

organizations. Van Maanen and Schein ( 1979) elucidate, "learning through experience 

in the informal socialization mode.. .places recruits in the position where they must select 

their own socialization agents. The value of this mode to the newcomer is then 

determined largely by the relevant knowledge possessed by an agent and, of course, the 

agent's ability to transfer such knowledge"(p. 238). This type of socialization was not 

found within the graduate preparation program. Work environments become who the 

inhabitants " are". If there are multiple professional backgrounds and identities, pressures 

from the market, poor leadership, etc, the socialization of the new person is likely to be 

confusing especially in light of the technical rational nature of graduate preparation 

verses the ambiguity of the work environment. Perhaps more than any other profession. 
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new student affairs professionals have the unique opportunity to learn the knowledge 

base of the profession while simultaneously practicing in the field. 

To what extent and how are the socialization tensions surrounding new professionals 
in Student Affairs influenced by universities and support units' move towards more 
academic capitalism, which may take the workplace away from the traditional defining 
values of the profession? 

Academic capitalism and the market model of higher education have clearly had 

an impact on the socialization of new professionals in student affairs. New professionals 

from every program in this study articulated pressures associated with the Market Effect, 

however Pacific State, Mountain View State, and Sunnyside State did not have 

conceptual frameworks for understanding the Market Effect. As a result of the 

knowledge acquired in their graduate program, new professionals at Southwestern 

University had a conceptual base for understanding market pressures. The extent to 

which socialization tensions were related to the market effect varied by institution and 

department location. 

In particular, the new professionals at Southwestern University experienced the 

highest levels of tension related to having to generate revenue for programming. 

Virtually every new professional working in the student union setting or in admissions at 

Southwestern University had to engage in the generation of revenue in one way or 

another. For some, engaging in this behavior provoked anger, frustration, guilt, 

powerlessness, and cognitive dissonance. This was also the graduate program in which 

all students took classes alongside doctoral students and were required to take a courses 

examining access, inequality, meritocracy, and academic capitalism through critical 
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frameworks. Thus, having to generate revenue in juxtaposition to the acquisition of 

knowledge about why they were having to engage in entrepreneurial activities serves to 

exacerbate socialization tensions. With this knowledge and expanded sense of 

consciousness, students had more of a choice in their resistance to such pressures. 

Furthermore, this knowledge base allowed at least one new professional to observe 

rewards being given to those able to generate revenue. 

At other institutions socialization tensions were similar to those found at 

Southwestern University, however, students did not have a conceptual base for 

understanding the Market Effect. While they were able to talk about fiscal pressures 

generally, their graduate programs were not providing them with a conceptual or 

theoretical base for how to frame such issues. Several new professionals addressed the 

market effect inadvertently by discussing the pressures associated with assessment, 

restructuring, speed-ups, and doing more with less. This particular socialization tension 

was found to be most prevalent at Pacific State and Sunnyside State University. Despite 

interviewing seven new professionals working in the student union setting at Mountain 

View State, there was little to no evidence that these individuals were having to generate 

revenue or were experiencing tension related to this issue. This was also the case with 

Sunnyside State and Pacific State. Southwestern University was the only university 

engaging in such activities. Southwestern University is a research university and these 

findings are indicative of a pattern of academic capitalism (Slaughter and Leslie, 1997, 

Rhoades & Slaughter, 2004) and mirror those of the entrepreneurial efforts of faculty, 
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albeit in a different guise. Mountain View was also a research I, however students did 

not talk about the revenue generational aspect of the market effect. 

Socialization tensions also varied by type of student affairs unit. For example, 

auxiliary units such as student unions, admissions, and residence life were numbers-

oriented and bottom-line focused. For both of the individuals working in the admissions 

area the market effect served as the most prevalent socialization tension. This 

environment virtually ignores the student development component of their professional 

training. New hall directors were exposed to the market effect in terms of revenue 

generation the least. Market effect tensions for hall directors related more to time, speed-

ups, and exploitation. Most new hall directors were doing the jobs of full-time 

employees but were only being paid at about one fourth the salary. Their work was 

crisis driven and somewhat unpredictable. Attending constantly to resident issues and 

living where they worked was a constant struggle. This relates to the use of part-time 

faculty and graduate teaching assistants. Non-revenue generating units are impacted by 

the market effect by way of speed-ups associated with downsizing and restructuring for 

efficiency. Many of the professionals in these units were working in environments that 

were drastically understaffed and not able to serve students effectively. 

To what extent do student affairs Master's programs (formal curriculum, informal 
curriculum, practicum/ internships, cocurricular) prepare students to effectively 
address issues related to academic capitalism in the higher education workplace? 

For the most part, none of the masters programs in this study were significantly 

preparing new professionals in this area. One program had classes that addressed issues 
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related to the market effect and thus prepared new professionals by giving them a 

conceptual base. These courses gave students knowledge related to the market effect and 

academic capitalism, however did not prepare them for how to utilize such information. 

One student indicated that she did not want to know about stratification and academic 

capitalism. Others became somewhat angry about the acquisition of this knowledge and 

entered into new phases of their identity as professionals (immersion stage). It was found 

that the tension created by the knowledge gleaned in this program gave new professionals 

choices not found in other programs. These new professionals began to see how the 

programs they were putting on supported and benefited those who were already 

privileged. 

At the other schools, tension related to the market effect was experienced; 

however, new professionals at these schools were not given the conceptual tools to be 

able to frame issues related to the market effect. All other schools in this study had 

courses that addressed diversity and multiculturalism, however did so from a more 

mainstream or structural-functional multicultural perspective. There was nothing 

transformational about what they were learning. One school had a budgeting class as part 

of the formal curriculum however because of the sequencing of courses this class was 

taken in their last semester. Several of the students in this program suggested that having 

the course earlier in their preparation programs would have helped them to understand 

financial issues better and how they interacted within organizational dynamics. The 

majority of students believed that a course in finance and budgeting was important to 

their professional development. In one program, students mentioned that they had 
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workshops and roundtable discussions that covered these issues. One student indicated 

that the vice president for student affairs was teaching her about budgeting and 

assessment in her assistantship. All of the new professionals at Southwestern University 

were learning about the market effect because it was a part of their everyday realities by 

way of revenue generation. For most, this experience went against their anticipatory 

socialization. Most new professionals expected to be strictly educators, teachers, student 

developers, and programmers, not revenue generators, assessors, and budgeters. 

Furthermore, in terms of anticipatory socialization, this responsibility was not found in 

job descriptions nor was it part of staff orientation programs. 

To what extent do students feel a sense of agency related to dealing with issues of 
academic capitalism and the market effect? In other words, do they feel comfortable 
bringing these issues up in class or do students discuss these issues with peers, 
supervisors, and advisors? 

Insights into this question varied by how the market effect manifested itself. 

Overall, new professionals did not feel a sense of agency when addressing issues related 

to the marketization of student affairs. This ability or lack there of was addressed in 

terms of both theory and practice. Some new professionals felt as if they possessed 

theoretical understanding of the market effect while others were without such 

understanding. Others felt they possessed the practical skills related to the market effect 

such as of assessment and budgeting. Tension arose and confidence dropped in terms of 

dealing with speed-ups, time management, and revenue generation. Overall, new 

professionals were able to discuss issues related to the market effect with other new 

professionals and members of their cohorts, however were intimidated by the notion of 
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addressing the issue with supervisors. Those who had more "cosmopolitan" supervisors 

were able to discuss the issue somewhat more than those who had more of a" local" 

supervisor or were working in a localized environment. One new professional suggested 

that he sought to develop skills related to academic capitalism and the marketization of 

student affairs but was deterred by his academic faculty because it was not thought to be 

important to his career in student affairs. Others indicated that the lack of attention to 

this issue was a weakness in their graduate preparation programs. 

To what extent does engaging in academic capitalism or the market effect impact the 
student affairs professional's commitment to student development? 

The work of new professionals is substantially impacted by the marketization of 

student affairs, however their conceptual base for understanding such issues was 

minimal. The pressure to generate revenue, do more with less, speed-up, be political, and 

exploit students (consciously and unconsciously) is mild to severe depending upon which 

department or institution the new professional works. Some new professional found that 

they had relinquished their commitment to student development and to the core values of 

the profession. This was due to the pressure to engage in such activities (overtly and 

covertly) related to the market effect. 

In terms of symbolic interactionism, new professionals found that they were 

rewarded for behaviors other than those associated with student development. Some 

indicated that student development was not even addressed in their particular offices. For 

the majority of new professionals, their commitment to student development remained 

intact. Maintaining this commitment in a professional environment which was not 
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conducive to such behavior exerted a tremendous amount of tension. New professionals 

continuously spoke about how generating revenue and adhering to their administrative 

responsibilities (paperwork, email, phone calls, meetings, crises, etc) as being a constant 

deterrent to the intentional development of students. 

For the majority of new professionals, the tension experienced as a result of these 

responsibilities was not significant enough for them to resist or take a political stand. For 

still others, there was no perception of tension. Because each of these new professionals 

had been in the profession five years or less, just making sense of what was happening 

was difficult. A good example of how one new professional at Southwestern University 

made sense of fiscal constraint: 

DT; I think that anytime an institution that does not have a student activity fee, it 
becomes important for student affairs, such as the student union, to generate their 
own funds. Since the union is an auxiliary unit it has to be self-supporting which 
requires myself among others to 'sacrifice' personal values and ethics. For 
example, I try not to purchase food or other items from a corporation but rather I 
go out of my way to find a local vendor or family business, yet here I have to seek 
out funding from Pepsi and others to pay for programs and advertising with the 
catch that I will put their logo on my information" 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

The profession of student affairs faces some paradoxical challenges. There are 

calls to be more student-centered while at the same time resources are being cut. 

However, as I found in this study, the issues are much more complex. On the surface, 

from a structural functional perspective, professional socialization in student affairs is 

riddled with issues related to the variety of curriculums offered, diversity of faculty 

backgrounds, not being a total institution (Gofftnan, 1959), and the market effect. In this 
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study it became evident to me that these issues in their entirety created communities of 

practice that were institutionally, departmentally, and regionally contextual. Moreover, 

when examining these same issues from social constructivist, symbolic interactionist, and 

neo-Marxist frameworks, I believe more of the phenomenological "essence" emerged. 

Expectations governing social interaction were full of a multiplicity of socially 

constructed realities. 

While I believe that it important to have a common understanding of our 

profession and thus a common knowledge base, it is also important to address the issues 

created by such an approach. Schon (1983) and Freidson (1970) both addressed this 

issue in terms of the "concept" of profession not working. Within student affairs 

environments, individuals can still work professionally without the prescribed education 

and training. This has organizational consequences and does not allow for a true 

"monopoly" with regard to the profession (Larson, 1977). However, does this matter? 

It is the reality. Schon (1983) argued that professions were experiencing a crisis of 

confidence and ideology, but is it really a crisis? The crisis may be our grasp to an 

outdated conception. 

I have also demonstrated that our problems as a profession run much deeper than 

those provoked by market forces. The essence of our problem relates more with notions 

of the self and identity. Berger and Luckmann (1966) in addition to the other conceptual 

frameworks utilized, highlight issues related to both primary identity development (the 

induction into our world) and secondary identity development. Secondary socialization 
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has served to reinforce primary socialization and hence, creates issues with professional 

socialization with regard to conflict avoidance and learned hierarchy (Kennedy, 1980). 

The work of Lukes (1978) and Foucault (1977) illuminated how notions of the 

self are socially constructed and that this construction serves those in power. Kennedy 

(1980) addressed a similar social construction with regard to the professional 

socialization of lawyers and the internalization of hierarchy and how this internalization 

manifests within the classroom and within organizations. Witz (1992) in her 

examination of professions and patriarchy highlights the occupational closer strategies of 

professions. Because of the professions woman have traditionally been subordinated to, 

her work provides an excellent framework for understanding the feminization of the 

student affairs profession. Woodard, Love, and Komives (2000) asserted that as a 

profession we have developed a "self-marginalizing, disempowering, self-pitying culture, 

resulting in student affairs professionals who have a victim mentality and a sense of 

powerlessness" (p. 18). In this statement these authors blame professionals for their 

"learned helplessness" and overall situation. They note that it stems from the fact that we 

are not at the center of the mission of universities and that we have developed a "woe is 

we" mentality. 

While I agree with the underlying assertion, I contend that the problem should not 

center so much around student affairs professionals as much as it should our system and 

its ability to construct this reality and then privilege this reality over others. This sense of 

marginalization is "there" within the reality structures of professionals well before they 

enter the profession. As a secondary socialization mechanism, graduate programs, 
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student affairs environments, and higher education as a whole perpetuate and reinforce 

this phenomenon. This occurs and is reinforced symbolically through many normalized 

and institutionalized prescriptions. Interactionist theory framed in a way to understand 

how this is maintained in organizations. As new professionals become more conscious, 

they enter into identity development stages which elicit this sense of marginalization. 

Those who begin to challenge the status quo are "disciplined" at the symbolic level by 

their peers, thus maintaining structures of power and reality. However, findings from this 

study indicate that there is a "hidden" culture where strategies for resistance are forged. 

While conflict was avoided in the public arena, it was not in this hidden culture. This 

hidden culture was also a source of support for new professionals. 

Unless those in our profession become critically conscious (Freire, 1970) 

tomorrow will be much like today. We will either become active in the development of a 

new consciousness for our profession (through socializing mechanisms—graduate 

preparation, professional associations, first professional positions) or it will be imposed 

upon us. 

In terms of professionalization, student affairs is a young profession. The idea 

that student affairs is an emerging profession is one that allows for change. Are not all 

professions continually immerging? Structural fiinctional approaches to professional 

socialization work only minimally. Professionals utilize knowledge and skills that are 

quickly outdated. External factors such as pressure from the public to increase 

efficiency and effectiveness, cost accountability, and altering programs and services to 

meet the needs of a changing clientele are all influencing this change. However, as I 
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have shown, a new pressure is manifesting itself in student affairs—those of related to the 

Market Effect. 

The constant search for revenue is altering the daily work of student affairs 

professionals, moving away from student development and closer to fund-raising. New 

professionals from all four student affairs programs studied revealed evidence that they 

were being impacted by the market effect in one way or another. In particular, students 

in the graduate program at Southwestern University were given the conceptual tools to 

understand the market effect while the other three programs in this study were not. 

Furthermore, new professionals working in non-revenue generating units experience the 

market effect differently than those working in auxiliary units. In non-revenue 

generating units socialization tensions related to the market effect were associated with 

job security, the pressure to work more without being compensated, and through speed-

ups. 

Throughout this dissertation I have shown that market forces are clearly changing 

higher education in general and student affairs in particular. It is also through forces like 

isomorphism (mimetic, coercive, and normative) that the marketization of student affairs 

will pattern itself around those utilized by its academic and administrative counterpoints. 

Although these strategies may differ on the surface, they are very much the same. 

Examples of downsizing, and utilizing graduate and even undergraduate students to 

complete our work are already a regular part of the student affairs profession. Although 

generating revenue was not found everywhere, we should prepare for this to be a more 

regular part of our professional socialization. But what are we to do as a profession? The 
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reality for today is that we need utilize market forces without losing sight of our 

professional mission and values. The Market Effect is altering student affairs practice, 

however, the core beliefs and values which guide our work have remained relatively 

unchange —the holistic development of the college student. Statements of professional 

ideology and philosophy from the 1937 Personnel Point of View through the Higher 

Education Trends for the Next Century have served to shape and give meaning to 

professionals within the field. While the Higher Education Trends for the Next Century 

put forth a call to address several issues, including the marketization of student affairs, 

the discourse has remained relatively unchanged. 

These statements have withstood the test of time and have continued to guide the 

profession. However, these statements take on new meaning as change occurs (Woodard 

& DeArmond, 1998). In order for student affairs to grow and thrive during rapid change 

the following recommendations are given. Some of these recommendations have 

remnants of structural functional approaches, while others take into consideration more 

interactionist and neo-Marxist applications. 

1. Alter Professional Education and Socialization: Multi-disciplinary Preparation 

Evans and Reason (2001) suggest that while there is great attention to student 

learning, psychology, and management found within our professional preparation 

programs and ideology, there has been a lack of attention to concepts found in political 

science, anthropology, sociology and other disciplines that could contribute to our 

professional knowledge and practice. In the highly political environments found within 
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student affairs and the feminized nature of the profession we are not equipping new 

professionals with the skills to navigate higher education institutions. Collaboration and 

community are fantastic ideals to hold close but the reality new professionals face is 

many times contrary to that. We must if we are to survive and thrive as a profession stop 

being nice and as Evans and Reason (2001) attest, "perhaps it is time to be less 

cooperative"(p. 376). If we are to truly advocate for the needs of students, our 

knowledge base must grow to include theoretical frameworks like critical theory. 

Furthermore, because most new professionals will find themselves in environments that 

are highly political and because they are simultaneously part of a larger, more complex, 

increasingly diverse organization that is predominantly led by white men, student affairs 

administrators must have a thorough understanding of power, politics and organizational 

theory grounded in both traditional theory and emerging theory (critical, feminist, 

cultural). They must also understand how they may use this theoretical grounding to 

successfully work within a student affairs department or program as well as within the 

larger organization. 

New professionals will be called to perform multiple roles under the rubric of 

generalist. The individual practitioner will undoubtedly be called to concentrate on the 

holistic development of college students, however the amount of time allotted by such 

activity is likely to be decreased. Time taken from student development will be replaced 

by seeking support to provide programs and services to meet the needs of students 

(Garland & Grace, 1993). New competencies in leadership and leadership development, 

politics, organizational management, assessment, community building, and 
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entrepreneurialism will be necessary skills for new professionals. According to Newman 

and Carpenter (1993) those professionals who fail to understand organizational politics 

are at the mercy of those who do. 

Finally, if students affairs divisions are to survive, professionals must not only 

serve in their traditional roles (educator, counselor, etc), they must also secure resources 

(people, funding, etc) to enable them to continue serving students. Several new 

professionals in this study indicated they were engaged in such behavior. However, very 

few had a conceptual understanding of the larger external and internal forces that 

contributed to the pressure they felt. Again the focus is on knowledge acquisition so that 

new professionals have a choice in matters related to the market effect. 

2. Professional Development for Non Masters Employees and Continuing 

Education 

This policy initiative would require all professionals who have not completed the 

required education and training prescribed by the CAS standards to take foundational 

courses representing the core courses found in student affairs programs. Those in 

professional preparation programs should be accommodating in this venture. In addition 

to this, those leading student affairs divisions should be able to assess employee 

understanding of student affairs work and put developmental pieces in place to help new 

professionals grow. 

This policy recommendation for continuing education calls for the creation of a 

national continuing education program for all professionals. Barr (1993) asserts, "Each 
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student affairs professional must make a commitment to ongoing development in order to 

meet the challenges of the future" (p. 522). The findings from this study concur. Those 

professionals supervising new professionals are having both positive and negative effects 

upon new professionals. In order to improve working situations into which new 

professionals find themselves, Barr (2000) notes " We must keep current with issues, 

problems, and trends so that we can anticipate what is going to happen in our field and 

work" (p. 522). 

There is currently no accountability mechanism in place for those who enter the 

profession without having the formal knowledge base acquired in a student affairs 

program, nor is there a mechanism of accountability for those more seasoned 

professionals. We must look to policies of continued education in order to improve the 

experiences of new professionals, middle managers, and senior student affairs officers. 

Specifically, this policy calls for the creation of a registry whereby professionals are 

required to complete a certain number of documented continuing education units or 

complete the required training before being certified. For example, those completing 

masters degrees from a program certified by the CAS standards would be immediately 

eligible for certification while those who do not would need to pursue this or work 

towards continuing educational units (Carpenter, 2002). 

But having formal policies is limiting in that it can be coercive. We should 

develop and create a profession that is passionate about learning. Not just professional 

knowledge, but a desire to know oneself This passion can be ignited by building 
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stronger bridges between professional associations, graduate preparation programs and, 

first professional positions. 

3. Self-Authorship; Change Through "Being". 

Meister Eckart wrote that, "People should not consider so much what they are to 

do, as what they are". Simply changing the way we work will not alter the underlying 

problems with our system or students affairs. According to Twale & Shaller (2002, p. 

323) "Our next challenge in promoting professionalism is development of'internal 

psychological capacity' for ownership and self-authorship(Kegan, 1994, p. 158)". Only 

when we uncover our hidden beliefs and assumptions about ourselves and the profession 

can we participate in creating new circumstances and realities for our profession (Hirt, 

1992). Put another way, the solution is not to be found in using the "masters" tools. 

We must reconceptualize the notion of professional to include something much 

more broad and perhaps even radical. How can we truly service all students if we are 

unaware of the larger dominating and controlling mechanisms in our society? How can 

we truly follow "praxis" if we remain ignorant of these forces? Towler and Knight 

suggest, "While induction involves coming to know aspects of how things are in an 

intersubjective sense, it is also an invitation to identity creation and to change the 

community of practice"(p. 36). As a profession who professes a commitment to 

diversity, how can our professional preparation programs and key student affairs 

documents fail to address the interaction between professionalization, power, and the 
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contradictory nature found within our professional work. We celebrate diversity at the 

same time we develop it out of students (Hirt, 1992). 

If the work of student affairs professionals is to truly serve as educators they 

must understand the social construction of reality. How can an educator transmit 

something they do not themselves possess? They cannot. Thus, improvement of the 

profession begins with an examination of the self. It begins with an honest appraisal of 

who we are and how we became who we are. We might ask ourselves what the 

consequences for the individual practitioner as well as the profession would be if we were 

to educate in this manner? Change. Education. Transformation. Liberation. Shouldn't a 

profession which professes to do these things begin with itself? 

Finally, as Hirt (1992) asserts, "When student affairs professionals have identified 

, recognized, and acknowledged the influence that socially constructed, dominant 

institutions have exerted, they can rid themselves of the constraints that such beliefs 

impose. Only then will they experience the exhilaration of controlling the structures of 

their profession rather than being controlled by those structures. Only then will they be 

free to formulate a new, more inclusive, definition of an educated person, and only then, 

will they begin to reconceptualize and revitalize their professional ideology and practice" 

(p. 540). Hirt's words draw us to a radical notion of professionalization. One that defies 

the notion of expert professional for hire. 

Self-authorship as a profession and as individuals requires tension. Thus, tension 

is conceptualized as positive. If indeed we are to educate and expand the consciousness 

of student affairs professionals, we need to be ready for the efforts of such education. It 
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is only ignorance and prior socialization which holds us back. I for one would like more 

new professionals to "experience the exhilaration of education" that Hirt discussed. This 

calls everyone in our profession to expand his/her consciousness or what Freire (1970) 

suggests as the development of a critical consciousness. Only when we expand our sense 

of "profession" to include a critical consciousness " will we liberate ourselves in a way 

which is truly transformational. 

Study Limitations and Future Research 

Findings from this study may be utilized as a source of information for student 

affairs professional associations, graduate preparation programs, and individual 

practitioners working in student affairs divisions. This study revealed the socialization 

tensions experienced by new professionals as they relate to their graduate preparation 

programs and organizational environments, as well as how new professionals made sense 

of their socialization experiences. It also revealed another pressure—the "Market Effect", 

demonstrating the ways in which student affairs units are consciously and unconsciously 

adjusting to demising resources. Future research could examine the trend towards the 

use graduate students as opposed to full-time employees. Further examination may also 

be needed at the undergraduate student level. It was found that undergraduate students 

are engaging in activity that was once primarily the responsibility of the professional. A 

research study, which addressed the market effect and managed student services in more 

depth, would also be highly useful to the profession. 

For those supervising new professionals this information may be used as an 

anticipatory socialization mechanism. Many things can be done to help new 
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professionals make sense of organizations prior to entering the workplace or graduate 

preparation program. For example, employers can set-up formal socialization 

mechanisms like orientation and mentoring programs. In addition to this, supervisors can 

assess the new professionals skills and abilities and put professional development 

activities in place to enhance their development. Continuing education and graduate 

preparation programs may utilize the information to create policies and curriculum that 

addresses the market effect in student affairs. Effective student affairs supervisors and 

leaders can socialize new professionals to organizational structure, norms, rituals, and 

values. This gives the new professional lenses to make sense bridging the gap between 

dissonance and comprehension. As a case study of four institutions, findings should not 

be generalized to other graduate programs or institutions. As I found in this study, 

student affairs programs can be very diverse. 

Overall, I believe more research should be undertaken from a critical lens. When 

doing so, at least for this researcher, problems surface that may be the essence behind 

larger professional issues. Another future study could examine the political skills of new 

professionals in student affairs or the political skills of all professionals in student affairs. 

I also think it is interesting when examining the differing experiences with regard to the 

masters degree program which was situated in the context of a higher education program 

and those which were solely masters programs. Those students who were taking courses 

along side doctoral students were aware of issues not found in programs that were only 

masters programs. Future research should examine new professionals who have 

completed their master's degrees. This allows the researcher to address one environment 
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possibly leading to richer narratives and a more complex understanding of organizational 

issues. In addition to this, research should examine in more depth the notion of reward 

structures and promotion in student affairs. 

This study could have been improved by engaging in more of a multiple interview 

study. This would have allowed the researcher to build trust and vulnerability. While I 

found that I was able to develop trust at varying levels with most of my participants, I 

also found that it takes more than an hour with some people. Future research could also 

examine supervisor tensions and perspectives as well as taken a more quantitative 

approach to the tensions of new professionals. 

Machlavelli (1954) who asserts" A man who washes to make a profession of 

goodness in everything must necessarily come to grief among so many who are not good. 

Therefore it is necessary for a prince, who wishes to maintain himself, to learn how not 

to be good" (p. 84 as found in Julias, Baldridge, & Pfeffer, 1999). The preceding quote 

captures the inherent, ontological tension facing student affairs professionals today. As 

universities respond to fiscal demands by turning to the market, student affairs and its 

various units are Hkely to feel pressure to align in ways which protect it, many of which 

are in direct conflict with the core values of the profession and cause considerable 

tension, 
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Appendix A 

Interview Protocol for New Professionals in Student Affairs 

Name: 

Position and institution 

Number of years in the profession 

Race, gender, class info 

Personal History: Background and Professional socialization 
1. Tell me a little bit about yourself and the process of how you came to be in your 

current position and how long you have been there? 

Professional/ Workplace Socialization Tensions 

1. Tell me a story about what it is like to be in your current role/grad program? 
What do you do? What are the hours you are paid for and the number you believe 
you put in? 

2. To you, what does it mean to be student affairs professional? 
3. What do you believe are the values what sorts of practices are being encouraged 

what is being promoted of your graduate program? 
4. When faculty discusses issues related to the workplace how do they describe it? 

How do practitioners talk about faculty? 
5. With the many demands of grad program and workplace (stuff is going on at 

work, there is budget cuts, long hours, papers etc). How do you negotiate all of 
this.. .and what do you draw upon to make your decisions in the day and how do 
you feel you are able to use and act upon the knowledge that you learn in your 
program about student affairs? 

6. Tell me a story about your workplace. Do you find yourself wanting to use ideas 
from class in the workplace and wonder how they fit or whether they fit? What 
reaction do you get when you bring things in from class? Response to academic 
literature? 

7. What connection do you see between the values of the profession and the 
organization of the workplace? 

8. What do you enjoy most/least about your job? 
9. What do you need to know to survive/excel in your department? 
10. What does the grad program value? Work? 
11. Ethical concerns in S.A. thus far? 
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Symbolic Interactionism 

1. How did you leam the rules of your workplace? Talk about your colleagues. 
What comes to mind in general? What do you believe are their expectations of 
you? How do these expectations make you feel? 

2. Talk about your supervisor. What do you believe is important to them in terms of 
your work? In both instances are their expectations different than those of 
graduate preparation? 

3. Are your colleagues more committed to your department or to the profession? 
Supervisor? Probe: How do they demonstrate this commitment? 

4. What is a productive colleague (and Why)? 
5. How do you know if you are doing a good job in your work? What gets rewarded 

and what does not? 
6. How do you know when something is not right in your workplace or how do you 

detect when there is an issue in the organization? Do you feel comfortable raising 
this issue with your peers, supervisor? 

7. If you want to change something in your workplace, can you? 

Academic Capitalism 
Interview question options: 

1. What experience have you gained from your graduate preparation program in 
terms of budgeting, and the finance of higher education? Your department? 
What resources do you rely upon when doing programming? Would you say you 
have enough resources to do the work you do? 

2. To what extent is generating revenue or seeking outside resources a part of your 
current work? 

3. Does your department have contracts with external constituencies/businesses? 
4. What is the attitude of your supervisor/colleagues towards the budget they have 

for accomplishing their work? What is your general attitude about the resources 
you have to do your work? 

5. Why types of work do students do in your office (grad and undergrad)? 
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Appendix B 

Table 2 
Themes found in Student Affairs Positions Papers 

Position Papers 

Theme SPPVI SPPVI DT Hazen Brown THE II COSPA NASPA RR SLI PGP PP Trends 
Holistic perspective X XXX X X X XXXXXX 

Attention to Individual XXXXXX XX XXX 
Differences 

Student agency X XXXX X X XX XXX 

Interactionist X XXXX X X XXXXXX 
Perspective 

Consideration of XXXXXX XXXXXX 
Context 

Intentionality XXXX X X XXXXXX 

Empirically grounded XX XXXX X XXXX 
Initiatives 

Role of instruction X XXX XX XXXXXX 
And learning 

Collaboration X XXX XX XXXXXX 

Functional focus X XXX 

Education for Citizenship XX XX 

Accountability X X X X  X X  
Note. SPPVI= Student Personnel Point of View (ACE, 1937); SPPVII= Student Personnel Point of View (ACE, 1949); 
DT= Student Personnel Work as Deeper Teaching (Lloyd-Jones & Smith, 1954; Hazen= The Student in Higher 
Education (Coirmiittee on the Student in Higher Education, Hazen Foundation, 1968); Brown = Student Development 
in Tomorrow's Higher Education—A Return to the Academy (Brown, 1972); THE 11= Tomorrow's Higher Education 
Project (ACPA, 1974, T. H. E. Project, 1975, Miller & Prince, 1977); COSPA= Student Development Services in 
Higher Education (COSPA, 1974); NASPA= A Perspective on Student Affairs (NASPA, 1987); RE=Reasonable 
Expectations (NASPA, 1994); SLI=The Student Learning Imperative (ACPA, 1996); PGP= Principles of Good 
Practice (ACPA/NASPA, 1997); PP=Powerful Partnerships: A Shared Responsibility for Learning (Joint Task Force, 
1998); Trends= Higher education for the Next Century; A Research Agenda for Student Success ("Johnson & 
Cheatham. 1999^ 
•"Evans, N. & Reason, R. (2001). Guiding Principles; A Review and Analysis of Student Affairs Philosophical 
Statements. Journal of College Student Development. Vol 42, No 4, pp. 359-377. 
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